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Technically, there have always been Martial Arts Studies over the
course of human history. It is fair to say that the knowledge about how
to ght unarmed as well as with armament might be the earliest kind
of science mankind ever systematically explored.
Weaponry and warfare developed fast and the classical duel on
battle elds vanished. However, many martial arts remained – as
tradition, as cultural heritage, as spiritual practice, as embodied
expression.
From a modern academic perspective, Martial Arts Studies emerged
in the second half of the 19th century. The emergence of research
networks is a surprisingly modern evolution, though. In Germany, the
rst Martial Arts Studies conference was held in 2011, fathered by my
doctoral supervisor, Professor Peter Kuhn from the University of
Bayreuth. It was a vibrating mixture of scholars, practitioners, teachers
and of cials in the eld of martial arts. We did not know that in France,
Poland, Italy as well as in many other countries, Martial Arts Studies
networks had already been formed many years ago.
After every of the following yearly conferences, my head was struck
by all the different styles, methods, paradigms, as well as by the huge
academic spectrum of disciplines, methods, research questions and
topics.
In 2015, I was nally able to draw a scienti c eld map in my mind.
When I believed I could see the whole ocean from the highest mast of
my little ship of martial arts knowledge, Professor Paul Bowman from
Cardiff University called for attendance at the rst British Martial Arts
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Preface

Studies conference. Again, at rst I felt lost in an undiscovered new
ocean with not only different languages and cultures. Especially the
difference in the fundamental academic eld approach puzzled me.
In Germany, from the very beginning, Martial Arts Studies have been
connected to the empirical driven Sportwissenschaft (‘sports science’)
which tends to apply quantitative and qualitative methodology. In
Britain, however, the cultural studies perspective on martial arts is
predominant.
In this way, the academic exploration of the martial arts has been
more complex but also more interesting than ever. But both
disciplinary approaches arguably have failed to demarcate the
scienti c eld in which scholars are doing the most fascinating
research.
This book could be a step forward to outline and structure what
martial arts is and how their characteristics can be described to people
inside and outside of Martial Arts Studies.

The irresistible appeal of martial arts has drawn many individuals
into the academic eld who are not less mesmerising as the eld itself.
I consider it my greatest luck to work with and be inspired by this
multicultural, multiethnic and multidisciplinary sister- and brotherhood.
Regarding this book, I would like to thank Professor Ben Judkins, Kyle
Barrowman, Sixt Wetzler and Alexander Ewald in particular for their
helpful criticisms and suggestions for improvements.
Also, I would like to express my deepest gratitude for Sarah Wardin
and Alexandra Schütte from the University of Vechta for their linguistic
revision of the nal draft as well as Professor Daniel Scholl and Simon
Küth for their methodological advice.
Also, Bich Chau Nguyen created an amazing cover artwork.
Naturally, I take full responsibility for all inadequacies and errors in
layout and content.
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Professor Heiko Bittmann from Kanazawa University, Japan, for
taking me with him into the most fantastic martial arts journey in a
magical country;
Professor Peter Kuhn from Bayreuth University for being the
lighthouse of my academic career and for always supporting me in any
way; and
Professor Paul Bowman from Cardiff University for always serving as
a source of research inspiration.
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CHAPTER 1: THE DISCUSSION ABOUT DEFINING MARTIAL ARTS
Introduction
For a surprisingly long time, the research eld which is known today
as Martial Arts Studies has own under the radar of Western sport
sciences in comparison to its bold representation in the media (mma,
boxing, wrestling).
Reasons might be the extraordinary range of different martial arts
worldwide, their extreme cultural, phenomenological and motoric
diversity, as well as the everlasting strange vibe of exoticism, colourful
violence and fairy tale mysticism, which – although far from being
accurate – surrounded and bewildered popular and sometimes
academic opinions.
As soon as various authors and martial artists started to get a
general idea of the whole spectrum of martial arts, the fundamental
question arose how to formulate the speci c characteristics which
encompass martial arts all over the world. The problem arose how to
merge historically, culturally and linguistically different terminological
concepts.
In this book, rstly I outline former attempts of de ning martial arts
and highlight several core challenges (especially disciplinary
problems) which have hindered to conceptualise martial arts
de nitions (chapter 1). Secondly, I set up a new scienti c approach to
the de nition problem by combining empirical, hermeneutical and
phenomenological resources (chapter 2 and 3). The main goal of this
book is to elaborate an academically valuable de nition model which
constitutes a framework of attributes to support researchers who
proceed to classify martial arts and similar phenomena (chapter 4).
Poststructural cul-de-sac
As several martial arts research networks have emerged in Europe
and the U.S. recently, core eld research concerning its terminology
and taxonomy has been stalled nevertheless. One of the key gures
here is Paul Bowman, who administrates the United-Kingdom-based
Martial Arts Studies network and curates its eJournal of the same
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name. Because of his in uence on peer eld researchers and the
academic eld itself, it is important to discuss Bowman’s viewpoints in
detail here.
In his work ‘Deconstructing Martial Arts’, Bowman (2019, 35)
condemns attempts to de ne martial arts, “In short, I argue (somewhat
against the current of recent debates, and even against the grain of
many academic approaches) that we do not need to de ne martial arts
at all.” He explains “the de nition of martial arts is both a distraction
and a red herring” (2017, 7) and the ‘de nition drive’ “naïve in a number
of ways” (Bowman & Judkins 2017, 9). Therefore, it should be important
for Martial Arts Studies to be open “to the possibility of examining
whatever people refer to as martial arts” (Bowman 2019, 12). Thus, he
is “arguing for more theory, an injection of theory, and the permeation
of theory, before de nition” (2017, 18).
Finally, Bowman (2019, 152) concludes that not only the de nition
process would be dif cult (“Where do you draw the line?”), but above
all, the necessity of such a de nition is questionable (“Why draw a
line? […] How can we let ourselves try to draw a line?”).
Bowman’s beliefs caused several problems and irritations. First and
foremost, he draws heavily from poststructuralist and postmodern
paradigms, mainly facilitated by Jacques Derrida (Bowman 2017, 10)
and the Yale critics (Bloom, Hartman, de Man and Miller), which tend to
deconstruct scienti c realisations by pointing out that there is neither
objectivity nor clarity. Instead, they proclaim that insights are
temporary, arbitrary, interchangeable and inevitably biased.1
Bowman seems to utilise poststructuralism to defy any disciplinary
or interdisciplinary creation of theory concerning martial arts
terminology, foremost empirical science, “What such thinkers mean in
making claims like ‘empiricism is naïve, incompetent, or even
irresponsible’ – is that there is a kind of untenable idealism and
1

“We can multiply our examples, and look at the ways in which certain words and
moves have drifted and disseminated and ipped and mutated all over the place,
around the world, through time and space, and examine the processes of their
emergence and development within each new context; the ways they become
mixed up and mixed in with existing concerns and outlooks, and reciprocally
modify and move existing situations.” (Bowman 2017, 20)
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simplicity at the heart of approaches that begin from the premise that
to make sense of the world we should simply look around us, focus on
things, classify them and count them; and that through a process of
testing and disputing around categories, we might eventually get at
the truth of reality and get it right” (2017, 18).
Accordingly, in Bowman’s opinion, a de nition would be overly
scienti c when empirical science tries to display “human life, culture
and society” (2019, 44), “Any such de nition will not merely be an
abstraction, it will also be a reduction and indeed therefore a ction”
(2019, 148). He states that the reduction would not only concern
scienti c approaches and disciplines, but also the number and type of
phenomena described by scholars or practitioners as martial arts. The
magnetism that emanates from the term martial arts “draws
researchers together. People are attracted to the eld, because of a
shared interest in what is perceived to be a shared object” (Bowman
2019, 12).
The problem here is not that Bowman prefers “both theorising and
constructing the eld” (2017, 7) but that he limits corresponding
research about fundamental questions of martial arts to scienti c
disciplines which are in accordance with or based on poststructural
axioms, such as anthropology, ethnography and cultural studies.
Interestingly, Bowman himself falls into the same trap he warns of.
As Wetzler (2017, 80) remarks, “In this respect, [Bowman’s]
unwillingness to de ne what martial arts are (though theoretically
well grounded) may pose a problem.” The post-structuralist position in
this case is, therefore, not only elitist but also dogmatisingly one-sided.
Looking down on the natural sciences and ignoring empirical methods,
traditions and results is simply unacceptable from the perspective of
philosophy of science. Although de nition issues always require a
linguistic approach, those must not lead to an overvaluation of
language by post-structuralists, which is reminiscent of Heidegger.
The failure to provide a de nition for academic purposes is thus a
disciplinary dilemma as well. Regarding scienti c de nitions, Bowman’s
poststructural perspective is without doubt an epistemological
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impasse.2 Consequently, the research in this book follows the
paradigms of critical rationalism. Hence, an empirical approach with
interindividual datasets is advocated as a good instrument to avoid the
subjectiveness that Bowman fears.
The need for de nition
While I planned a Martial Arts Studies conference in Germany, a
reviewer rejected an abstract by a young scientist about biathlon,
stating, “It is not clear to me to what extent shooting and cross-country
skiing are integrated into the context of Martial Arts Studies.”3
Similarly, Goto-Jones (2016a) evaluates in his book ‘Is Street Fighter a
Martial Art?’ whether martial arts video games (that he calls MAV) can
be regarded as martial arts.
However, how can you be sure that biathlon and Street Fighter are no
martial arts? What is the basis for this assessment?
These examples demonstrate that a scienti c terminology is
strongly needed indeed. The numerous former eager attempts to
facilitate eld de nitions, which are brie y presented and analysed
below, are a clear proof that they are viewed as the master key to
position the eld and not to demarcate it. This is one of the main
functions of de nitions in academia.
If martial arts cannot be classi ed and categorised, not only its
academic eld will be obscure, it will also diffuse the responsibility for
the investigation of its phenomena. From biathlon and Olympic
hammer throwing to SWAT team training, from the hadōken in Street
Fighter to cock ghting, and from American Gladiators to contemporary

2 “More

precisely, my argument is that it is actually an error to think that
forging de nitions must be primary, or indeed even necessary, in academic
work. Often, the belief in the necessity of de nition is already an effect of a
tacit acceptance that a certain manner, mode or register of academic
discourse must be the proper, best or necessary method. Indeed, it arguably
boils down to a belief that the only or best kind of academic work is
scienti c, and that science starts from de nitions.” (Bowman 2017, 12-13)
3 Translation by author.
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civil riots – every phenomenon with the slightest connection to
combat would be the subject of Martial Arts Studies.
Nevertheless, the vagueness of the terminology also has very
concrete negative effects. Chan (2009, 69) states that a UNESCO survey
concerning martial arts had to be shelved, “because the various
authors could not agree on the nature of the project and because so
little progress seemed possible in separating histories from
mythologies”.
How can it be legitimate that a psychologist is able to de ne what
psychology is, a doctor what medicine is, and a tv commentator what
football is, but a martial arts researcher may not specify what martial
arts is? Of course, especially in the humanities, quasi-religious wars are
constantly being fought over eld de nitions. However, science thrives
on the constant confrontation with its fundamental questions, themes
and paradigms.
The aforementioned example of biathlon illustrates that the
reviewer had a strict opinion what does not belong to martial arts and
what does. This suggests that based on our experiences and
preferences, we actually do have an individual, concrete de nition of
martial arts. However, despite the commonly accepted core (like
“karatedō, boxing and arnis stick ghting are without doubt martial
arts”) we differ in the limitations of our subjective de nitions. The
exciting interdisciplinarity and interculturality of Martial Arts Studies
challenges us as academic scholars to transcending borders, but for
doing this, the eld desperately needs its own location.
De nitions unite and concretise existing subjective perceptions and
help to illustrate topics. As metamorphosing semantic and linguistic
constructs, they serve not only as pulse monitors of contemporary
developments, but also as magnifying glasses for the observation and
classi cation of research questions, topics, objects, paradigms, and
academic accesses. The main function of science is naturally linked to
this – the description, explanation and (behavioural) prediction of
phenomena.
In the humanities and cultural studies, de nitions are (commonly)
theorised after linguistics have already become anchored in societies.
Thus, a scienti c de nition of martial arts should not try to take over
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the term and reassert it semantically from scratch. Rather, the aim
should be to open up the subjective theories that societies and
individuals use to categorise this term, to specify it and to utilise it for
academic purposes.
In order to achieve this, I have conducted an empirical study that
collected the subjective de nitions of martial art scholars, practitioners
and non-professionals.
Central de nition problems
Before, however, the issues that make a martial arts de nition so
challenging must be outlined. In addition to the dif culties mentioned
above raised by Bowman, I recognise three further major problems:
1. The rst is a linguistic problem: How narrow or broad should the
de nition be? Where does martial arts begin and where does it
end?
2. The second is a cultural problem: What is the role of combat as
part of martial arts? What de nes the actual process of combat as
a movement practice? What distinguishes combat from other
movement practices? Is corporeal combat mandatory for martial
arts?
3. The third is a semantic problem: Which and how many
expressions and terms are used and how are they currently
semantically loaded?
These three questions will be examined in the following.
Since the semantic and linguistic levels of key terms in this eld will
be explored, at rst, two termina technica have to be introduced which
serve as surrogate work terms within this book. Both have a purely
descriptive function and are semantically simpli ed:
‘Fight systems’ describe activities commonly described as martial
arts, combat sports, etc., or activities that are possible candidates for
being classi ed as such.
‘Fight techniques’ describe performative segments or separate
movements within ght systems (e.g. a punch, a kick, a throw, a bow, a
dogde, etc.).
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1. Where does martial arts begin and end?
As Bowman (2019, 1-2) indicates, there are two positions for the rst
problem, “On the one hand, there is a kind of strict or rigorously
literalist position, which holds that only certain kinds of things can
properly be regarded as martial arts, and that to t the bill they must
meet certain criteria, such as having been designed for or used on the
battle eld, or being some (implicitly bodily) part of the ‘arts of war’. On
the other hand, there is an ostensibly more relaxed, ‘loose’ or openended position, which might either be called cultural, ‘discursive’, or
(pejoratively) ‘relativist’. This holds that, because all of the terms and
concepts that we use are variable conventional constructs, a category
like ‘martial arts’ only ever refers to whatever people think and say are ‘
martial arts’. […] The literalist position tends to exclude a great many
practices that are widely recognised as martial arts. […] strict or
rigorous literalist positions impose rigid criteria that exclude practices
deemed to be ‘too far’ away from being martial arts ‘proper’ – such as
practices that may focus on health cultivation, esoteric matters, or even
practices with ‘too much’ of a focus on sport or personal development.”
Firstly, criticism of the literalist position is based on the fact that it is
classi ed too exceptive, as it excludes activities that are commonly
rated as a ght system, such as “jūdō, tai chi quan, aikidō or even mma”
(Bowman 2019, 1). The bitter resistance to the literalist position
illustrates that our subjective de nition of ght systems cannot be as
vague as we sometimes tend to believe.
Secondly, the literalist de nition is inevitably conservative so that it
may be dif cult to include new developments in the spectrum of ght
systems. The discursive position, on the other hand, is criticised as
being too relativistic and too liberal (Bowman 2019, 2)4.
The discursive position leads us to the second problem.

4 “Meanwhile, a

culturalist or discursive position can be subject to the
criticism that it is too ‘relativist’ or too open or exible to be meaningful.”
(Bowman 2019, 2)
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2. What is the role of combat as part of martial arts?
Combat is as old as war. War is as old as mankind. Talking about the
characteristics of combat, therefore, means going into the deepest
depths of philosophy and cultural studies. This would require digging
up the treasures of entire libraries. The question of where combat
came from can consequently neither be answered with historical nor
intercultural certainty – surely not in the context of this book. However,
this inevitable degree of speculation and simpli cation should not
prevent us from taking a quick look at the phenomenon of combat.
It is highly probable that combat, like any other form of human
mimetic expressivity (Minarik 2014, 48), such as dance, music, art, or
drama, was incorporated into the performance of rituals and thus into
the larger meaning of the cult (Filipiak 2001, 80).5
Cult is an attempt to codify the human relationships to the people’s
arcane environment and to replace dark existentialism in favour of
meaningful ideological structure (Heinemann 2007, 20). Rituals as
performative practices often refer to social dramas, and tend to address
social disruptions, thereby aiding relief and consolidating the social
group stability (Minarik 2014, 95). According to Huizinga (1949, 15-16),
creatively re-enacting the structure of the complex world as a ritual is
a kind of playful interpretation and preservation of the world, which
ultimately becomes the cult, “Ritual is thus in the main a matter of
shows, representations, dramatic performances, imaginative
actualizations of a vicarious nature. At the great seasonal festivals the
community celebrates the grand happenings in the life of nature by
staging sacred performances, which represent the change of seasons,
the rising and setting of the constellations, the growth and ripening of
crops, birth, life and death in man and beast. As Leo Frobenius puts it,
archaic man plays the order of nature as imprinted on his
5 “For

example, weapons played a major role in exorcisms or necromancy
and demon summoning, for which ritual dances were performed. The origin
of these ceremonies lies in shamanism, which had always been latently
present in the simple classes of the population. Some researchers see
nothing else in the forms (taolu) of wushu but a further development of
these shaman dances.” Translation by author.
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consciousness. […] And now he plays this great processional order of
existence in a sacred play, in and through which he actualizes anew, or ‘
recreates’, the events represented and thus helps to maintain the
cosmic order.”
Digel (2003, 650) states that in early cultures, combat was
presumably part of the cult because cult members interpreted natural
processes such as the cycle of day and night, seasons and weather
phenomena as a battle between good and evil powers. Thus, combat
symbolised con icts that manifested themselves in the individual
being, in society and in nature.
However, if cult and culture ultimately serve as spiritual
interpretations of human existence in a world inhabited by the divine,
played out through the admixture of dance, music, pictorial art and
drama, is there any fundamental difference between play and combat?
“In all Germanic languages and in many others besides, play-terms
are regularly applied to armed strife as well. […] We have to feel our
way into the archaic sphere of thought, where serious combat with
weapons and all kinds of contests ranging from the most tri ing
games to bloody and mortal strife were comprised, together with play
proper, in the single fundamental idea of a struggle with fate limited
by certain rules. Seen in this way, the application of the word ‘play' to
battle can hardly be called a conscious metaphor. Play is battle and
battle is play” (Huizinga 1949, 40-41).
As an expressive performance whose instrument is the body itself,
combat is also closely related to dance. Like any other artefact that did
not originate from the cult but was partially connected to it, both serve
for social and transcendental socialisation. Both have their very own
semiotics. The difference between combat and dance in early cultural
history is that combat is a functionalist part of warfare, but dance –
even in ritualistic contexts – always is entertainment at least to a
certain degree. In cultures such as Ancient Greece, dance was also
attributed a war-functionalist component, namely to make the body t
for combat by means of dance training (Ränsch-Trill 2004, 22-23).
The intertwinement of combat and dance is linked to war-induced
hero ecstasy (Weber 1996; Hintelmann 2005). “For example pencak silat
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has borrowed movements from Indonesian folk dances, and in turn
Indonesian dancing has borrowed movements from pencak silat. In
other cultures dance was also used as a means to enhance or preserve
ghting techniques. […] Sword dances are also found in Chinese,
Tibetan, Germanic, Spartan, Filipino, and African cultures” (Rosenbaum
2004). Many other ght systems have strong kinetic similarities to
native dances.
Several war dances and weapons augment the mix of combat and
dance with music, like Khachaturian’s Sabre Dance. The importance of
music as a complementary part of dance is undisputed. As a
complementary part of combat, though, it is surprisingly invisible in
Martial Arts Studies, despite such astonishing synergies of music and
combat like capoeira, muay thai or – more recently – Beat Saber VR.
The congruence of dance, music and combat can be better
understood by remembering Huizinga’s equation of combat and play,
when he concludes, “Making music bears at the outset all the formal
characteristics of play proper: the activity begins and ends within strict
limits of time and place, is repeatable, consists essentially in order,
rhythm, alternation, transports audience and performer alike out of ‘
ordinary’ life into a sphere of gladness and serenity, which makes even
sad music a lofty pleasure. […] In itself it would be perfectly
understandable, therefore, to comprise all music under the heading of
play. Yet we know that play is something different, standing on its own.
Further, bearing in mind that the term ‘playing’ is never applied to
singing, and to music-making only in certain languages, it seems
probable that the connecting link between play and instrumental skill
is to be sought in the nimble and orderly movements of the ngers.”
(Huizinga 1949, 42)
Both combat and dance are originally based on intuitive and
creative movement, but in the end, they develop formalities, which in
turn absorb symbols, geometries and rhythms from nature (see chapter
4). When expressive performance is formalised, conjunctions with other
arts are created, which in early times also served as manifest
celebrations of the cult in the form of ritual acts. Especially in drama,
ghting, dance, music and (cultic) narratives have been connected and
still are.

The following remarks of Sánchez García (2018, 84) are especially
interesting, “‘Military archery’ and ‘ceremonial archery’ were the same, except
in terms of the time and occasion of the use, whether on the battle eld or in
court ceremony respectively. During the Kamakura and Muromachi periods,
ghting pro ciency, etiquette, aesthetics and self-perfection were wellbalanced elements of a warrior’s martial traditions and were furthermore all
embedded within a religious facet.”
6
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Minarik (2017, 63) comments, “One thing is clear: Traditional combat
systems have played an in uential role in historical stage arts as well
as in contemporary global works on stage and screen. In Asian
traditions like the Beijing or Cantonese opera, or Japanese kabuki, the
display of martial arts is comparable to the role of ballet in classical
European opera or the French comédie ballet. Martial arts, especially
fencing, were also important in European theatrical traditions.”
In addition, Minarik cites Philipps (2016) who “goes so far as to state
that what is now divided into these three categories [Chinese martial
arts, drama and religion] was once one single entity.” Nowadays, we
encounter combat drama mainly in the form of martial arts movies.
These can be artistic (Tiger and Dragon), acrobatic (Drunken Master) or
percussive (Ong Bak).
Talking about combat as a formalised part of dance and drama, the
fundamental question arises whether staged ghts can also be
classi ed as ‘real’ combat. How much ‘fatal seriousness’ or belligerence
is essential to declare something a combat? How much creative
freedom and spontaneity is essential when combat is combined with
dance (formality of movements), with sports competition (formality of
rules) and with drama (formality of narration)?
On the other hand, it can be assumed that most people would tend
to say that contemporary warfare and police force operations are not
regarded as ght systems. Consequently, there might be a need to
combine the combat element with nuances of formalisation – like
drama, dance or sports – to con ne the ‘fatal seriousness’ of
unrestrained combat.6 If this is acknowledged, all ght systems are
technically hybrids of culture and performance.

3. Which and how many terms are used?
The third problem is a relatively new issue in the anglophone world
due to the dominance of the term ‘martial arts’, which has its own
aws. ‘Martial arts’ goes back to the concept of ‘ars martialis’ or ‘Arts of
Mars’ in medieval Europe, where it was used for swordplay and fencing
from about the 16th century onwards (Cynarski & Skowron 2014, 52).
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Within the discursive position, people disagree about how to deal
with these hybrids, especially when dance and sports competition
elements are integrated in an obvious manner, like in tricking
(Hartnack 2014). Are these hybrids to be classi ed as ght systems if
combat is part of the activity? Or does combat have to be the
dominating, constitutive part?
Lorge (2012, 3) invokes the origins of such hybrids in his muchnoticed de nition, “I de ne ‘martial arts’ as the various skills or
practices that originated as methods of combat. This de nition
therefore includes many performance, religious, or health-promoting
activities that no longer have any direct combat applications but
clearly originated in combat, while possibly excluding references to
these techniques in dance, for example.”
However, this paradigm reveals several obstacles. Usually, our
historical knowledge of ght systems is far too limited to assess
whether the combat aspect has been in fact the main reason for its
creation. This is even more evident for modern spin-offs, heresies and
re-interpretations of existing ght systems, which may re-engineer,
dilute or (intentionally) misinterpret existing combative heritage, in the
sense of so-called ‘invented tradition’ (Hobsbawm & Ranger 1992). Tai
chi, kyūdō and capoeira may count as examples.
Besides, whether the combat aspect is dominant in the current
practice of the respective ght system, depends on the interpretative
sovereignty of the practitioners, trainers or founders of the system. This
is highly subjective as well as interchangeable and, accordingly,
unreliable (see chapter 3).
Consequently, the discursive position fails to put in place a clear
differentiation that allows the legitimate exclusion of ght systems.
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Wetzler (2015, 25) explains that ‘art’ in no way contained an artistic
aspect, “[a]rt, in this context, does not bear the meaning of ‘creative
expression of the human mind but of skilful execution of a dif cult
action.’” In German language, the word for ‘art’ (‘Kunst’) from the 9th
century is derived etymologically from ‘kunnan’, which translates as ‘to
know, be capable of’. Hence, the well-known German aphorism “Kunst
kommt von Können” (literally “art comes from ability”). Green and Svinth
(2010a, XIX) clarify, “Even the notion of ‘art’ is problematic. Are there
truly distinctions between aesthetic and utilitarian, work and sport, art
and science?“ Thus, ‘martial art’ corresponded more to what is
understood today as technique.
Likely, in E.J. Harrison’s ‘The Fighting Spirit of Japan and Other
Studies’ (1913), the medieval term was used for the rst time to
describe (Asian) ght systems. However, the term appeared regularly
since 1974 in British newspapers (Bowman 2019). Eventually, in the
discourse of the Black Belt Magazine it developed into a popular
collective term, which at the beginning only referred to Asian systems
and only later also included worldwide systems. So technically, the
term ‘martial arts’ as a signi er developed much later than the signi ed
ght systems.
Bowman (2019, 27) comments on the contradiction in the term itself
as follows, “many of us mostly seem to forget the most literal meaning
of the word ‘martial’ as soon as it is combined with the word ‘art’.” This
seems particularly bizarre in the case of mixed martial arts (mma),
which is – as Barrowman (2019) points out – a term that is as new as it
is ambiguous. Which traditionalist would call mma competitions in the
UFC a place of art? The aesthetics and exoticism of Asian ght systems
have superimposed and expanded the original medieval functionalist
phrasing without ever resolving the contradiction between ‘martial’
and ‘art’.
Ultimately, it is the aforementioned traditional interweaving of
combat with dance, drama and the associated cult as historical
heritage that has caused the semantic vastness of the universal term ‘
martial arts’. On the one hand, this is a consequence of the fact that
virtually every nation has indigenous unarmed and armed ght

systems (like folk wrestling). On the other hand, the interaction also
opened the door for cultural hybrids of all kinds.
Cynarski and Skowron (2014, 49) are right to ask, “How can one name
cover the various systems of art, ways, sports, methods, self-defence
options and different utilisation methods in military service (police,
combat systems etc.) as well as those elements which are closer to
ritual, meditation and healing properties?”
According to Wetzler’s hypothesis (2015, 26), speci c main
orientations are driving engagement in ght systems practice. He
states that these are preparation for violent con ict, play and
competition, performance, transcendent goals, and health care.
This semantic spectrum leads us to the motives that people develop
to practice ght systems. Motive studies on ght systems (summarised
by Meyer 2012; Meyer & Bittmann 2018) show that the basic elements
of dance, arti ciality, drama, and ritual are combined on all levels: ght
system, sub-style, training elements, individual motive structures, etc.
All are important for the majority of practitioners of ght systems. For
example, karatedō may be practiced to prepare for self-defence, to
strengthen health, to move aesthetically, to playfully compete with a
partner, to make transcendent experiences, etc. Only for a few of the
roughly about 50 different basic motives, the combat aspect of ght
systems is constitutive.
The range of meanings and frameworks of exercise has overgrown
the limits of the orthodox term ‘martial art’ to such an extent that
Bowman (2019, 151) states, “‘martial arts’ is synthetic rather than
analytic.” Likewise, Buckler et al. (2009, 1) conclude, “The term ‘martial
art’ is a malleable concept with a vast range of de nitions: it can mean
whatever the person wishes it to mean.” This line of reasoning has
been repeatedly con rmed by the fact that hybrids of ght systems are
consistently splitting off and consider themselves as martial arts,
mostly in the form of volatile trend sports.
Various authors have tried to encompass and to specify this range by
creating bi-, tri- or multipolar de nitions. Maybe their fundamental
mistake is that the oldest models orientated themselves at the starting
point of the modern ‘martial art’ concept: the East Asian and especially
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Japanese ght systems (as E.J. Harrison did). It is classi ed historically
certain that, with the beginning of the Edo period around 1603 and the
widespread use of ri es (most effectively probably by Nobunaga Oda),
the use of cold weapon systems (also including ballistic systems such
as archery) increasingly receded into the background of modern
warfare. The samurai, who in today’s understanding were civil servants
in the Edo period, continued to practice traditional cold weapon
combat mostly for status reasons. It is controversial whether and to
what extent Japanese ght systems were spiritualised until the end of
the Edo period in 1868 (Moenig & Kim 2018).
The famous Donn Draeger’s (1996, 125; 2007a) notion of an
increasing importance of “aesthetic and spiritual dimensions” (Moenig
& Kim 2018, 1541) in ght systems during the Edo period has led to
his popular subdivision into the rather pragmatic bujutsu (武術) and
the more spiritual budō (武道). According to his de nition, both terms
were already used in the Edo period. This differentiation has been
criticised by various experts to be generalising and historically
incorrect (Hoff 1998; Hurst 1998; García 2018)7, but had a huge impact
on the taxonomy.
An essential point of criticism is that spirituality and the associated
concepts are very indistinct themselves, “There is little doubt that
methodological and procedural dif culties abound when attempts are
made to relate martial exercises to religious-philosophical
underpinnings. On the topic of religion, attempts to de ne words such
as ‘meditation’ or even ‘religion’ itself are invariably inadequate. Some
writers have argued that such terms cannot be de ned, whereas most
writings will generally concede that no single de nition, approach, or
set of criteria can incorporate all of the varied forms in which
meditation or religion appear” (Maliszweski 1996, 21).
Nevertheless, Green and Svinth also follow Draeger’s model in their
well-known encyclopaedia ‘Martial Arts of the World’ (2010a, XIX),
7 “Notwithstanding

the importance of Draeger’s analyses for the
understanding of Japanese martial traditions, more recent research has
shown that Draeger’s evolutionary model from bujutsu to budō is awed, not
least terminologically.” (Sánchez García 2018, 84)
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“martial arts are classi ed to be systems that blend the physical
components of combat with strategy, philosophy, tradition, or other
features, thereby distinguishing them from pure physical reaction.”
Furthermore, Draeger (2007b, 19; 1996, 58-59) divides bujutsu into a ‘
classical’ form, which describes warlike confrontations, and a ‘modern’
form, which encloses civilian self-defence and police operations. This
classi cation is also highly controversial (Judkins 2016a). For instance,
while “Draeger classi ed that koryū [classical, MM] bujutsu aimed at the
development of effective skills for battle eld combat, […] Friday [2005]
considers it more appropriate to understand koryū bujutsu as activities
not primarily intended for training in combat but for self-perfection
and cultivation” (Sánchez García 2018, 84). Maliszweski (1996, 22)
renamed the pair of terms ‘martial arts’ and ‘civilian arts’ in his own
terminology.
Whereas (civilian) self-defence used to be only one possible
application or training component of ght systems, in recent times –
mainly thanks to the success of wing chun and krav maga – some
systems have labelled themselves as self-defence systems. They
compete with the traditional, philosophical ght systems but also try
to set themselves apart from sports culture (Wetzler 2015, 24).
The term ‘combat sports’ has been established in the Englishspeaking world for sportive ght systems, which Cynarski and Skowron
(2014, 52) characterise as follows, “A combat sport […] is a competitive
contact sport where two combatants ght each other to gain enough
points or to achieve a condition to declare a single winner by means of
using certain rules of direct engagement. These rules of engagement
and conditions are signi cantly different from the rules in a simulated
contact or combat meant for technically-based challenges, practice, or
demonstration in martial arts […].”
From Draeger’s (1996, 125) perspective, (combat) sports are part of
the bujutsu branch as they lack spirituality, “Sport expression carried to
the apex of skill for records or championships achieves its ultimate
potential, the level of jutsu. There, sport is forever doomed to rest. The
heights of the dō level are beyond its reach.” Wolters (1992, 100)
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agrees, “There is no dō in sport.”8 However, Lowry (2002) categorises all
civilian martial arts as budō, including sportive ght systems.
From a current perspective, Draeger’s ideology-based de nitions
were improper attempts to adopt Japanese terms as a foreigner and to
extend them to a universal meaning. In Japan itself, the three basic
terms budō (武道), bujutsu (武術) and bugei (武芸) are used side by side
and sometimes overlapping (Sánchez García 2018, 77), although not in
the discriminatory way that Western authors suggest.
Moreover, in Japan, the utilisation of this terminology has always
been subject to change, too. “During the 1950s, the Ministry of
Education replaced the term ‘budō’ with the term ‘combative
sport’ [kakugi 格技] in order to gain some distance from prior
militaristic connotations and as a way to get closer to more democratic
formats, such as Western sports. […] According to a standard de nition
of kakutogi: ‘Combat Sports on a man-to-man basis which determines
victory/defeat by struggling with each other or striking each other with
hands and feet. For instance, boxing, wrestling, jūdō and sumō’.
(Yamaguchi, Ryoji & Kazuyoshi 2013, 251). Kakugi’s meaning is the
same as kakutogi [格闘技]. During the period in which the Ministry of
Education used the term kakugi instead of budō, the particle ‘
To’ [ ghting 闘] was not used in order to prevent fostering ghting
values in children […]. In 1989, the Ministry of Education of cially
resumed the use of the term budō instead of kakugi to refer to martial
disciplines. Nowadays, the Japanese term kakutogi is the rough
equivalent of ‘combat sport’ and is often used to refer to disciplines
such as boxing, wrestling, kickboxing, or mma (mixed martial arts)”
(Sánchez García 2018, 77-78).
This linguistic and political development illustrates the recursive
intercultural intertwinement of ght system terminologies. Also, it
reveals as well that there cannot be some kind of ‘basic’ term which
adopts concepts from foreign languages and alter or enhance their
semiotics for better suitability.
Besides these changes in the semantic contents or semantic
perceptions by the local society, relating to foreign terminologies bears
8 “Im

Sport gibt es keinen dō.” Translation by author.
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The German terminology is of particular interest here. When the
English sports paradigm became widespread in Germany in the 19th
century, it replaced the traditional phrase ‘Leibes- und Turnübungen’.
Especially competitive games were soon re-branded as sport
disciplines. Due to its military af nity, ‘martial arts’ remained at the
periphery of sports.
As a result, the medieval expression ‘Kampfkunst’ (literally: ghting
art) survived alongside the modern expression ‘Kampfsport’ (literally:
ghting sport). ‘Kampfsport’ became popular relatively quickly after the
Second World War. ‘Kampfkunst’ has been used signi cantly less since
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further risks when the subtleties of the source language are
misunderstood. Not only Draeger made this mistake fty years ago. In
2014, Cynarski and colleagues state, “In Japan today budō (martial way)
are called kogeki – combat sports. Martial arts, a term evocative of
militarism, is unfashionable or even politically incorrect” (34). However,
Cynarski and also Holt (1996) are wrong: budō is far from being
classi ed militaristic and to this day, all three terms (budō, bujutsu,
bugei) are being used, as I have experienced myself in Japan.
Sánchez García (2018, 78) is correct when he states, “Nonetheless, ‘
budō’ and ‘kakutogi’ were (and still are) commonly used to refer to the
same activity. Such is the case of jūdō, a discipline commonly
associated with budō (if we take into account its educational side)
despite its having undergone a strong process of ‘sporticization’. By
contrast, despite its long tradition as a professional competition, sumō
is not classi ed as kakutogi and is de ned as ‘national sport’ [kokugi 国
技, MM]. The ‘reinvention’ of sumō as an essential part of Japanese
identity during the Meiji period involved using the notion of foreign
Western sport as a perfect contrast, exemplifying what the Japanese
were not.”
Speaking of budō and bujutsu, Donohue and Taylor (1994, 14) sharply
criticise that spiritual connotations of East Asian ght systems are
often exaggerated, “All ghting is dirty, destructive, and practical.
Complex social, historical and economic reasons account for the
disparate development of ghting systems between East and West, not
the intrinsic moral superiority of Asian culture.”

Figure 1. Terminology in Buckler et al. (2009)

Martínková and Parry (2016, 146) apply some kind of trick in
designing their sophisticated model by reducing the practitioners’
motives to the subjective phenomenological purpose of the ght
system.
“By ‘purpose’, we do not mean an idiosyncratic aim or intention of an
individual, but the purpose of the activity itself, which determines the
way it is set up, taught and practised. In addition, of course, a
practitioner may have various personal purposes (intentions) when
taking part in a martial activity; however, the personal intention to ‘
mean’ something when one enters a certain kind of martial activity
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the 2010s (cf. ‘Digitales Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache’). German
authors usually de ne ‘Kampfsport’ with regard to sporting rules and
competitiveness. The de nition of ‘Kampfkunst’ remains controversial.
For Pfeifer (2004), ‘Kampfkunst’ are either highly effective or warlike
ght systems; for Wichmann (2005), they are spiritual ght systems;
and for several other authors, they are simply every ght system which
cannot be de ned clearly as ‘Kampfsport’. Lef er (2010) provides a
detailed analysis of German de nition models.
Buckler et al. (2009) also derive their fundamental terminology from
Draeger, but depict a model that follows the idea of Armstrong (1986)
that contemporary ght systems are divided into three different focal
points: ‘safety’, ‘sport’ and ‘spiritual’ ( gure 1). This aligns with
Theeboom et al. (1995) who describe their three branches as ‘
ef ciency’, ‘sporting’ and ‘traditional’.

(say, sport kendō, rather than martial art kendō) cannot be formed
unless the activity already exists as a practice.” This means that a ght
system can belong to several categories, depending on the
circumstances and expediency under which it is actually taught and
practiced.
Therefore, the authors (2016, 148-155) distinguish between ve
main categories:
1. ‘close combat’: More irregular, pragmatic and serious use of ght
techniques. Mostly used by state authorities (police, army) and
individuals in extreme situations (assault, self-defence).
2. ‘warrior art’: Chivalric alternative of ‘close combat’. Serious combat
is trained within an ethical, honourable framework and thus also
serves for self-development reasons.
3. ‘martial art’: Compared to the ‘warrior arts’, it emphasises selfdevelopment much stronger (moral principles, codes of conduct).
The martial aspect falls behind the actual moral teaching (“these
activities may be understood as ‘martially inspired arts’”, 151).
Compared to the two previous categories, they are clearly less
dangerous, e.g. through protective equipment, safety-conscious
regulations and, if necessary, modi cations of the weapons used.
4. ‘martial path’: Practices that are based very clearly on existing
religions or philosophies and often originate from the previous
categories. Martínková and Parry cite kyūdō as a prime example in
the understanding of Eugen Herrigel (1953), which has
completely distanced itself from the historical purpose. Although,
later authors were right to insist that Herrigel and/or his sensei
thus have distanced themselves far from the original meaning of
kyūdō.
5. ‘martial sport’: “[A]ctivities directed above all to acquiring martial
techniques for the purpose of participation in sport competition”
(154). Similar to ‘martial arts’, they are very regulated (or ‘tamed’)
and have a sophisticated rule book. The purpose of selfdevelopment is clearly less important than the emphasis on
victory in competitions.
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In addition to these main categories, Martínková and Parry (2016,
156-159) propose six secondary categories:
1. ‘martial therapy’: Activities which, similar to the ‘martial paths’, do
not have any real ghting relevance but are used for therapeutic
or health purposes. As an example, the authors mention tai chi.
2. ‘martial training’: Similar to ‘martial therapy’, but with the
emphasis on tness rather than regeneration. Examples are
bokwa and nia (Spatz 2015, 107) as well as tae bo.
3. ‘martial games’: Under this category, the authors summarise a
variety of leisure games with combat contexts, including reenactment of historical events (like the American Revolutionary
War), paintball and warlike/combative video and board games.
4. ‘martial artefacts, culture and performance’: The fusion of combat,
ritual and dance, e.g. in Maori haka dance or parade marching.
5. ‘martial entertainment and display’: Similar to the previous
category, but with a clear entertainment function.
6. ‘gladiatorial entertainment’: Activities that in the perspective of
the authors resemble the ancient gladiators in their presentation
habitus. They specify mma and pro wrestling.
As detailed as Martínková’s and Parry’s argumentation may be, their
classi cation is undeniably subjective, as they draw conclusions about
the purpose of the activity solely based on phenomenology. In contrast,
Mroz (2008, 130) already indicated in his research about taiji that the
instrumentalisation of a ght system may vary greatly. Moreover, both
the main and secondary categories are not suf ciently distinct to be
useful in an academic context. This is further complicated by the fact
that speci c ght systems – depending on training priorities and
design – can belong to several categories at the same time.
Nevertheless, their model is very well suited for describing systems.
In the current public and scienti c discourse, however, the trend
tends to follow a generalisation. After the classical term ‘martial art’
and the already mentioned ‘combat sport’ have established themselves
in the English-speaking world (which presumably originates from
clever marketing), the term ‘MACS’ is currently often used.
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Channon and Jennings (2014, 775) de ne accordingly, “Thus, we have
adopted the aforementioned term ‘martial arts and combat
sports’ [MACS], which we propose be used as an including, triadic
model encompassing competition-oriented combat sports, military/
civilian self-defence systems, and traditionalist or non-competitive
martial arts, as well as activities straddling these boundaries.” The
inverted acronym CSMA is also used in some (academic) circles.
Returning to the beginning of this chapter, the reason for the high
number of different categorical terminologies may be as well due to
the fact that the moral ambiguity inherent in the term ‘martial arts’ is
not accepted. Various attempts are made to break down the different
Freudian levels of martial arts: to separate the ‘martial’ from the ‘art’,
from the sport, and from the transcendence – in short: from civil
culture.
Probably, Huizinga would argue that martial arts are not determined
by the nature and severity of the physical and mental injuries they may
cause for combatants. For him, the most essential characteristic are
rules because they provide combat with the framework of play.
“Indeed, all ghting that is bound by rules bears the formal
characteristics of play by that very limitation. We can call it the most
intense, the most energetic form of play and at the same time the most
palpable and primitive. Young dogs and small dogs ght ‘for fun’ with
rules limiting the degree of violence; nevertheless the limits of licit
violence do not necessarily stop at the spilling of blood or even at
killing” (Huizinga 1949, 89).
This is important because the tenet of a successful play is a
fundamental equality between the players. With this logic, it is possible
to distinguish between martial arts and modern warfare (see chapter
4). Once again, Huizinga (1949, 90-91), “Fighting, as a cultural function,
always presupposes limiting rules, and it requires, to a certain extent
anyway, the recognition of its play-quality. We can only speak of war as
a cultural function so long as it is waged within a sphere whose
members regard each other as equals or antagonists with equal rights;
in other words its cultural function depends on its play-quality. This
condition changes as soon as war is waged outside the sphere of
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equals, against groups not recognized as human beings and thus
deprived of human rights […].“
Conclusion
In this chapter, it has been illustrated that various characteristic
polarities of ght systems have been used to create arti cial
terminologies; may it be civil/warlike, domesticated/realistic, sportive/
serious, philosophical/pragmatic, expressive/simpli ed, or meditative/
athletic.
All attempts fail to make a noticeable contribution to solving the
problem of de nition because they underestimate the uncanny
complexity of ght systems. The normative and categorical instruments
they create cannot be classi ed as adequate to display reality
suf ciently and precisely.
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CHAPTER 2: EMPIRICAL STUDY
Premise of the empirical study
The de nitions discussed above show the amount of great
differences in the degree of complexity (1-5 key terms, depending on
the model), the terminology, the taxonomy and the meanings. None of
the de nitions is really scienti cally tangible or theoretically
applicable. A valuable de nition theory must support heuristic
academic analyses and consequently structured evaluation procedures
how to classify and categorise ght systems and related phenomena.
However, I assume that scholars and practitioners already have a
subtle or criteria-based understanding of what they think ght systems
are and what they are not. Therefore, group surveys should reveal
tendencies and similarities, even if this understanding is probably
interindividual speci c. If this was not the case, it would be evidence of
the indeterminacy of ght systems and a strong call to refrain from
further formulation of scienti c terminologies in Martial Arts Studies.
If, nevertheless, the similarities turn out to be signi cant, this will be
an indication of an already existing, socially accepted, rough de nition
of ght systems (‘martial art’ and/or ‘combat sport’) which could be the
outline for a theoretical framework.
Because there has been no systematic awareness of the research
question yet, I rejected an explanatory study design and opted for a
quantitative exploratory study instead. The analysis of results was
divided into two processes: the descriptive analysis and the theorygenerating explorative factor analysis.
The exact procedure is described below.
RESEARCH DESIGN
I conducted a bilingual video study (in English and German) to
implement the aforementioned approach. Participants were shown a
total of 53 video clips. These represent a wide range of activities that
are commonly associated with ght systems or have been used as
examples in the de nition theories mentioned above.
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The selection of activities is supported by literature research.
Regarding the vastness of ght systems, only a small fraction could be
selected. Furthermore, activities were integrated that multi-cultural,
diverse researchers perceived interesting or debatable in a test sample
during a Martial Arts Studies conference in Los Angeles.
It must be emphasised that the label ‘activity’ does not mean that it
de nitely represents a ght system, a martial art, a combat sport or
whatsoever. In this book, ‘activity’ merely serves as a terminus technicus
to describe performances.
Several preferred activities could not be visualised properly,
especially ancient ones like Roman gladiator ghts, European medieval
sword- ghting, ‘real’ ninjutsu and other. In some cases, cinematic scenes
served as a substitute, knowing that the movie setting would alter the
results. The selected activities differed in the following characteristics:
‣ striking and grappling activities
‣ unarmed and armed activities
‣ utilisation of ballistic and melee weapons
‣ traditional and modern activities
‣ indigenous Eastern and Western activities
‣ individual, partner and team activities
‣ sportive, urban and natural environments
‣ analogue and digitally supported activities
‣ competitive activities, practice activities, show activities and
belligerent, serious9 activities
‣ holotypical and atypical combat activities
‣ male and female participants
‣ human and animal participants
The video clips were each about 15-25 seconds long and had no
sound, descriptions or titles. The video queue was digitally randomised
for each participant to minimise halo effects between the videos. Thus,
each participant received a unique video queue.

9 ‘Serious’ describes

activities with at least one side participating
involuntarily. They are not part of leisure activities and no protective gear or
any apparent (sports) rules are given.
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In the tables listed in this book, the setting in which the video
activity took place is noted in brackets, which may also have an effect
on the rating of the activities. This assignment is also subjective.
‣ show: public presentation
‣ practice: private individual or partner exercise
‣ competition: sports competition
‣ play: playful exercise without serious competition
‣ serious: non-sportive, serious combat
‣ movie: lm scene
The following table 1 shows the video list.
Table 1. Video list

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Activity
pistol shooting
modern archery
nunchaku kobudō
fencing
hema
mma (male)
mma (female)
mma 5 on 5
jūdō
sumō
Greek-Roman wrestling
amateur boxing
Turkish oil wrestling
Irish shin kicking
hockey fight
ninjutsu (Last Samurai)
Jackie Chan ladder fight
wuxia (Tiger & Dragon)
football foul
American football tackle
virtual reality boxing
virtual reality fencing
tai chi bailong
capoeira angola
tai chi pushing hands
axe throwing
kyūdō
sunakake-bo kobudō
iaidō
viet vo dao
suijutsu

Setting
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
competition
movie
movie
movie
play
play
play
play
play
play
practice
practice
practice
practice
practice
practice
practice

Armation
Special characteristic
pistol
sport compound bow
sport nunchaku (softened)
sport sabre
sport sword (light & flexible)
bloody, practised by men
practised by women
fight between groups

crossbow/shuriken/sword
stepladder
sword
(ball)
(ball)
(motion controller)
(motion controller)
racket
(ball)
axe
bow
eku (oar)
sword
umbrella
wooden sword
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practised in deep water

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Activity
tai chi 24 form
martial yoga
tae bo
bull fighting
street fight with civilians
street fight with police
street fight with bouncers
bartitsu
kusarigama kobudō

Setting
practice
practice
practice
serious
serious
serious
serious
show
show

41 Egypt stick fighting
42 lightsaber combat

show
show

43
44
45
46
47
48
49

show
show
show
show
show
show
show

50
51
52
53

Shaolin wushu
extreme martial arts
haka war dance
Russian sword dance
haidong dance
man vs. bear
acrobatic (taekwondo)
kicks
brick breaking
pro wrestling
hardcore wrestling
breakdance

Armation

Special characteristic

banderilla

fight against animal
individual vs. group
one suspect vs. one cop
individual vs. 2 bouncers

cane/umbrella
kusarigama (softened)/
wooden sword
long stick
plastic stick (serves as
lightsaber)
short sword (light & flexible)
sickle
spear
sword
wooden sword
fight against animal

show
show
show
show

very bloody

Naturally, the video clip selection has several aws:
1. The clips are shortened and do not represent the pictured
activities suf ciently.
2. In some cases, the activities are shown in unusual settings or
unusual clothing in order to prevent psychological halo effects.
3. The technical range and the training or competition modes
shown are extremely limited for each activity.
4. Movie scenes in terms of substitutes for ‘real’ activities may alter
the assessments by the study participants.
5. The number of activities shown in the study represent only a
small percentage of worldwide ght systems.
6. Solely the author has chosen the presented activities as well as
the selected clips. Therefore, the overall selection is highly
subjective.
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The English-speaking participants were to rate each video using a
double four-level Likert scale.
Table 2. English Likert scale item

I totally
disagree
I totally
disagree

The video shows a martial art
The video shows a combat sport

I rather
disagree
I rather
disagree

I somewhat
agree
I somewhat
agree

I fully agree
I fully agree

The version for the German-speaking participants was as follows:
Table 3. German Likert scale item

Das obige Video zeigt Kampfkunst
Das obige Video zeigt Kampfsport

Stimme gar
nicht zu
Stimme gar
nicht zu

Stimme eher
nicht zu
Stimme eher
nicht zu

Stimme eher
Stimme voll zu
zu
Stimme eher
Stimme voll zu
zu

It must be pointed out again that both language versions of the
questionnaire were offered, but it was not bilingual itself. Germanspeaking participants only rated the term pair ‘Kampfsport’/‘Kampfkunst’
and English-speaking participants rated ‘combat sports’/‘martial arts’.
The digital questionnaire allowed that answers could be omitted if,
for example, only one of the two terms (‘martial art’/‘combat sport’,
respectively ‘Kampfkunst’/‘Kampfsport’) was used. Equal ratings could be
made if both terms were used synonymously.
These speci cs were explicitly pointed out in the survey guide.
Table 4. Demographic item

What is your
relationship to martial
arts/combat sports?

I don’t have any
I like watching
special interest or
martial arts/
knowledge in the
combat sports
field

I am a martial
artist myself

I am a martial
arts/combat
sports researcher

In addition, an introductory demographic question evaluated the
participants’ individual connection to ght systems, categorised as
nonprofessional, observer, practitioner and scholar (table 4, multiple
answers possible). Gender, age and other demographics were not
surveyed.
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Classi cation as martial arts
capoeira angola (play)
jūdō (competition)
viet vo dao (practice)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

kusarigama kobudō (show)
sumō (competition)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
iaidō (practice)
Egypt stick ghting (show)
hema (competition)
kyūdō (practice)
Shaolin wushu (show)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
bartitsu (show)
nunchaku kobudō (competition)
acrobatic (taekwondo) kicks (show)
fencing (competition)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)
amateur boxing (competition)
mma (male competition)
Russian sword dance (show)
suijutsu (practice)
mma (female competition)
modern archery (competition)
extreme martial arts (show)
haidong dance (show)
Turkish oil wrestling (competition)
-100 %

-50 %

fi
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0%

50 %

100 %

Irish shin kicking (competition)
ninjutsu (movie)
street ght with civilians (serious)
tai chi pushing hands (practice, with ball)
wuxia (movie)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
haka war dance (show)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
street ght with police (serious)
axe throwing (practice)
pistol shooting (competition)
martial yoga (practice)
lightsaber combat (show)
brick breaking (show)
street ght with bouncers (serious)
man vs. bear (show)
tae bo (practice)
hockey ght (competition)
hardcore wrestling (show)
virtual reality boxing (play)
pro wrestling (show)
bull ghting (serious)
tai chi bailong (play)
breakdance (show)
football foul
virtual reality fencing (play)
American football tackle
-100 %

-50 %

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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0%

50 %

100 %

Classi cation as Kampfkunst
kusarigama kobudō (show)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

capoeira angola (play)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
iaidō (practice)
Egypt stick ghting (show)
Shaolin wushu (show)
viet vo dao (practice)
kyūdō (practice)
extreme martial arts (show)
acrobatic (taekwondo) kicks (show)
bartitsu (show)
Russian sword dance (show)
haka war dance (show)
sumō (competition)
suijutsu (practice)
tai chi pushing hands (practice, with ball)
hema (competition)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
jūdō (competition)
fencing (competition)
haidong dance (show)
lightsaber combat (show)
martial yoga (practice)
ninjutsu (movie)
nunchaku kobudō (competition)
-100 %

-50 %

fi

fi

fi
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0%

50 %

100 %

brick breaking (show)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)
wuxia (movie)
modern archery (competition)
street ght with civilians (serious)
Turkish oil wrestling (competition)
pro wrestling (show)
amateur boxing (competition)
Irish shin kicking (competition)
mma (female competition)
mma (male competition)
street ght with police (serious)
hardcore wrestling (show)
axe throwing (practice)
street ght with bouncers (serious)
breakdance (show)
bull ghting (serious)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
pistol shooting (competition)
tai chi bailong (play)
man vs. bear (show)
tae bo (practice)
hockey ght (competition)
virtual reality boxing (play)
virtual reality fencing (play)
football foul
American football tackle
-100 %

-50 %

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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0%

50 %

100 %

Classi cation as combat sports
fencing (competition)
hema (competition)
jūdō (competition)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

sumō (competition)
amateur boxing (competition)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)
mma (female competition)
Turkish oil wrestling (competition)
mma (male competition)
nunchaku kobudō (competition)
Irish shin kicking (competition)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
pistol shooting (competition)
hockey ght (competition)
modern archery (competition)
lightsaber combat (show)
man vs. bear (show)
axe throwing (practice)
capoeira angola (play)
pro wrestling (show)
virtual reality boxing (play)
hardcore wrestling (show)
Egypt stick ghting (show)
American football tackle
bull ghting (serious)
kyūdō (practice)
-100 %

-50 %

fi

fi

fi

fi
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0%

50 %

100 %

viet vo dao (practice)
acrobatic (taekwondo) kicks (show)
extreme martial arts (show)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
suijutsu (practice)
kusarigama kobudō (show)
haidong dance (show)
football foul
Russian sword dance (show)
street ght with civilians (serious)
brick breaking (show)
tae bo (practice)
bartitsu (show)
iaidō (practice)
street ght with police (serious)
virtual reality fencing (play)
Shaolin wushu (show)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
haka war dance (show)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
breakdance (show)
martial yoga (practice)
ninjutsu (movie)
street ght with bouncers (serious)
tai chi pushing hands (practice, with ball)
wuxia (movie)
tai chi bailong (play)
-100 %

-50 %

fi

fi

fi

fi
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0%

50 %

100 %

Classi cation as Kampfsport
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)
amateur boxing (competition)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

jūdō (competition)
mma (female competition)
sumō (competition)
fencing (competition)
hema (competition)
nunchaku kobudō (competition)
mma (male competition)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
Turkish oil wrestling (competition)
Irish shin kicking (competition)
hockey ght (competition)
modern archery (competition)
axe throwing (practice)
capoeira angola (play)
extreme martial arts (show)
acrobatic (taekwondo) kicks (show)
viet vo dao (practice)
lightsaber combat (show)
pistol shooting (competition)
brick breaking (show)
virtual reality boxing (play)
pro wrestling (show)
Shaolin wushu (show)
kyūdō (practice)
-100 %

-50 %

fi

fi
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0%

50 %

100 %

hardcore wrestling (show)
tae bo (practice)
man vs. bear (show)
kusarigama kobudō (show)
American football tackle
street ght with civilians (serious)
suijutsu (practice)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
street ght with police (serious)
Egypt stick ghting (show)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
martial yoga (practice)
virtual reality fencing (play)
bull ghting (serious)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
Russian sword dance (show)
bartitsu (show)
haidong dance (show)
street ght with bouncers (serious)
breakdance (show)
iaidō (practice)
tai chi bailong (play)
haka war dance (show)
tai chi pushing hands (practice, with ball)
ninjutsu (movie)
wuxia (movie)
football foul
-100 %

-50 %
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0%

50 %

100 %

Classi cation as ght systems
amateur boxing (competition)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

jūdō (competition)
hema (competition)
fencing (competition)
sumō (competition)
mma (female competition)
nunchaku kobudō (competition)
kusarigama kobudō (show)
capoeira angola (play)
viet vo dao (practice)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
Egypt stick ghting (show)
Shaolin wushu (show)
mma (male competition)
iaidō (practice)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
Turkish oil wrestling (competition)
Irish shin kicking (competition)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
kyūdō (practice)
extreme martial arts (show)
acrobatic (taekwondo) kicks (show)
bartitsu (show)
suijutsu (practice)
modern archery (competition)
-100 %

-50 %

fi

fi

fi
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0%

50 %

100 %

Russian sword dance (show)
lightsaber combat (show)
tai chi pushing hands (practice, with ball)
haka war dance (show)
haidong dance (show)
hockey ght (competition)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
ninjutsu (movie)
street ght with civilians (serious)
martial yoga (practice)
brick breaking (show)
pro wrestling (show)
axe throwing (practice)
wuxia (movie)
pistol shooting (competition)
street ght with police (serious)
hardcore wrestling (show)
virtual reality boxing (play)
man vs. bear (show)
street ght with bouncers (serious)
tae bo (practice)
bull ghting (serious)
American football tackle
breakdance (show)
virtual reality fencing (play)
tai chi bailong (play)
football foul
-100 %

-50 %

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi
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0%

50 %

100 %

Sampling
The survey was conducted from 8 July to 11 August 2019 (35 days).
The participants were recruited via speci c internet forums and social
media. In addition, Martial Arts Studies scholars were speci cally
addressed via mailing lists. In total, 223 people participated in the
study. Discarding incomplete replies, 136 valid answer sheets were
included in the evaluation.
German

Observer
Researcher

English

Practitioner
Nonprofessional

34

29

12
37

102

116

Figure 2. Sampling

102 of the valid questionnaires were completed in German, 34 in
English. Twelve people described themselves as nonprofessionals, 37
as observers, 116 as practitioners and 29 as scientists (multiple
answers possible).
RESULTS OF THE DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
The following pages illustrate how the participants evaluated the
activities shown in the videos. Due to the assumed different semantics
in the terminology, the rst four pages differentiate strictly between
the data provided by German-speaking and by English-speaking
participants. The last gure is a composite of English and German data
which also combines the ratings for all four terms (martial art, combat
sport, Kampfkunst, Kampfsport).
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The ratings of the participants are coloured in the tables as follows:
I fully agree
I somewhat agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

It has to be mentioned that the ratings of the participants are based
only on these short, silent videos. Therefore, especially ght systems
could not be presented in their full diversity (like zazen, kihon, kata,
kumite, bunkai in karatedō). The responses are also in uenced by the
individual knowledge and experience of the participants themselves
and by the awareness with which they watched the videos as well as
by their native language.
In short, whenever a speci c activity is referred to in the following,
the reference is exclusively connected to its representation in the
respective video. A generalisation of the results to the entire activity is
not possible due to the methodology. This must be taken into account
in the interpretation (chapters 3 and 4).
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Figure 3. Classi
Figure 4. Classi
Figure 5. Classi
Figure 6. Classi
Figure 7. Classi

cation as martial arts
cation as Kampfkunst
cation as combat sports
cation as Kampfsport
cation as ght systems

Classi cation as martial arts
Of all four key terms (martial arts, Kampfkunst, combat sports,
Kampfsport) ‘martial arts’ includes the most activities with an approval
majority (>50% somewhat/fully agree) and, consequently, must be
classi ed as the broadest and/or most well-known term of all four. A
majority of the participants considers roughly two thirds of the
presented activities as martial arts.
It seems like activities which are not classi ed as martial arts
instead could be classi ed as non-combat sports, like football,
American football, breakdance and tae bo, as well as virtual video game
activities and staged (pro) wrestling. Fights that include animals are
also not rated as martial arts predominantly. Interestingly, the ratings
of lightsaber combat are outbalanced – this will be picked up in
chapter 4.
Viet vo dao, jūdō and capoeira angola achieve 100% approval. This is
insofar remarkable as capoeira does not have any martial art
stereotypical Asian heritage and viet vo dao is presumably not as
popular as Chinese or Japanese ght system holotypes.
Shortly behind are rather traditional Japanese ght systems like
sumō, iaidō, kyūdō and kobudō, as well as traditional Chinese ght
systems like tai chi, Shaolin kempo and traditional Western ght
systems like hema and Egypt stick ghting. Most of the participants
even classify cinematic and dance activities as martial arts.
Classi cation as Kampfkunst
In comparison to martial arts, it is noticeable that signi cantly fewer
activities are assessed as Kampfkunst. This is especially true for
activities that are marked as competition. Only about 20% of the
English-speaking participants do not consider amateur boxing, Irish
shin kicking, mma, sumō, fencing, etc. to be martial arts, compared to
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Classi cation as combat sports
The classi cations as combat sports are remarkably high compared
to martial arts and Kampfkunst. A cut is clearly visible in gure 5. After
the rst twelve activities which are rated as combat sports by more
than 90% of the respondents, two activities follow which are rated as
combat sports by only a small majority (pistol shooting and hockey
ght). A signi cant majority does not rate the remaining two thirds of
the activities as combat sports.
It is very clear that the fourteen activities rated as combat sport are
without exception located in a sports competition setting. With fencing
and hema, only two activities are rated as combat sports by every
participant, and both of which utilise blade weapons. On the following
ranks are competitive striking and grappling contact combat. This
group is in the middle of the martial arts scale. In contrast, activities
that were strongly rated as martial arts are mostly not rated as combat
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fi

fi

about 60-80% of the German-speaking participants regarding
Kampfkunst. This phenomenon also affects jūdō, which has very high
approvals in martial arts.
Similar to martial arts, activities are not classi ed as Kampfkunst that
can be described as non-combat sports. Also, only a minority considers
virtual activities, cinematic activities and activities with animals as
Kampfkunst, as well as street ghts. (Western) ballistic activities like
axe throwing and pistol shooting are also, in contrast to martial arts in
the English survey, mostly not classi ed as Kampfkunst.
It is also remarkable that especially traditional ght systems like
sumō and kyūdō are classi ed as Kampfkunst, although comparable
systems (like Greco-Roman wrestling and modern archery) are not
classi ed as such. This suggests that the contexts of the activities were
also decisive for their classi cation.
Clear similarities can be found in the top ranks: kusarigama kobudō,
sunakake-bo kobudō, capoeira angola, tai chi and iaidō are activities that
have extremely distinguished aesthetics of movement and/or
traditional melee armament.

sports. This illustrates that combat sports are rather understood as a
speci c subcategory of martial arts.
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Classi cation as Kampfsport
In accordance with combat sports, a clear cut in the assessments as
Kampfsport is visible. Above this cut, we nd exactly the same activities
as in combat sports, which a clear majority rates as Kampfsport. Again,
the mid eld consists of only two activities which are rated as
Kampfsport with a small lead (hockey ght and modern archery).
Modern archery is a borderline case in both groups, while a clear
majority of the German-speaking participants does not rate pistol
shooting as Kampfsport.
However, the activities strongly rated as Kampfsport are generally
not rated as Kampfkunst (such as Irish shin kicking, mma, Greek-Roman
wrestling, nunchaku kobudō, etc.), in contrast to the English pair of
terms.
Therefore, in opposition to the English pair of terms, Kampfsport is
not viewed as a subcategory of Kampfkunst. Seemingly, Kampfkunst und
Kampfsport are rather complementary terms. The theory mentioned in
chapter 1, to consider ght systems as Kampfkunst that are not clearly
Kampfsport, could be correct, though.
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Conclusions of the descriptive analysis
With no doubt, participants do not use any of the four terms
arbitrarily or randomly. Their answers correspond in their semantics
partly to the de nitions presented in chapter 1.
It seems like concepts already exist about martial arts and combat
sports (or Kampfkunst and Kampfsport) which are shared by
nonprofessionals, observers, practitioners and scholars. Furthermore,
the semantic relationships of martial arts and combat sports as well as
Kampfkunst and Kampfsport are evident: integrative in English
language, complementary in German language.
Even if the descriptive results already indicate characteristics that
can be decisive for the classi cation of the participants‘ assessments,
their nature and quantity can only be guessed for now. For this reason,
a comprehensive factor analysis is carried out below, which is again
based on the results of the descriptive study.
Finally, it must be noted that in all four term analyses, lightsaber
combat seems to be dif cult to classify. This ambiguity designates
lightsaber combat as an excellent subject for theory testing (chapter 4).
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RESULTS OF THE FACTOR ANALYSIS
Procedure of the factor analysis
Factor analysis is a widely applied data analysis technique and is
divided into two subtypes: exploratory and con rmatory analysis. The
exploratory factor analysis is used to identify latent factors. It is a
hypothesis-generating statistical method and assumes that differences
in study results can be reduced to a number of invisible, latent factors.
Thus, the explorative factor analysis has a dimension-reducing and
uncovering effect. Each factor should explain as much of the variance
in results as possible.
In the present study, factor analysis is used to explain correlations
between the participants‘ rating scheme and the rated activities by
uncovering identifying latent factors. This is based on the abovementioned assumption that the participants rely on a subjective
de nition of ght systems when rating the activities shown in the
videos.
Furthermore, it is assumed that this de nition includes various key
factors that make the assignment to ght systems more or less likely
(e.g. use of certain weapons, use of certain techniques, etc.). These
factors need to be systematically unveiled by the factor analysis and
then tested (chapters 3 and 4) for a scienti c de nition.
The factor analysis was applied to the collected data in ve steps:
1. When are activities classi ed as ght systems? (all data)
2. When are activities classi ed as martial arts? (English data)
3. When are activities classi ed as Kampfkunst? (German data)
4. When are activities classi ed as combat sports? (English data)
5. When are activities classi ed as Kampfsport? (German data)
To nd the correct number of latent factors, Kaiser’s eigenvaluegreater-than-one rule (the so-called Kaiser criterion) was applied to
the data. A scree plot graph visualises all relevant factors (eigenvalue
>= 1; Cattell 1966). In order to distinguish the in uential main factors
from rather marginal factors, a substantial drop was looked out for (see
example in gure 8).
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For con rmatory factor analysis, the set of main factors shown in the
scree plot was applied to the data using varimax rotation to determine
the factor loadings of all items. Factor loadings indicate the direction
and strength of a factor’s in uence on all items. In accordance with
Guadagnoli and Velicer (1988), factor loadings with a value of at least
0.450 were classi ed. Only in the rst analysis, a higher limit was set
(0.500) because of the merged data in that case.
The process of factor analysis requires that each individual item
loads predominantly on one factor. For example, this would suggest
that only one factor is decisive for the participants to assess whether
iaidō is a martial art. In fact, however, factors can overlap semantically
and it is assumed that this is also the case in the present study.
Whether iaidō is classi ed as a martial art can in fact be based on
several factors and not all of them have to correspond to one main
factor. Therefore, the main factors are responsible for far less than
100% of the variability in the results. The factor analyses in this study
explain around 45% of the result variances, which is relatively high.
The fact that each individual activity (as an item) is assigned to only
one factor in the evaluation means that it may be missing in the
characterisation of other factors. Assuming that participants identify
iaidō as a martial art because A) it is an old Japanese art and B) it
involves the utilisation of a traditional blade weapon, iaidō is only used
in the factor analysis to describe either factor A or B, depending on
which factor the variable iaidō loads on more. Due to this assignment
principle, expected connections between speci c factors and activities
may not occur.
The factor analysis does not provide an interpretation of the content,
but only a mathematical result. The characterisation of the factors in
the factor analysis is determined solely by the commonalities of the
items and their loadings on the corresponding factor. Whether a factor
characteristic includes or excludes ght systems from assignments can
be seen from the evaluations in the descriptive analysis.
The interpretation of the data results from factor loadings is a highly
subjective process. For this reason, the predominantly loading items
are always presented in tabular form in order to derive possible
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commonalities or categories from them. In addition, the descriptive
results of the respective variables are presented.
When are activities classi ed as ght systems?
For this analysis, both English and German data were included. In
order to combine the pair of terms for each language to a single one,
the highest rating for each activity was used for the data analysis (like
in gure 7 of the descriptive analysis). In this way, ‘ ght systems’ is not
only a combination of martial arts and combat sports, but also of
Kampfkunst and Kampfsport. Undoubtedly, this type of data synopsis is a
strategic move, but here it is used for providing a data overview.
For example, 90.24% of the English-speaking participants have
classi ed bartitsu as a martial art and 7.14% as a combat sport, while
65.00% of the German-speaking participants have classi ed it as
Kampfkunst and 9.00% as Kampfsport. Accordingly, only the highest
value (90.24%) is shown in the graphic.
Scree plot for factors with eigenvalue >1
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Figure 8. Scree plot of factors for the classi cation as ght systems

The above diagram shows the scree plot of the exploratory factor
analysis. The drop occurs after the 4th factor. Accordingly, four key
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factors are assumed (highlighted in grey in the scree plot), which are
presented below. The identi ed four key factors explain a total of
38.4% of the variance in the results ( gure 8).
Table 5. Main factors for the classi cation as ght systems

Factor
I
II
III
IV

Eigenvalue
9.0
4.8
3.6
2.9

Variance explanation
17.0%
9.1%
6.8%
5.5%
38.4%

In the following, these four key factors will be illustrated.
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FACTOR I
Table 6 presents the predominant factor loadings on factor I
(>0.500):
Table 6. On ght systems factor I loading activities

Activity
man vs. bear (show)
pistol shooting (competition)
bull fighting (serious)
axe throwing (practice)
street fight with police (serious)
street fight with bouncers (serious)
street fight with civilians (serious)
hockey fight (competition)
football foul
American football tackle

The classi cation as
shown in gure 9.

Loading
0.629
0.624
0.615
0.586
0.582
0.544
0.538
0.536
0.527
0.500

ght systems in the descriptive analysis is

Classi cation as ght systems
football foul
American football tackle
bull ghting (serious)
street ght with bouncers (serious)
man vs. bear (show)
street ght with police (serious)
pistol shooting (competition)
axe throwing (practice)
street ght with civilians (serious)
hockey ght (competition)
-100 %

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 9. Classi cations as ght systems of the on factor I loading activities

For a better overview regarding the individual factor analyses, the
respective activities are grouped according to their (assumed)
characteristics. These aggregations do not result in any way from the
data, but are created subjectively. The suspected common characteristic
constitutes the group name. The characteristics are generally shown in
the right column.
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Table 7. On ght systems factor I loading, grouped activities

hockey fight
(competition)

football foul

bull fighting (serious)

man vs. bear (show)

street fight with
street fight with police
bouncers (serious)
(serious)
axe throwing (practice) pistol shooting
(competition)

American football
tackle

street fight with
civilians (serious)

Group I: ball sports, for
which combat is not
constitutive
Group II: fights against
animals
Group III: street fights
Group IV: ballistic
activities (excl. archery)

It should be pointed out that the three activities highligthed in
white have been rated as ght systems only by a small majority of the
participants.
The conclusion is that this factor seems to serve as an exclusionary
category. Most participants have not rated activities in this category as
ght systems which include one of the characteristics of the groups IIII. This is particularly interesting because factor I explains the largest
proportion of variance of all four factors (17%). This means that the
participants de ned ght systems primarily by what they are not.
The fact that hockey ght has strongly loaded on this factor is
probably due to the special video selection for this activity (see
chapter 3). We will encounter this phenomenon again in upcoming
analyses.
Noteworthy about group IV is that comparable activities such as
modern archery (0.368) and kyūdō (0.098) have had a low loading here.
Since the reasons for this can only be guessed, this group must be
interpreted with caution.
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fi
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For some factor analyses, group characteristics could not be found.
Others have a residual category ‘Other’. It must be pointed out that in
factor analysis, all predominantly loading items most likely have a
common characteristic.
Grouping the activities from table 6 results in the following table 7.
Activities that have been rated as ght systems by a minority (<50%) of
the participants (as seen in gure 9) are highlighted in grey (this
marking will be used in further tables).

The second most important factor includes the following heavily
loading items (>0.500):
Classi cation as ght systems
wuxia (movie)
brick breaking (show)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
haidong dance (show)
lightsaber combat (show)
acrobatic (taekwondo) kicks (show)
extreme martial arts (show)
Shaolin wushu (show)
-100 %

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 10. Classi cations as ght systems of the on factor II loading activities

The common feature of nearly all activities is that they show
choreographies with a special emphasis on the aestheticisation of
ght techniques. The conceptual exception is brick breaking, which can
also be understood in a broader sense as a show element using ght
techniques. A subgrouping does not seem to make sense here.
In contrast to the rst factor, this second factor thus includes a
feature that tempts participants to classify the activity seen as a ght
system. Wuxia appears as an activity that has not been identi ed to be
a ght system, since it does not represent an ‘authentic’ ght system
due to its obvious movie origin.
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FACTOR II

FACTOR III
Figure 11 shows the items with maximum loading on factor III.
Classi cation as ght systems
tai chi pushing hands (practice, with ball)
Russian sword dance (show)
modern archery (competition)
kyūdō (practice)
iaidō (practice)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
capoeira angola (play)
kusarigama kobudō (show)
-100 %

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 11. Classi cations as ght systems of the on factor III loading activities

These items can be assigned to four groups, presented in table 8.
Table 8. On ght systems factor III loading, grouped activities

sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
(0.511)
iaidō (practice) (0.644)

kusarigama kobudō (show)
(0.465)
Russian sword dance (show)
(0.566)
kyūdō (practice) (0.750)
modern archery (competition)
(0.565)
tai chi 24 form (practice) (0.678) tai chi pushing hands (practice,
capoeira angola (play) (0.503)
with ball) (0.553)

Group I: utilisation of
blunt weapons
Group II: utilisation of
blade weapons
Group III: utilisation of
arrow weapons
Group IV: tai chi & capoeira

Regarding this factor, a common characteristic generalises the
groups I-III: the use of blunt weapons, blade weapons and arrow
weapons. If this characteristic is apparent, it is likely that the activity
has been classi ed as a ght system. Nunchaku kobudō has loaded
signi cantly on the next factor IV, probably because the activity has
been shown in a very competitive setting (unlike kusarigama and
sunakake-bo).
As already shown for factor I, pistol shooting and axe throwing did
not load highly on the current factor. It is remarkable that Russian
sword dance is connected to this factor and not to factor II, to which it
could also have belonged due to its characteristics.
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Group IV remains vague, especially in relation to the other factor
groups. Although both tai chi (jian sword, quiang spear, etc.) and
capoeira (razor, knife) are sometimes performed with bladed weapons
(but not in the videos), this characteristic also applies to further
activities that did not load highly on this factor. It also seems very
unlikely that the majority of the participants were familiar with these
weapon references.
The tai chi 24 form has loaded at maximum on this factor and not
on the similar factor II, which could be due to the fact that in factor II,
the show character is even more in focus, whereas the tai chi video
showed an (obviously) private single exercise. In particular, the
variables tai chi pushing hands and capoeira angola suggest that the
utilisation of aesthetic ght techniques in a playful exercise is the core
characteristic. However, this assumption is dif cult to prove. As a
consequence, the reasons for the factor’s separation into two groups of
characteristics remains unexplained.
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FACTOR IV
The unifying feature of the factor IV items is that they present sportcompetitive combat. The kindred mma (male competition) (0.456),
Turkish oil wrestling (0.433) and amateur boxing (0.343) have not
achieved maximum loadings.
The activity nunchaku kobudō is an exception in this series, as other
sportive forms of armed contact combat have not had maximum
loadings on this factor (fencing: 0.138; hema: 0.370).
Classi cation as ght systems
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
Irish shin kicking (competition)
nunchaku kobudō (competition)
mma (female competition)
sumō (competition)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)
jūdō (competition)
-100 %

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 12. Classi cations as ght systems of the on factor IV loading activities
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It has been illustrated that participants used four latent factors that
explain 38% of the variances to determine whether a presented
activity is classi ed as a ght system.
The most in uential factor has a rather excluding function; the
other three are more including:
Table 9. Characteristics of the main factors of the classi cations as ght systems

Main factor
Factor I.1
Factor I.2
Factor I.3
Factor II
Factor III.1-3
Factor III.4
Factor IV

Characteristic
ball sport, for which combat is not constitutive
serious street ght
ght against animals
artistic ght choreography
utilisation of cold weapons
tai chi & capoeira
sport-competitive combat

Function
excluding

including
including
including

These interpretations are in line with the results of the statistical
and descriptive analysis.
In order to discuss how the participants understand and apply the
pair of terms martial arts/combat sports and Kampfkunst/Kampfsport,
all four terms are examined individually in the following exploratory
factor analyses.
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CONCLUSION

When are activities classi ed as martial arts?
The exploratory factor analysis scree plot reveals ve factors that
explain 55% of the result variance ( gure 13). They are discussed, as
usual, according to their importance.
Scree plot for factors with eigenvalue >1
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Figure 13. Scree plot of factors for the classi cation as martial arts
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FACTOR I
The items with maximum loadings on this factor are as follows:
Classi cation as martial arts
axe throwing (practice)
Irish shin kicking (competition)
Turkish oil wrestling (competition)
modern archery (competition)
mma (female competition)
mma (male competition)
amateur boxing (competition)
fencing (competition)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)
hema (competition)
sumō (competition)
jūdō (competition)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 14. Classi cations as martial arts of the on factor I loading activities

The common feature of the ve groups of activities in table 10 is
that they combine a ght system with sports competition. With the
exception of sumō and jūdō, they are all Western ght systems. All
activities were presented in a sportive environment.
Accordingly, items showing serious street ghts are missing as well
as virtual ghts and choreographic activities. It is also noticeable that
only activities with Western weapons have a maximum loading on this
factor: kyūdō as well as kobudō are missing.
Table 10. On martial arts factor I loading, grouped activities

jūdō (competition) (0.537)
Turkish oil wrestling
(competition) (0.799)
Irish shin kicking (competition)
(0.813)
mma (female competition)
hema
(0.610)(competition) (0.559)

sumō (competition) (0.668)
Greek-Roman wrestling
(competition) (0.868)
amateur boxing (competition)
(0.852)
mma (male competition) (0.665)
fencing (competition) (0.813)

axe throwing (practice) (0.598)

modern archery (competition)
(0.598)
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Group I: wrestling
Group II: sportive Western
striking combat
Group III: mma sports
Group IV: sportive Western
blade combat
Group V: sportive Western
ballistic activities

FACTOR II
The common feature of the activities which have had a maximum
loading on the factor II ( gure 15) is a visually emphasised
traditionalism and distinguished, sometimes exotic technical aesthetics
in a training or show setting (with or without weapons).
Classi cation as martial arts
bartitsu (show)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
iaidō (practice)
kusarigama kobudō (show)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
viet vo dao (practice)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 15. Classi cations as martial arts of the on factor II loading activities

This factor has to be understood as a contrast factor to factor I,
which mainly includes sportive or modernised ght systems. The
characteristic explains why street ght activities have had very strong
negative loadings on this factor. All items have been assessed as
martial arts by a clear majority of participants, which illustrates the
great in uence of this characteristic.
Table 11. On martial arts factor II loading, grouped activities

kusarigama kobudō (show)
(0.578)
bartitsu (show) (0.565)
tai chi 24 form (practice) (0.737)

sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
(0.886)
iaidō (practice) (0.902)
viet vo dao (practice) (0.636)
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Group I: traditional,
choreographed activities with
weapons
Group II: traditional,
choreographed activities
without weapons

FACTOR III
The items with maximum loadings on factor III are as follows:
Classi cation as martial arts
virtual reality fencing (play)
virtual reality boxing (play)
hockey ght (competition)
brick breaking (show)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
street ght with police (serious)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 16. Classi cations as martial arts of the on factor III loading activities

Mainly items which have not been classi ed as martial arts in the
descriptive analysis (highlighted in grey in table 12) are in this factor.
Besides virtual reality activities, several items share the only
characteristic that they show very particular ght concepts.
Surprisingly, one of three street ght activities is mentioned, which
60% of the participants have identi ed as a martial art, as well as one
of the three mma items. Predominantly, both activities show grappling
techniques. No connecting characteristic could be found for group II.
Table 12. On martial arts factor III loading, grouped activities

virtual reality fencing (play)
brick
breaking (show) (0.516)
(0.609)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
(0.645)

virtual reality boxing (play)
Group I: virtual reality activities
hockey
Group II: other
(0.573) ght (competition)
street
(0.519) ght with police (serious)
(0.620)
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FACTOR IV
The items with maximum loading on factor III are as follows:
Classi cation as martial arts
pro wrestling (show)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

hardcore wrestling (show)
lightsaber combat (show)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
wuxia (movie)
ninjutsu (movie)
-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 17. Classi cations as martial arts of the on factor IV loading activities

This factor is quite noteworthy. Although both groups include
activities which rely heavily on presenting spectacular ght
choreographies as (main) parts of a storyline, movie ght items have
been generally classi ed as martial arts while pro wrestling
performances have been not. This may be due to the circus-like
staging, the dramatic effects and the rather supplementary storylines
in pro wrestling.
It is remarkable that lightsaber combat is present here, too, which
derives from a cinematic storyline. With 49% approval, it has not
reached a clear majority.
Table 13. On martial arts factor IV loading, grouped activities

wuxia (movie) (0.568)
pro wrestling (show)
(0.698)
light saber combat
(show) (0.757)

ninjutsu (movie) (0.589) Jackie Chan ladder ght Group I: movie ghts
(movie) (0.651)
hardcore wrestling
Group II: pro wrestling
(show) (0.667)
Group III: other
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FACTOR V
The last factor contains acrobatic and weapon dance activities with
a strong emphasis on presenting ght techniques in the most aesthetic
way (table 14). All activities have been identi ed as martial arts by a
majority of participants as illustrated in gure 18.
Classi cation as martial arts
haka war dance (show)
haidong dance (show)
extreme martial arts (show)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

acrobatic (taekwondo) kicks (show)
Shaolin wushu (show)
-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

Figure 18. Classi cations as martial arts of the on factor V loading activities
Table 14. On martial arts factor V loading, grouped activities

acrobatic (taekwondo)
kicks (show) (0.760)

Shaolin wushu (show)
(0.841)

haidong dance (show)
(0.619)

haka war dance (show)
(0.530)

extreme martial arts
(show)
(0.699)
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Group I: acrobatic
display of ght
techniques
Group II: weapon
dances

100 %

CONCLUSION
The exploratory factor analysis identi ed ve factors that made the
classi cation as martial arts more probable (in order of importance). It
can be distinguished between special inclusion factors (I, II and V), and
one exclusion factor.
I. Sport-competitive combat activity
II. Traditional activity with distinctive ght techniques and
aesthetics
III. Exclusion factor: virtual reality activity
IV. Artistic ght choreography as part of a storyline
V. Artistic ght choreography as dance or performance show
In three of the ve factors, a clear emphasis on the speci c
aesthetics and distinctiveness of ght techniques can be seen. This
seems to be a key feature for the assignment to martial arts.
Especially remarkable is the very in uential factor I, which would be
most likely expected in the de nitions of combat sports and
Kampfsport. This follows the interpretation of the descriptive results
that combat sports do not only have signi cant overlaps with martial
arts, but could even be a sub-category.
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When are activities classi ed as Kampfkunst?
The comparison of the factor analyses for Kampfkunst and martial
arts is extraordinarily interesting, not only for analysing semantic
differences and similarities, but also to uncover cultural or linguistic
in uences.
The descriptive analysis ( gure 3) shows that – as stated before – of
all four terms, ‘martial arts’ is used most includingly. Although
Kampfkunst shows many parallels with the assessments of martial arts,
it is altogether more rigid and excluding. The explanation for this
should be found in the latent factors.
The scree plot ( gure 19) identi es four main factors, which explain
45% of the variance in the results.

Scree plot for factors with eigenvalue >1
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Figure 19. Scree plot of factors for the classi cation as Kampfkunst
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13

1,057
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FACTOR I
As for factor I of martial arts, the factor I of Kampfkunst includes
maximum loadings of many items ( gure 20).
Classi cation as Kampfkunst
virtual reality boxing (play)
hockey ght (competition)
man vs. bear (show)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
street ght with bouncers (serious)
street ght with police (serious)
mma (male competition)
mma (female competition)
Irish shin kicking (competition)
amateur boxing (competition)
Turkish oil wrestling (competition)
street ght with civilians (serious)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)
nunchaku kobudō (competition)
fencing (competition)
jūdō (competition)
hema (competition)
sumō (competition)
-100 %

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 20. Classi cations as Kampfkunst of the on factor I loading activities

Moreover, also the items with maximum loading are extremely
similar for both terms. In the following table, the corresponding
variables between Kampfkunst and martial arts are marked with [ma-I]
(martial arts factor I; this method is also applied in upcoming tables).
Both factors share four groups: wrestling, striking combat, mma sport
and Western blade combat. These can be summarised to striking and
wrestling ghting activities and sport-competitive weapon combat.
Compared to martial arts, in Kampfkunst, ballistic activities are
missing. Surprisingly, in contrast to factor I in martial arts, despite the
similar characteristics this factor is rather excluding for Kampfkunst,
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Table 15. On Kampfkunst factor I loading, grouped activities

jūdō (competition) sumō (competition) Greek-Roman
(0.768) [ma-I]
(0.667) [ma-I]
wrestling
(competition)
(0.849) [ma-I]
Irish shin kicking amateur boxing
(competition)
(competition)
(0.684) [ma-I]
(0.829) [ma-I]
mma (female
mma (male
mma 5 on 5
competition)
competition)
(competition)
(0.869) [ma-I]
(0.857) [ma-I]
(0.801) [ma-I]
fencing
hema
(competition)
(competition)
(0.624) [ma-I]
(0.678) [ma-I]
street ght with
street ght with
street ght with
bouncers (serious) police (serious)
civilians (serious)
(0.578)
(0.754)
(0.677)
virtual reality
hockey ght
nunchaku kobudō
boxing (play)
(competition)
(competition)
(0.507)
(0.578)
(0.690)

Turkish oil
wrestling
(competition)
(0.786) [ma-I]

Group I: wrestling

Group II: sportive
Western striking
combat
Group III: mma
sport
Group IV: sportive
Western blade
combat
Group V: street
ghts
man vs. bear
(show) (0.541)

Group VI: Other

As the descriptive analysis has shown, highly competitive activities
are classi ed as Kampfsport rather than Kampfkunst. Street ghts and
ghts against animals were neither classi ed as Kampfkunst nor as
Kampfsport. The maximum loadings of sword ghting activities are also
astounding.
It may be suspected that this is the threshold of Kampfkunst:
Traditional cold armament and medieval origins point towards
Kampfkunst, the setting of modern sports competition rather points
towards Kampfsport. Accordingly, the descriptive analysis reveals that a
clear majority classi ed sword ghting activities to be Kampfsport.
The common characteristic of all groups is highly dynamic contact
combat, either in a sport-competitive setting or in a serious street ght.
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(see gure 20). The few activities that are identi ed as martial arts in
contrast, have only a small majority. This is a clear, surprising
distinction between Kampfkunst and martial arts, which is in
accordance with Pfeifer’s (2004) classi cations in chapter 1.

Factor II has a lot in common with factor IV of martial arts (matches
marked with [ma-IV], see table 16) and factor V (matches marked with
[ma-V]). Two group characteristics are identical (acrobatic display of
ght techniques and movie ghts). However, items representing pro
wrestling and virtual activities are missing. The loading of brick
breaking on the corresponding factor in martial arts is also relatively
high (0.375). Here, the common characteristic is the artistic display of
ght techniques, as well.
Classi cation as Kampfkunst
wuxia (movie)
brick breaking (show)
lightsaber combat (show)
haidong dance (show)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
acrobatic (taekwondo) kicks (show)
extreme martial arts (show)
viet vo dao (practice)
Shaolin wushu (show)
-100 %

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 21. Classi cations as Kampfkunst of the on factor II loading activities

Only wuxia and brick breaking have not been regarded as
Kampfkunst by the majority of participants. For wuxia, this may be due
to the fantastic movie performance and the not very ‘martial’ staging.
Brick breaking, on the other hand, may be too far away from the idea of
combat to be classi ed as a Kampfkunst/martial art.
Table 16. On Kampfkunst factor II loading, grouped activities

acrobatic (taekwondo)
kicks (show) (0.742) [ma-V]
viet vo dao (practice)
(0.544)
Jackie Chan ladder ght
(movie) (0.734) [ma-IV]
haidong dance (show)
(0.605) [ma-V]

extreme martial arts light saber combat
(show) (0.845) [ma-V] (show) (0.621) [ma-IV]
Shaolin wushu (show)
(0.771) [ma-V]
wuxia (movie) (0.480)
[ma-IV]
brick breaking (show)
(0.585)
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FACTOR II

Group I: acrobatic
display of ght
techniques
Group II: movie ghts
Group III: other

FACTOR III
A total of eight variables are loading signi cantly on factor III ( gure
22).
Classi cation as Kampfkunst
martial yoga (practice)
tai chi pushing hands (practice, with ball)
bartitsu (show)
kyūdō (practice)
iaidō (practice)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
kusarigama kobudō (show)
-100 %

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 22. Classi cations as Kampfkunst of the on factor III loading activities

This factor shares common features with factor II of martial arts. In
contrast to the martial arts factor II, this factor does not include viet vo
dao.
The description of the characteristics is nevertheless the same:
exotic, distinguished technical aesthetics in a training or show setting
(with and without weapons). All variables have achieved high ratings
for Kampfkunst.
Table 17. On Kampfkunst factor III loading activities

iaidō (practice) (0.711) [ma-II]

tai chi pushing hands (practice,
with ball) (0.594)
tai chi 24 form (practice) (0.717) sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
[ma-II]
(0.549) [ma-II]
bartitsu (show) (0.481) [ma-II] kyūdō (practice) (0.686)

kusarigama kobudō (show)
(0.637) [ma-II]
martial yoga (practice) (0.504)
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FACTOR IV
For factor IV, no counterpart is found in martial arts. The eight
strongly loading variables can be roughly assigned to three groups
(table 18). The unifying characteristic of the three groups and their
variables is that their activities are not based on the classical idea of
human combat.
Table 18. On Kampfkunst factor IV loading, grouped activities

breakdance (show)
(0.688)
modern archery
(competition)
bull
(0.553)ghting
(serious) (0.534)

tae bo (practice)
(0.598)
axe throwing
(practice) (0.581)
virtual reality
fencing (play)
(0.455)

tai chi bailong (play)
(0.641)
pistol shooting
(competition) (0.647)

Group I: sports systems, in which
combat is not constitutive
Group II: ballistic activities
Group III: other

Mostly, participants rated all eight activities very clearly not as
Kampfkunst ( gure 23).
Classi cation as Kampfkunst
virtual reality fencing (play)
tae bo (practice)
tai chi bailong (play)
pistol shooting (competition)
bull ghting (serious)
breakdance (show)
axe throwing (practice)
modern archery (competition)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 23. Classi cations as Kampfkunst of the on factor IV loading activities

Accordingly, this factor also has a de nite excluding function.
However, this does not extend to activities that are close to factors II
and III, such as choreographed performances without opponents.
The suggested characteristic of group III is the absence of a human
opponent.
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CONCLUSION
Four factors could be identi ed for Kampfkunst. Two of them have a
rather excluding effect (factors I and IV) and the other two of have a
rather including effect (factors II and III).
I. Exclusion factor: highly dynamic (sportive or serious) contact
combat with minimal arti ciality
II. Artistic ght choreography
III. Traditional activity with distinguished ght techniques and
aesthetics
IV. Exclusion factor: no constitutive human combat

When are activities classi ed as combat sports?
The scree plot of the exploratory factor analysis identi es ve
factors that explain 54% of the variances in the assessment of combat
sports ( gure 24).
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Figure 24. Scree plot of factors for the classi cation as combat sports
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FACTOR I
The variables that have had a maximum loading on factor I have
one obvious common characteristic: They have not been rated as
combat sports in the descriptive analysis ( gure 25). As in preceding
factor analyses, a leading exclusion factor is present.
Classi cation as combat sports
martial yoga (practice)
ninjutsu (movie)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

street ght with bouncers (serious)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
iaidō (practice)
street ght with police (serious)
bartitsu (show)
street ght with civilians (serious)
kusarigama kobudō (show)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
Egypt stick ghting (show)
-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 25. Classi cations as combat sports of the on factor I loading activities

The vast majority of items contain choreographic activities, either in
the context of a show performance or as a private exercise, with or
without weapons.
Table 19. On combat sports factor I loading, grouped activities

kusarigama kobudō
(show) (0.774)
bartitsu (show) (0.672)
tai chi 24 form
(practice) (0.791)

sunakake-bo kobudō
Egypt stick ghting
(practice) (0.650)
(show) (0.562)
iaidō (practice) (0.449)
martial yoga (practice)
(0.747)

Group II: choreographed
activities without
weapons
street ght with police Group III: street ghts
(serious) (0.628)

street ght with
street ght with
bouncers (serious)
civilians (serious)
(0.464)
(0.506)
ninjutsu (movie) (0.670)

Group IV: other
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fi

Group I: choreographed
activities with weapons

Group III contains serious street ghts. The unifying element of
these activities is that they do not show a sport-competitive contact
combat. Therefore, this seems to be a core characteristic of how
participants de ne combat sports.
Accordingly, in the descriptive analysis, only items marked with the
category ‘competition’ are classi ed as combat sports.
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FACTOR II
Factor II is a positive category that represents the holotypes for
combat sports, namely sportive or competitive striking and grappling
combat activities ( gure 26). This is partly a contrast factor to martial
arts factor I. The item man vs. bear seems to not belong to this group,
which is discussed below.
Classi cation as combat sport
man vs. bear (show)
Irish shin kicking (competition)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)
mma (female competition)
Turkish oil wrestling (competition)
amateur boxing (competition)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

jūdō (competition)
sumō (competition)
-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 26. Classi cations as combat sports of the on factor II loading activities

Competitive hema (0.347) and nunchaku kobudō (0.350) also would
have been expected to be mentioned here, since they also show a very
high approval rate as a combat sport in the descriptive analysis. The
assumed reason is that both activities originate in stereotypical
martial arts and have only recently developed a sport-competitive
version.
The video depicting two men competing in a mma bout (0.364) is
also missing here. Mma and tai chi are the only activities that were
represented twice in the video study. The difference between the two
mma videos is not only the gender of the participants, but also the
fairly bloody performance which can be seen in the men’s bout. The
high level of violence could be responsible for the different
classi cations. This assumption also affects ght systems factor IV (see
above).
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Table 20. On combat sports factor II loading, grouped activities

jūdō (competition) sumō
(0.928)
(competition)
(0.928)
amateur boxing
(competition)
(0.766)
mma (female
competition)
(0.782)
man vs. bear
(show) (0.496)

Turkish oil
wrestling
(competition)
(0.673)

Greek-Roman
wrestling
(competition)
(0.897)

Irish shin kicking
(competition)
(0.627)
mma 5 on 5
(competition)
(0.478)

Group I:
competitive
wrestling
Group II:
competitive striking
Group III: mma
sport
Group IV: other

Although a majority of participants has not classi ed bear ghting as
a combat sport, it appears as an item in this factor. The reasons may be
that the activity shown takes place in a boxing ring and thus may have
created a certain relation to sport. Furthermore, it is not clear if a show
brawl or a serious ght is depicted. Since bears probably cannot act
according to a strict choreography, the assignment to combat sports is
not surprising.
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FACTOR III
The items which have maximum loadings on factor III are presented
in gure 27. All of them are clearly not classi ed as combat sports in
the descriptive analysis.
Classi cation as combat sports
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

Shaolin wushu (show)
virtual reality fencing (play)
brick breaking (show)
Russian sword dance (show)
haidong dance (show)
acrobatic (taekwondo) kicks (show)
viet vo dao (practice)
Egypt stick ghting (show)
-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 27. Classi cations as combat sports of the on factor III loading activities

This factor shares clear consistencies with factor I regarding the
groups I-II. The activities in group III have the dancing aspect as a
distinguishing feature.
Table 21. On combat sports factor III loading, grouped activities

Shaolin wushu (show)
(0.555)

extreme martial arts
(show) (0.854)

viet vo dao (practice)
(0.578)

acrobatic (taekwondo)
kicks (show) (0.801)

Russian sword dance
(show) (0.733)
Jackie Chan ladder ght
(movie) (0.689)

haidong dance (show)
(0.867)
brick breaking (show)
(0.461)

virtual reality fencing
(play) (0.461)

Group IV: other
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fi

Group I: acrobatic
choreographed activities
with weapons
Group II: acrobatic
choreographed activities
without weapons
Group III: weapon dances

FACTOR IV
Like the factors I and III, this factor also implicates activities which a
majority of the participants has not classi ed as combat sports. One
exception is pistol shooting, which has been rated as a combat sport by
60.47% of the participants. Similar to the factors I and III, the shared
feature is that the activities do not show a sportive or competitive
contact combat.
Classi cation as combat sports
suijutsu (practice)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

kyūdō (practice)
hardcore wrestling (show)
pro wrestling (show)
lightsaber combat (show)
modern archery (competition)
pistol shooting (competition)
-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 28. Classi cations as combat sports of the on factor IV loading activities

The items can be assigned to three groups, containing pro wrestling
activities, ballistic activities and group III with no apparent common
characteristic (table 22).
Table 22. On combat sports factor IV loading, grouped activities

hardcore wrestling
pro wrestling (show)
(show) (0.622)
(0.652)
kyūdō (practice) (0.678) modern archery
(competition) (0.689)
suijutsu (practice)
light saber combat
(0.513)
(show) (0.449)

Group I: pro wrestling
pistol shooting
(competition) (0.577)
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Group II: ballistic
activities
Group III: other

FACTOR V
The activities which have a maximum loading on this last factor are
sports disciplines which share the characteristic that they lack
constitutive competitive contact combat (group I in table 23) or
activities which lack combat between humans (group II).
Only the hockey ght item has been classi ed as a combat sport by a
majority of the participants ( gure 29).
Classi cation as combat sport
wuxia (movie)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

brick breaking (show)
tae bo (practice)
football foul
bull ghting (serious)
American football tackle
virtual reality boxing (play)
hockey ght (competition)
-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 29. Classi cations as combat sports of the on factor V loading activities

Regarding the various groups labelled ‘Other’ from previous factors,
it is surprising that several movie ght activities are distributed among
multiple factors. Of course, they share the characteristic that these
activities are staged, but it remains unclear why they belong to
different factors.
Table 23. On combat sports factor V loading, grouped activities

football foul (0.777)
American football tackle (0.628)
hockey ght (competition) (0.490) tae bo (practice) (0.524)
bull ghting (serious) (0.660)
brick breaking (show) (0.505)

wuxia (movie) (0.526)

virtual reality boxing (play)
(0.492)
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Group I: sports, in which
combat is not constitutive
Group II: activities, in which
human combat is not
constitutive
Group III: other

CONCLUSION
The factor analysis reveals ve factors for combat sports, of which
the factors I, III, IV and V are excluding and factor II is including. As it is
the only inclusion factor, it is called key factor here.
I. Exclusion factor: artistic ght choreography with or without
weapons, or street ghts
II. Key factor: sport-competitive contact combat (striking, grappling
and mixed)
III. Exclusion factor: artistic ght choreography or weapon dance
IV. Exclusion factor: artistic duel choreography or ballistic activity
V. Exclusion factor: no constitutive human combat
The arrangement of the factors reveals that the participants have a
relatively precise idea of how to de ne combat sports. This can be seen
in the clear-clut exclusion criteria as well as in a general key factor
that is easy to isolate.
When are activities classi ed as Kampfsport?
The exploratory factor analysis identi ed a total of four factors,
which explain 45% of the variances in the results ( gure 30).
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Figure 30. Scree plot of factors for the classi cation as Kampfsport
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FACTOR I
The most important factor for the assessment of Kampfsport is also
an exclusion factor. Many of the variables listed here are shared with
combat sports factor I (marked with [cs-I]), factor III (marked with [csIII]) and factor IV (marked with [cs-IV]). None of the activities has been
classi ed as Kampfsport by a majority of participants in the descriptive
results.
Classi cation as Kampfsport
wuxia (movie)
tai chi pushing hands (practice, with ball)
iaidō (practice)
bartitsu (show)
Russian sword dance (show)
martial yoga (practice)
Egypt stick ghting (show)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
suijutsu (practice)
kusarigama kobudō (show)
hardcore wrestling (show)
kyūdō (practice)
Shaolin wushu (show)
pro wrestling (show)
lightsaber combat (show)
viet vo dao (practice)
extreme martial arts (show)
capoeira angola (play)
-100 %

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 31. Classi cations as Kampfsport of the on factor I loading activities

Here, likewise, the unifying characteristic of the items (grouped in
table 24) is that the activities show artistic choreographies. However, a
few important exceptions are capoeira angola, tai chi pushing hands
and kyūdō.
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Table 24. On Kampfsport factor I loading, grouped activities

kusarigama kobudō
(show) (0.681) [cs-I]
iaidō (practice) (0.747)
[cs-I]
Shaolin wushu (show)
(0.783) [cs-III]
viet vo dao (practice)
(0.730) [cs-III]
capoeira angola (play)
(0.666)
pro wrestling (show)
(0.561) [cs-IV]
Russian sword dance
(show) (0.625) [cs-III]

sunakake-bo kobudō
(practice) (0.796) [cs-I]
bartitsu (show) (0.646)
[cs-I]
extreme martial arts
(show) (0.527) [cs-III]
martial yoga (practice)
(0.624) [cs-I]
tai chi pushing hands
(practice, with ball)
(0.529)
hardcore wrestling
(show) (0.535) [cs-IV]
kyūdō (practice) (0.590)
[cs-IV]

Egypt stick ghting
(show) (0.696) [cs-I]
light saber combat
(show) (0.469) [cs-IV]
suijutsu (practice)
(0.617) [cs-IV]
tai chi 24 form
(practice) (0.667) [cs-I]

Group II: choreographed
activity without
weapons
Group III: pro wrestling

wuxia (movie) (0.507)
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fi

Group I: choreographed
activity with weapons

Group IV: other

FACTOR II
Figure 32 shows the items with maximum loading on factor II.
Classi cation as Kampfsport
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
nunchaku kobudō (competition)
hema (competition)
fencing (competition)
sumō (competition)
mma (female competition)
jūdō (competition)
amateur boxing (competition)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)
-100 %

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 32. Classi cations as Kampfsport of the on factor II loading activities

This factor has its counterpart in combat sports factor II (matches
marked with [cs-II]) and is a positive category. The common
characteristic is also sportive or competitive contact combat.
Interestingly, also weapon contact combat activities have a
maximum loading on this factor.
Table 25. On Kampfsport factor II loading, grouped activities

jūdō (competition)
(0.720) [cs-II]

sumō (competition)
(0.644) [cs-II]

mma (female
competition) (0.456)
[cs-II]
fencing (competition)
(0.593)
amateur boxing
(competition) (0.710)
[cs-II]

mma 5 on 5
(competition) (0.460)
[cs-II]
hema (competition)
(0.550)

Greek-Roman wrestling Group I: competitive
(competition) (0.582)
wrestling
[cs-II]
Group II: mma sport

nunchaku kobudō
(competition) (0.589)
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Group III: competitive
weapon combat
Group IV: other

FACTOR III
Except hockey ght, none of the other items with maximum loading
on this factor has been classi ed as Kampfsport by a majority of
participants ( gure 33).
Classi cation as Kampfsport
football foul

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

tai chi bailong (play)
virtual reality fencing (play)
American football tackle
man vs. bear (show)
tae bo (practice)
virtual reality boxing (play)
pistol shooting (competition)
axe throwing (practice)
hockey ght (competition)
-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 33. Classi cations as Kampfsport of the on factor III loading activities

As table 26 shows, this factor shares similarities with factor V of
combat sports (marked with [cs-V]). It is also an exclusion factor. The
overall characteristic is that contact combat is either not constitutive
(group I), not existent (groups II-III) or the combat is not fought
between humans (group IV).
Table 26. On Kampfsport factor III loading, grouped activities

football foul (0.506)
[cs-V]

American football tackle hockey ght
(0.530) [cs-V]
(competition) (0.537)
[cs-V]
tai chi bailong (play)
tae bo (practice) (0.524)
(0.488)
[cs-V]
axe throwing (practice) pistol shooting
(0.592)
(competition) (0.545)
virtual reality fencing virtual reality boxing
(play) (0.586)
(play) (0.509)
man vs. bear (show)
(0.542)
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Group I: sports, in
which combat is not
constitutive
Group II: ballistic
activities
Group III: virtual reality
activities
Group IV: other

FACTOR IV
Factor IV is also an exclusion factor. Three of the four maximum
loading activities are serious street ghts which have not been
classi ed as Kampfsport by the majority of the participants.
Classi cation as Kampfsport
street ght with bouncers (serious)
street ght with police (serious)
street ght with civilians (serious)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)

I somewhat agree
I fully agree
I rather disagree
I totally disagree

-100 %

-50 %

0%

50 %

100 %

Figure 34. Classi cations as Kampfsport of the on factor IV loading activities

The fourth activity, despite depicting a sports competition,
resembles street ghting because of the group brawl tournament
mode.
This factor has no equivalent in combat sports.
Table 27. On Kampfsport factor IV loading, grouped activities

street ght with
bouncers (serious)
(0.699)
mma 5 on 5
(competition) (0.490)

street ght with police
(serious) (0.679)

street ght with civilians Group I: street ghts
(serious) (0.709)

tae bo (practice) (0.524)
[cs-V]

Group II: other

CONCLUSION
The factor analysis reveals four factors for Kampfsport, of which the
factors I, III and IV have an excluding function and factor II is the
including key factor.
I. Exclusion factor: artistic ght choreography or playful combat
activity
II. Key factor: sport-competitive contact combat activity (striking,
grappling and mixed)
III. Exclusion factor: activity, in which (human) contact combat is not
constitutive
IV. Exclusion factor: serious street ghts (or group ghts)
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EMPIRICAL STUDY RESULTS SUMMARY
What de nes martial arts and Kampfkunst?
The following table compares the latent factors for martial arts and
Kampfkunst. An important difference explained above is demonstrated
in the fact that ‘martial arts’ also includes many activities which have
been rated as combat sport, while Kampfkunst rather excludes
activities which have been rated as Kampfsport. This is illustrated in
martial arts factor I as well as in the Kampfkunst factors I and IV.
Factor I of martial arts seems to represent the perceived core
concept of combat sports (table 28): sport-competitive combat. In
contrast to combat sports, explicitly ballistic activities (pistol shooting)
are also included here, as long as they have a sportive rulebook or
environment. In contrast, factor I of Kampfkunst excludes not only
sport-competitive ghting, but also serious street ghts.
Table 28. Main latent factors for classi cation as martial arts and Kampfkunst

Fct.
I
II
III
IV
V

Latent factors for the assessment of
activities as martial arts
sport-competitive combat

Latent factors for the assessment of activities
as Kampfkunst
exclusion factor: highly dynamic (sportive or
serious) contact combat with minimal
artistic
ght choreography
arti ciality

traditional activity with distinctive ght
techniques and aesthetics
exclusion factor: virtual reality activity

traditional activity with distinctive ght
techniques and aesthetics
exclusion factor: no constitutive human
combat

artistic fight choreography as part of a
artistic
storylinefight choreography as dance or
performance show

Martial arts factor II is equivalent to Kampfkunst factor III.
Kampfkunst factor II is a synopsis of martial arts factors IV and V.
Accordingly, in order for an activity to be classi ed as martial arts/
Kampfkunst, it should ideally comprise the following characteristics:
1. traditional activity with distinctive ght techniques and
aesthetics
2. artistic ght choreography
For ‘martial arts’, a third characteristic is valid, which essentially
serves as a connection to combat sports.
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3. sport-competitive combat
Theoretically, the latter could be connected with factor IV of
Kampfkunst, which, as a contrast factor to factor I, excludes sports for
which (human) combat is not constitutive. However, this raises a
problem that must be examined in more detail after analysing the
second pair of terms.
What de nes combat sports and Kampfsport?
Participants de ned combat sports as well as Kampfsport very
narrowly by formulating only one including key factor and several
exclusion groups of activities – generally dismissing activities that do
not show a sportive or competitive contact combat.
Table 29. Main latent factors for classi cation as combat sports and Kampfsport

Fct.

Latent factors for the assessment of
activities as combat sports
exclusion factor: artistic ght choreography
with or without weapons, or street ght
key factor: sport-competitive contact combat
(striking, grappling and mixed)
exclusion factor: artistic ght choreography
or weapon dance
exclusion factor: artistic duel choreography
or ballistic activity
exclusion factor: no constitutive human
combat

I
II
III
IV
V

Latent factors for the assessment of activities
as Kampfsport
exclusion factor: artistic ght choreography or
playful combat activity
key factor: sport-competitive contact combat
activity (striking, grappling and mixed)
exclusion factor: activity, in which (human)
contact combat is not constitutive
exclusion factor: serious street ghts

As presented in table 30, the exclusion groups of both concepts are
nearly matching.
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Excluded activity groups in combat sports
Excluded activity groups in Kampfsport
activities for which human combat is not constitutive
artistic ght choreographies, staged as dance or show/cinematic performance
playful combat (like capoeira, tai chi)
ballistic activities (except pistol shooting in combat sports)
serious street ghts
weapon dances
virtual reality activities

What de nes ght systems?
The interpretation of the factors for the assessment of an activity as
a ght system is, as discussed, problematic from the point of view of
research methodology. First, all four terms were combined and the two
linguistically separated groups of participants were merged.
Accordingly, many factors resemble or equal those of martial arts,
combat sports, Kampfkunst and/or Kampfsport.
Factor I excludes activities that were already encountered in
Kampfkunst factor IV and Kampfsport factor II: sports systems without a
constitutive combat idea (football, American football), serious ghts,
ghts against animals and virtual ghts.
Table 31. Characteristics of the main factors of the classi cations as ght
systems

Factor
I.1
I.2
I.3
II
III.1-3
III.4
IV

Characteristic
ball sport for which combat is not constitutive
serious street ght
ght against animals
artistic ght choreography
utilisation of traditional blunt, blade and arrow weapons
tai chi & capoeira
sport-competitive combat

Function
Excluding

Including
Including
Including

In contrast to these, however, ballistic activities are not excluded
here. This is probably due to the in uence of the English-speaking
participants who have classi ed these activities as martial arts.
Factor II combines the core characteristics of martial arts and
Kampfkunst while factor IV combines the core characteristics of combat
sports and Kampfsport.
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Table 30. Excluded activity groups

Summary
In summary, this results in the following characteristics structure of
classi cation as ght systems:
Table 32. Characteristics structure of classi cation as ght systems

martial arts / Kampfkunst
combat sport / Kampfsport
traditional activity with distinctive
sport-competitive contact combat
ght techniques and aesthetics
(striking, grappling and mixed)
artistic ght choreography
sport-competitive combat (ONLY MARTIAL ARTS)
ght systems
unarmed or traditional cold armament
sport-competitive (i.e. unserious) combat between humans, where the ghting character must be
constitutive of the activity
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Subfactor III.1 is extremely interesting because it appears
exclusively in this partial analysis and it seems to in uence the
classi cation to a high degree.
It has prompted participants to assign activities to ght systems
when traditional cold weapons were used (blunt weapons, blade
weapons, arrow weapons). The more exotic (i.e. Asian) and
distinguished the weapon, the more likely the activity was to be
classi ed as a ght system, as the descriptive analysis reveals.
Exoticism and uniqueness are also the keywords to describe
subfactor III.2 which exclusively comprises tai chi and capoeira.
Comparable activities have loaded on the closely related factor II. The
common characteristic of tai chi and capoeira in the shared videos
might be the playful, peaceful demonstration of particularly aesthetic
ght techniques without being absorbed in a dance concept. They
could be referred to as perfect hybrids of martial arts and combat
sports.
As factor II represents martial arts and Kampfkunst and factor IV
represents combat sports and Kampfsport, the fundamental
characteristics for ght systems are:
1. unarmed or traditional cold armament
2. sport-competitive (i.e. unserious) combat between humans, where
the ghting character must be constitutive of the activity

Methodological re ection
The study design is obviously disadvantageous as only a fraction of
the theoretic models, implications and concepts presented in chapter 1
can be found in the study methodology to assure its functionality.
At this point, the subjectivity of the interpretation of statistical
mathematics should be pointed out again, as well as the subjectivity
with which the participants made their ratings – despite the high
percentage of martial arts experts.
Moreover, the sample size and sample balance is suboptimal. As a
result, the statistical power may be low. Also, regarding the extreme
variety in worldwide ght systems and the different training
approaches and settings of each ght system, the low number of
survey videos was a concession to usability. Consequently, it remains
unsure whether all categories of characteristics and subjective theories
have been recorded and whether they have been described in
suf cient authenticity.
Nevertheless, important conclusions can be drawn from the study
results. The results of descriptive and explorative statistics strongly
suggest that subjective theories exist as to what distinguishes ght
systems from other performance activities and whether and how key
terms like ‘martial arts’ and ‘combat sports’ are de ned.
These theories are subject to a certain consensus among most or all
participants. It is proven that the de nition of ght systems is,
therefore, anything but arbitrary or fully subjective. Factor analyses
have shown which characteristics participants are looking for to de ne
activities. Of course, there have been some simpli cations here, too.
However, these have so little in uence on their own that they might
be neglected. Lastly, it must be emphasised that the number and type
of main factors presented here is by no means de nitive.
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Discussion
The more including factors apply to an activity, the higher the
probability that participants would classify it as a martial art or a
combat sport.
This is also true beyond the boundaries of the key terms ‘martial
arts’/‘Kampfkunst’ and ‘combat sports’/‘Kampfsport’. It indicates that
participants have not only based their classi cations on subjective
theories, but also on ideal-typical representatives or holotypes.
A good example is sumō, which is the only activity that a high
majority has assigned to all four terms martial arts, combat sports,
Kampfkunst and Kampfsport. Sumō combines the most important
features. It is a contact combat activity with distinguished ght
techniques and it has both a sport-competitive set of rules as well as
choreographic, ritual elements (bow dance, dohyōiri).
The descriptive data suggests that participants had been not only
oriented towards more or less clearly de nable characteristics, but also
towards their respective composition. “But the point is that the
experience of what we think of as one thing is always a subjective
experience of multiple supplementary elements being brought
together in a certain way” (Bowman 2019, 4). Particularly in borderline
cases, however, excluding characteristics seem to play an important
role.
The next step is to clarify if the key characteristics shown by the
study are correct and tangible in order to integrate them into a
possible de nition theory. This will be dealt with in the following
chapter 3.
It has to be kept in mind that the phenomenological character of the
study has the disadvantage that characteristics cannot appear unless
they are directly ‘visible’ or deducible as a phenomenon. This includes
systematic aspects that are often used for ght system de nitions, e.g.
historical tradition, purpose, cultural or religious in uences, etc. This
has to be taken into account in the following, too.
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CHAPTER 3: CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS
In this chapter, several characteristics isolated in the empirical study
(chapter 2) are hermeneutically analysed regarding their academic
integrity and their suitability for a scienti c de nition of ght systems
(see chapter 4).
As each of the aspects analysed here is a separate research topic
that can easily ll several bookshelves, the aspects are presented in a
highly condensed and simpli ed form for reasons of stringency.
Utilisation of traditional cold weapons
Weapons seem to be particularly well suited as a criterion for
de ning ght systems because they are likely easy to identify and
inherit an obvious martial character.
Historical weapons such as swords and bows have acquired a patina
of traditionalisation and arti cialisation.10 In combination with
choreographic elements and Asian heritage, the connection to ght
systems seemed to be evident for the study participants, as the results
for iaidō and kyūdō showed.
Nevertheless, to indicate weapons as a characteristic for ght
systems is dif cult. For instance, many of the weapons used in
Okinawan kobudō are now key indicators for ght systems because of
their occurrence in martial arts pop culture. Bruce Lee made the
nunchaku popular, the Ninja Turtles the bō staff and the sai daggers. The
tonfa is still used in modi ed form by police forces worldwide.
Although the existence of a rigid ban on weapons in occupied Okinawa
during the Edo period is questioned by Bittmann (2017), it is indicated
strongly that the kobudō weapons are primarily customisations of
farming tools.
However, the utilisation of farming tools as weapons is not limited
to the Okinawa islands at all. Wetzler (2011, 100) points out the
existence of sophisticated ght books in medieval Europe which
taught how to ght with sickles and scythes. However, would we
Just think of the countless replicas of Lord of the Rings swords in the early
2000s.
10
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imagine a scythe-wielding farmer cutting gras on some rural meadow
as a concealed martial artist? Here, for the rst time, the question
would have to be asked at what point a tool has to be classi ed as a
(potential) weapon, and therefore, whether its utilisation indicates a
ght system.
The same applies to the utilisation of pseudo-historical weapons.
These range from the bizarre ying guillotine to the ahistorical ninjatō,
which is shown in the video excerpt from Last Samurai used in the
survey. Ninja warriors and Okinawans are historical examples of how
people converted everyday objects and tools into weapons and
adapted them for utilisation in combat.
Of course, this phenomenon is not limited to Asia, as well. For
instance, in the German Peasants’ War 1524 to 1525, agricultural tools
like ails, pitchforks or scythes were used as arms, too. In a broader
sense, this paradigm also applies to all further medieval weapons. In
this respect, Benesch (2016) suggests, “It would appear that, as with all
tools, swords were primarily designed for the particular problems the
users had to overcome”. Especially the medieval sword development in
Europe produced an incredible variety of sword styles. Among many
other factors, these also took into account the respective blacksmithing
arts, types of armour and fencing principles of that time (Deutscher,
Kaiser & Wetzler 2019; Oakeshott 1998) – similar to medieval Japan.
In this context, objects that were originally weapons and were
converted for secular or spiritual purposes must be mentioned, as well.
These include, for example, the sceptre as a symbol of authority which
evolved from the mace, and the ceremonial sword as a sometimes
oversized version of a typical battle sword.
Another question arises with regard to the Beijing opera which is
known for its traditional incorporation of acrobatic elements in its
artistic architecture. It exploits tableware and furniture like chairs,
desks, brooms, ladders as choreographic weapons (Minarik 2017).
Martial arts movies starring Jet Li, Donnie Yen and – very signi cantly –
Jackie Chan are based on these methods which many actors acquired
in Beijing opera training. Even in the American classic Coming to
America, actor Eddie Murphy employs a broomstick while ghting of a
thug played by Samuel L. Jackson using stick ghting techniques.

In the present study, a majority of participants classi ed the lm
excerpt with Jackie Chan, who defends himself against his opponents
using a stepladder, as martial arts and Kampfkunst. Accordingly, should
we designate stepladders as regular weapons? Or did the combination
with ‘classical’ kicks and punches suggest the classi cation as a ght
system?
Similar to Jackie Chan movies, in bartitsu, everyday objects are
converted for self-defence, like umbrellas, screwdrivers, keys or towels.
Bartitsu, too, has been rated as martial arts and Kampfkunst by a
majority of the participants (table 33). Thinking this through, we might
ask about possible differences between a hooligan, skilfully swinging
stadium seats, a police of cer ghting off that hooligan with a modern
tonfa, and an Okinawan master wielding traditional brass knuckles
(tekkō).
Since the abovementioned examples illustrate that especially styles
with an emphasis on (civil) self-defence are extremely exible and
generalistic in their application of equipment, furniture and tools as
weapons, activities utilising non-orthodox or non-traditional weapons
cannot automatically be excluded from being a ght system. This
ambiguity prevents the academic utilisation of this characteristic.
Table 33. Classi cations of activities which use blunt or blade weapons

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
bartitsu (show)
iaidō (practice)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
ninjutsu (movie) (Last Samurai)
suijutsu (practice)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)

martial art
90.24%
95.35%
64.29%
74.42%
83.72%
97.67%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
65.00%
7.14%
9.00%
88.89%
6.98%
8.91%
55.45%
4.76%
9.90%
47.06%
2.33%
6.93%
62.75%
16.28%
17.65%
92.86%
18.60%
16.67%

Ballistic weapons take a special place in this discussion. Although
kyūdō and Western archery are technically overlapping, kyūdō has been
rated clearly more often as Kampfkunst than modern archery in the
German part of the study, whereas the English-speaking participants
rated both activities as martial art to about the same extent.
However, both groups classi ed modern archery much more often as
a combat sport or Kampfsport than kyūdō in comparison.
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Table 34. Classi cations of activities which use ballistic weapons

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
kyūdō (practice)
modern archery (competition)
pistol shooting (competition)
axe throwing (practice)

martial art
93.02%
82.93%
53.49%
53.49%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
75.49%
27.91%
25.50%
36.27%
48.78%
53.92%
12.75%
60.47%
32.35%
21.78%
34.88%
41.58%

The reason might be that, although not visible in the video but wellknown, kyūdō has strong spiritual aspects (see below) and is attached
to the Japanese budō concept. Surprisingly, more than half of the
English-speaking participants have associated pistol shooting with
both martial arts and combat sports, whereas the German speaking
respondents consider it to be neither Kampfkunst nor Kampfsport.
Taking into account the results of the English-speaking participants,
military target shooting with modern assault ri es should also fall
under this de nition. From the perspective of the German speaking
participants, one needs to ask why shooting arrows is classi ed a
combat sport, but shooting bullets is not.
Therefore, it can be concluded that a clear demarcation of weapons
and tools is historically incorrect. Concerning ballistic and explosive
weapons, there might be indeed an opportunity for operationalization
in the sense of a scienti c de nition. This will be taken up in chapter 4.
Historical tradition
The historical tradition of a ght system is often its brand core. The
two typical extremes are, rstly, the emphasis on an authentic
transmission of a long-existing system history (e.g. in the koryū bujutsu)
and secondly, the extraction and reformulation of existing traditional
systems (e.g. jūdō, mma, bjj).
Especially among the respective ght system followers, the genesis
history of a system is a fundamental question of credibility. “Many
practitioners exhibit something close to religious reverence for the
history of their practice. For some cultural traditions (such as those
often seen in the Chinese martial arts), the authenticity of one’s art is
inexorably linked with the legitimacy of one’s lineage status” (Judkins
2019a).
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Accordingly, many masters of ght systems attach great importance
to emphasising the venerability and dignity of their art. However, the
traditions of old techniques and philosophies has covered up the
historical facts in many cases. Ashkenazi (2002, 100) comments, “‘
Tradition’, to which most karate training appeals in one form or another,
is a constantly mutating statement of ideology.”
It is apparent that especially traditional ght systems with a high
degree of stylisation are affected because their supposed ghting
value is even less visible (especially for newbies and nonprofessionals).
However, to emphasise the historical background as legitimation is
questionable because its correctness may be doubted due to the
following aspects.
Firstly, nationalistic interests have led to contrafactual rewriting of
history in many ght systems. Being usually described with the theory
of ‘invented tradition’ by Hobsbawm and Ranger (1992), cultural
imports are often renamed as indigenous after they have been adapted
to ‘purify’ them from foreign heritage. It is not a surprise that the
invention of traditions often occurs in times of political reorientation,
as in the case of Japanese imperialism, which downplayed the
Okinawan-Chinese origins of karatedō (Meyer 2020a). Further examples
are taekwondo, which is technically a descendant of karatedō (Minarik
2014, 41; Moenig & Kim 2018), and wushu, a communist rebrand of
Chinese kung fu, with its long history of being practiced by desperados,
mavericks and rebels (Judkins 2019a). In many cases, history has been
embellished by backdating events or by declaring the existence of
mythical gures as well as rewriting the backstory of historical
persons.
Secondly, apart from deliberate politically motivated rewriting, the
spreading of colourful heroic tales has sometimes seriously altered
historical truth. Martial arts myths (Wetzler 2013) regularly tell about
unbeaten masters (usually with conspicuously lanky bodies or – as in
wing chun lore – as damsel in distress like the blind princess, Wetzler
2014b, 4), demonic or divine scroll bearers (Judkins 2019a), careful
observation of animals or mythical creatures, religious enlightenment
(like Morihei Ueshiba, Ueshiba 2015), the origin in battle eld actions
(like Musashi Miyamoto), references to legendary monasteries (like
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Shaolin, Wudang) and decades of superhuman training. Wetzler (2014b,
8) calls this “umbrella myths”.
Thirdly, commercial clubs and franchise networks in particular tend
to strengthen their brand by rewriting the historical background and
philosophy of the taught system to ensure exclusivity, loyalty and
public appreciation. Körner, Judkins and Staller (2018) demonstrated
this very well by the example of the European Wing Tsun Organization.
Fourthly, many ght systems have undergone social upheavals,
battles and wars. Countless documents, scrolls and archives have been
eventually lost or kept secret, making their historiography dif cult
(Schmidt-Herzog 2004). Even in the case of ght systems that are quite
well documented in written and pictorial form, such as the
swordsmanship of European chivalry through fencing books,
specialised scholars struggle to reconstruct the historical ght
techniques.
Comparatively modern ght systems also show a high variety. For
example, Okazaki and Stricevic (1994, 29) found out that from 1935 to
1978 alone, the karatedō kata (technique pattern) performance duration
was reduced by 27 percent in average.11 Despite the written heritage
of technique diagrams and forms, further speci cations such as
movement speeds are often lacking.
Lastly, although many ght systems are historically very well
documented, it is dif cult to prove to what extent the original ghting
concept is still present in the current traditions.
The knowledge about the historical background of a ght system
lulls into a false sense of security, which provokes a biased
classi cation of a ght system.
Utilisation of visually distinguished ght techniques
Besides clothing and armament, the visual characteristics of ght
techniques are probably the most apparent phenomenological feature
in the assessment of a ght system.
Interestingly, hangetsu was the only kata which was indeed extended
(from 60 to 69 seconds in average).
11
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Following Rosenbaum’s opinion (2004, 16) that ght systems are
basically just compilations of ght techniques, the importance of
Nevertheless, a ght system does not only consist of ght techniques.
Other types of movement include gestures such as bowing or rituals such as
meditation.
12
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Stereotypically, a ght technique has speci c, distinguished
aesthetics. These aesthetics may be underlined by an acrobatic,
expressive technique presentation or by an artistic arti ciality which
not only distinguishes the technique from everyday movements, but
also connects the impression with familiar ght systems. The artistic
aspect, however, is only one side, which will be discussed later.
Before, it must be clari ed what a ght technique actually is. Fight
techniques are basically like sport techniques in terms that they
represent a motoric sequence (like a goal shot or high jump).12 So what
are the special traits of ght techniques?
Offensive ght techniques have been developed to eventually
overcome an opponent in a prototypical ght setting in a way that the
opponent’s ability to ght (back) is intermitted. The goal of defensive
ght techniques is to evade, to block, to counter or to hinder the
opponent’s attack. Thus, a ght technique contains a supposed ght
value and can be useful either as attack or defence movement in ghts.
It can be assumed that the participants of the study, even if that they
were not able to understand every movement technically and
conceptually, interpreted an offensive ght technique in reference to
the perceived damage intention and a defensive technique in
reference to its perceived protection effect.
This is relatively easy for techniques whose ght value they have
already experienced themselves: while playfully ghting as a child,
watching a boxing match and/or by personally applying/experiencing
the ght technique. Also, people simulate the effects in their own mind
while observing, inventing and training ght techniques.
The way people classify movements as ght techniques cannot be
explained phenomenologically, but rather from a constructivist
perspective.

In Martial Arts Studies, this phenomenon could be labeled the Eddy-Gordo
effect, based on the infamous capoeira character in the Tekken video game
series.
13
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distinguishing ght techniques from ordinary (sports) movements must
be recognised. This is not so easy to proceed.
First, the setting is decisive for whether a movement technique
implies a ght value at all. Is the ght taken seriously (like survival) or
does it rather have a competitive nature (like sport)? Is it an armed or
unarmed ght? Is it a one-on-one combat or a group brawl? Do the
combatants have similar physical conditions and ght experience?
From which distance does the ght (predominantly) occur in: shooting,
throwing, striking, brawling or grappling range? How much do rules
and protective gear limit the combat value of techniques?
For instance, regarding the countless hand fractures which boxers
suffered in street ghts without wearing gloves (Petermann 2005), it
has to be reclassi ed how protective gear changes the mechanisms of
ght techniques and, accordingly, to what extent their overall ght
value must be re ected.
Besides the spectrum of ght variables mentioned above, even the
superiority of ght systems over conventional sports with regard to
ght suitability must be questioned. As it is not proven that a karatedō
roundhouse kick is more effective in ghts than a football goalie kick,
why is the latter not part of ght system curriculums?
Bowman (2019, 3) states, “[There is a] possibility that things as ‘nonmartial’ as intense aerobic exercise, on the one hand, or meditation, on
the other, might be of more ‘combat value’ than literal combat training
itself.” This view is supported by sports history which has frequently
proven wrong popular beliefs as well as expert opinions on which
sports techniques work best and which do not. Sophisticated
techniques like the Fosbury Flop in high jump and the V-Style in ski
jumping were revolutionary.13
Although capoeira and breakdance share many similarities in their
technical repertoire, only a minority of the participants has classi ed
breakdance as a ght system. Despite its high approval rating of
almost 95% in contrast, even capoeira has a special place among the

Table 35. Classi cations of activities with particularly aesthetic distinguished
ght techniques

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
capoeira angola (play)
Shaolin wushu (show)
tai chi 24 form (practice)
extreme martial arts (show)
tai chi pushing hands (practice, w. ball)
pro wrestling (show)
hardcore wrestling (show)
breakdance (show)

martial art
100.00%
93.02%
93.02%
78.57%
69.77%
20.93%
25.58%
4.65%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
89.11%
34.88%
41.58%
86.27%
4.88%
27.45%
89.11%
2.44%
13.86%
74.26%
18.60%
36.00%
60.61%
2.33%
7.14%
34.31%
34.88%
27.45%
24.00%
32.56%
23.76%
18.81%
2.33%
8.91%

The dif culty of recognising the ght value of dancing or acrobatic
movement systems is similar in pro wrestling. While spectacular blows,
kicks and throws are applied, real impacts and injuries are prevented
under great effort. The athletes rather act out pain for dramatic
composition (they ‘sell’ the pain to the audience). Especially several
suplex and slam variants could not be executed without the
opponent’s acting support.
So, does pro wrestling not possess any ght value, even though it is
based on conventional wrestling techniques? The high rate of
concussions in pro wrestling among other serious injuries, the
phenomenon of bloody hardcore wrestling matches at the edge of
breaking the kayfabe rule and the long tradition of (non-scripted) shoot
ghting (especially in Japan) demonstrate that pro wrestling is not
some kind of mere hypermasculine ballet.
While the real ght value of pro wrestling may be degraded due to
its stage dramatisation, some ght systems have altered their ght
value to prevent (serious) injuries and/or have removed dangerous
techniques to be suitable for non-professional participants like
children, disabled people or casual athletes. Examples for the former
are several karatedō styles (like shōtōkan) and capoeira in which impact
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ght systems. In capoeira as well as in tai chi, practitioners tend to
reference themselves as ‘players’ rather than ‘ ghters’. In capoeira, the
traditional ght strategy called ‘malícia’ (Michaelis 2013) has changed
recently to a more playful approach. This characteristic is represented
in group IV of factor III of the ght systems classi cation.

In this book, I will use kata as an umbrella term.
kata is similar to the learning of grammar for the study of
writing and randori practice is similar to the practice of writing itself. In
other words, in order to write a composition, a grasp of grammar is needed.
Thus, in order to perform randori well, knowledge of kata is necessary.” (Jigorō
Kanō, in: Watson 2014, 77)
14

15 “Learning
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damage is avoided by stopping or wiping techniques. Examples for the
latter are modi ed, sometimes pedagogical versions of ght systems
like sound-karatedō (Wright 2008) or white-collar boxing.
Another reason that complicates ght value estimations is that
masters usually argue that it takes many years of dedicated training to
gain suf cient functional understanding of the ght system (Reid &
Croucher 1994). Especially practitioners of traditional ght systems
tend to argue that system outsiders cannot evaluate real ght
utilisations because technique mechanisms are usually encrypted or
formalised.
Looking at the historical and contemporary discussions about
whether, for example, the Shaolin-based or Wudang-based styles are
more effective or whether koryū bujutsu and wing chun are competitive
in the octagon, etc., it is not doubted fundamentally whether their used
techniques are in fact ght techniques, but only to what extent their
subjective ght value is actually existent under ‘serious’/‘real’
conditions.
Furthermore, the habit of traditional ght systems of codifying their
ght techniques into detailed choreographed patterns (kata, taolu,
pumsae, bai-quyen, etc.)14 may prevent the understanding of ght
techniques. In bunkai application studies, their ght value is tested in a
rather experimental manner. It is questionable whether karatedō kata,
for instance, have ever contained a ght value or if they were just
designed to represent the ght system’s technical grammar (Nagamine
2000; Watson 2014, 77)15.
Rosenbaum (2004) assumes that choreographies served as drill
routines for real combat, “Classical kata were much the same as the
ring range is to the modern day infantryman who goes to the ri e
range to perfect his marksmanship in anticipation of using it on the

Returning to the issue of ght system aesthetics, combat and further
indigenous social phenomena like cult, dance and drama are to some
extent closely connected (Karamitsos & Binhack 1997), as stated in
chapter 1. All of these are archetypical as well as holistic.
Carl Diem argues that every sport is an offspring of ancient cult rites
(Guttmann & Thompson 2001). Hurst (1998) even states that “the
Chinese martial exercises […] were at once workouts for tness,
paramilitary gymnastics, preparations for spiritual composure, and of
course dance.”
One of the strongest and earliest connections between combat and
cult (see chapter 1) can be found in the adaptation of animal ght
techniques in various ght systems. Especially in kung fu/wushu,
countless animal-inspired systems like leopard style, praying mantis
style, crane style, etc. are documented. Animal movements do not only
serve as an impetus for ght techniques, but also have a totemistic
function (Filipiak 2001).
Furthermore, intellectual spiritual practices have penetrated ght
techniques in many ways. Yoga and Buddhism inspired palm
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battle eld”. The bunkai principle also illustrates that ght techniques
are subject to constant change, due to hybridisation, arti cialisation,
mysti cation, incorrect transmission, misinterpretation and misuse. As
ght systems have been in many cases (especially in ancient times) a
subject of endemic secrecy, current practitioners just do not know or
understand the original idea of its technique repertoire.
So, who determines the ght value of a movement and thus de nes
its suitability for the ght technique? According to the discussion
above, the answer must be that the ght value can be proclaimed by
the founder, any other performer or by any other observer.
In conclusion, it does not matter whether anyone at any time has
actually executed the particular ght technique successfully in a ght,
as long as it is assumed that the technique has a ght value. Even if an
(academic) observer concluded that it is extremely unlikely that the
ght technique would work in a real setting, the performer’s beliefs are
decisive. Unfortunately, this may also be the reason for the unbroken
popularity of fake martial arts.

Table 36. Classi cations of hybrid activities

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as: martial art
martial yoga (practice)
51.16%
tae bo (practice)
30.23%
tai chi bailong (play)
6.98%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
49.50%
2.33%
13.73%
9.90%
9.30%
22.77%
10.89%
0.00%
8.82%

Speaking of connections between combat and game, several hybrid
sports have recently emerged, which have borrowed a great deal from
established ght systems. Examples are tae bo, founded by Billy Blanks,
a ght and tness crossover, as well as tai chi bailong ball, which is
technically a remix of badminton rules with tai-chi-inspired racket
movements. The majority of these hybrids have not been classi ed as
ght systems in the study (table 36).
Additionally, some ght systems lack a codi ed technique repertoire,
with regard to their paradigm of maintaining exibility in order to
secure their ef ciency. Examples are jeet kune do and mma. In principle,
any kind of movement that ensures success in ghts is used here,
regardless of its systematic af liation.
In some mma leagues, for example, the dreaded ‘soccer kicks’ to the
head are still allowed. Bruce Lee in Way of the Dragon is also very
memorable, plucking out chest hair of poor Chuck Norris. From a
broader perspective, everyday (serious) street ghts (which can involve
police of cers, security forces, civilians, etc.) also fall under this
paradigm because of the lack of a codi ed ght technique repertoire.
Table 37. Classi cations of mma and street ght activities

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
mma (female competition)
mma (male competition) (bloodier)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)
street ght with civilians (serious)
street ght with police (serious)
street ght with bouncers (serious)

martial art
83.33%
83.72%
60.47%
72.09%
60.47%
41.86%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
28.43%
95.35%
97.06%
27.72%
95.24%
90.00%
16.00%
93.02%
84.16%
36.27%
11.63%
18.00%
26.73%
6.98%
14.85%
19.00%
2.33%
9.00%
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techniques, tantras and logographemes inspired movement patterns
like enbusen, and tai chi transformed the taoist yin-yang paradigm into
its fundamental movement principle.

These perspectives lead to the conclusion that it can be problematic
to expect independent, distinguished aesthetics from ght systems in
general. While ‘reality-based’ ght systems tend to eliminate
embellishments in their kinetic architecture, ‘art-based’ ght systems
tend to atten their ghting character by emphasing their arti ciality.
For this reason, the aesthetics of ght techniques are dif cult to grip
with regard to phenomenology in an academic manner.
Sports rules and competition
As determined in the factor analysis, the existence of sports rules
that regulate competitive contact combat seems to be the pivotal
point for the classi cation of a ght system as a combat sport or
Kampfsport. The term ‘contact’ here implies that competitions are
dismissed in which choreographies are presented and judged. Instead,
both ghters must be in direct exchange of ght techniques.
Three crucial approaches of ght systems regarding contact combat
are distinguished:
1. focus on competitive contact combat (e.g. boxing)
2. refusal of competitive contact combat (e.g. aikidō, wing chun)
3. partial integration of competitive contact combat as an optional,
but equally renowned training element (e.g. karatedō, taekwondo)
The integration of competitive contact combat into the Olympics by
introducing fencing (since 1896), Greco-Roman wrestling (also since
1896), boxing (since 1904), jūdō (since 1964), taekwondo (since 2000)
and karatedō (only in 2020), has reinforced the competitive combat
orientation of these systems. For this purpose, a set of sports rules that
meet Olympic standards had to be adapted from existing sports or
developed from scratch.
Several umbrella organisations like the Zen Nihon Kendō Renmei
avoid an Olympic participation because they fear an exaggerated
sports orientation and to protect their discipline from major changes.
In contrast, Jigorō Kanō invented jūdō by merging techniques from
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traditional ght systems also with regard to their suitability in a sports
competition system.16
Table 38. Classi cations of unarmed Olympic disciplines

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
amateur boxing (competition)
jūdō (competition)
Greek-Roman wrestling (competition)

martial art
86.05%
100.00%
88.37%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
31.37%
97.62%
99.02%
53.92%
97.67%
98.04%
39.22%
95.35%
100.00%

When examining the existence of sports rules, the rst thing to do is
to brie y clarify what types of rules exist. Digel (2003) categorises
sports rules into four hierarchical rule sections (from top to bottom):
moral rules, sport idea rules, constitutive rules and strategic rules.
Moral rules “are mostly characterised as unwritten policies. As
ethical-moral principles, they support standards like fair play and are
universally acknowledged.”17 Technically, moral rules serve to outline
the ethics of sport disciplines from a social-cultural perspective. Sport
idea rules describe the basic concept of a sport discipline (scoring
goals, putting the ball, throwing the disc). The constitutive rules
determine legitimate and illegitimate sport actions in speci c
situations (like offside, fair catch). Strategic rules are not a mandatory
part of the rulebook as they describe the tactics and strategies to win a
game or contest.
Following this de nition, questions concerning ght systems arise. If
moral rules are supposed to protect the integrity and health of
participants, is it reasonable to classify ght systems as (combat)
sports? Many ght systems rated as combat sports (or Kampfsport) do
not only tolerate injuring the opponent (as grid-iron sports do), but
explicitly request to do so.
With regard to the well-known sports de nition from German sports
scientist Tiedemann (2019, 3), a clear con ict is noticable, “‘Sport’ is a
cultural eld of activity, in which human beings voluntarily go into a
real or only imagined relation to other people with the conscious
Kanō also considered jūdō as an instrument for moral cultivation (修心)
and physical education (体育) (Bittmann 2005, 16).
17 Translation by author.
16
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intention to develop their abilities and accomplishments particularly in
the area of skilled motion and to compare themselves with these other
people according to rules put self or adopted without intending to
damage them or themselves deliberately”18.
Heinemann (2007, 213) notes that a decriminalisation of otherwise
illegal actions occur in sports. Especially actions in combat sports
violate common moral standards, “In sports, the principle of
overcoming and beating down the opponent is applied; this principle
tolerates, indeed to a certain extent demands ruthlessness, hostility and
antagonism towards competitors, the exploitation of their weaknesses
and mistakes; tolerance and consideration, which are desired in
everyday life, could rather threaten sporting competition.”19
Notably boxing has to deal with this paradox ever since. Mma in its
early UFC days is a remarkable example of a ght system making
consistent efforts to react to public pressure by constantly adjusting its
protective gear policies and constitutive rules, as mma was accused of
immoral standards (Mayeda & Ching 2008; Snowden 2008; Wertheim
2009). The introduction of weight classes in accordance to boxing rules
served to dispel public concerns (Downey 2014) – a development
strongly opposed for decades by the founders of Brazilian jiu-jitsu, the
Gracie family (Cairus 2020, 32). Interestingly, there has never been a
comparable outcry regarding Japanese sumō, which does not have
weight classes to date.
The perceived threshold dividing ght systems and sports is really
doubtful when fair play seems to be ridiculed, as many observers felt
looking at ground and pound brawls in the early mma. Moreover, from
2014 to 2015, the mma league Team Fighting Championship

Italics by author.
Sport wird nach dem Prinzip der Überbietung und des
Niederkämpfens des Gegners gehandelt; dieses Prinzip toleriert, ja fordert in
gewissem Umfang Rücksichtslosigkeit, Feindlichkeit und Gegnerschaft
gegenüber Wettkampfteilnehmern, das Ausnutzen ihrer Schwächen und
Fehler; Toleranz und Rücksichtnahme, die im Alltagsleben erwünscht sind,
könnten den sportlichen Wettkampf eher bedrohen.” Translation and italics
by author.
18

19 “Im
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experimented with ve-on- ve bouts which, more than once, ended
with a single remaining ghter desperately facing ve opponents. This
seems to contradict the idea of fair play in sports intensely. It is,
therefore, remarkable that the ve-on- ve video shown in the study
had hardly any effect on its classi cation as a combat sport and
Kampfsport, but a signi cant effect on its assessment as a martial art
and Kampfkunst (highlighted in grey in table 39).
Table 39. Classi cations of mma activities

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
mma (female competition)
mma (male competition) (bloodier)
mma 5 on 5 (competition)

martial art
83.30%
83.72%
60.47%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
28.43%
95.35%
97.06%
27.70%
95.24%
90.00%
16.00%
93.02%
84.16%

Traditional ght systems also have the same ambiguity. In many of
them, self-defence elements are embedded which naturally neglect
sport ethics to a certain degree. The problem is that these practices are
an integral part of the superordinate ght system, which usually tends
to not differentiate clearly between (survival) defence techniques and
sport-competitive combat techniques. Even ght systems which are
predominantly classi ed as combat sports (like jūdō) generally teach
self-defence routines.
Also, if sport is understood as the citius, altius, fortius (faster, higher,
stronger) in the sense of the Olympic idea, traditional ght systems
have often been much more sports-like than one might think
(Guttmann 2007, 29) – technically way before the English sport concept
even existed. Németh (2019, 99) illustrates this using the example of
kyūdō.
For instance, in Kyōto, a famous archery competition has been held
every year since 1606. “The archer was supposed to y as many arrows
as possible within 24 hours on the 2.4-meter wide, 4.9-meter high and
120-meter long Western veranda of the Sanjūsangendō […]” (see gure
35). The record holder Daihachiro Wasa who shot 13,053 arrows is
historically documented. Hurst summarises accordingly (1998, 82), “If by
mid-Tokugawa times martial skills for self-protection had been
transformed into martial arts for self-perfection, in the late Tokugawa
the change was from self-defense to sport. Intense competition,
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especially in swordsmanship, became a hallmark of the era, as samurai
were concerned, in Musashi’s words, with ‘excelling others’.”

Figure 35. The veranda of Sanjūsangendō (hall of the thirty-three alcoves;
photographed by author)

Regarding the relationship of sport ethics and unregulated combat,
an incident which occurred in Germany in January 2015 is very
remarkable. A group of hooligans who regularly met near football
events to engage themselves in team combat were put to trial. Fights
took place in downtown areas and makeshift arenas built of truck
circles. The defence lawyers argued that the ghts could not be
classi ed as criminal assaults, but rather as legal sports violence which
was legitimate under the mutually accepted rules (in the sense of
Heidemann, Huizinga and Tiedemann). In short, they claimed that the
hooligan brawls were just an amateur competitive contact combat
sport.
“For such ghts, there are unwritten, but […] generally accepted […]
rules. […] weapons are forbidden, but safety gear (mouthpieces, gloves,
jockstraps), caps and balaclavas are permitted. Every martial art can be
used. With the exception of the genital area, the whole body – even the
head – can be attacked with punches or kicks. Only light footwear is
permitted. Anyone lying on the ground and not getting ready to
resume the ght or anyone who indicates that they do not consider to
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20 “Für

solche Kämpfe existieren ungeschriebene, aber […] allgemein
anerkannte […] Regeln. […] Waffen sind verboten, Schutzbekleidung (Mund-,
Tief-, Handschutz), Mützen und Sturmhauben erlaubt. Gekämpft wird in allen
Kampfstilen, Schläge und Tritte sind mit Ausnahme des Genitalbereichs
gegen alle Körperregionen – auch gegen den Kopf – gestattet, zugleich
jedoch nur das Tragen von leichtem Schuhwerk. Wer am Boden liegt und
keine Anstalten macht, sich zu erheben, oder wer sonst zu erkennen gibt,
dass er nicht wieder in den Kampf eingreifen will, darf nicht mehr
angegriffen werden […].” Translation by author.
21 Translation by author.
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re-enter, must not be attacked […]” (ruling of the German Federal Court
of Justice, 3 StR 233/14, 22 January 2015).20
Concerning the aforementioned dif culties to properly distinguish
ght systems and sports, the court referenced the moral rules in sports,
“The de nition of widely accepted moral measures is dif cult in a
pluralist society. Social concepts or the purpose of an action could lead
to their acceptance despite massive violations of legal assets, like in
the case of martial arts, which are directly aimed at physical harm and
where ghts end in bad injuries and health impairments, even death”
(German Federal Court of Justice, 3 StR 233/14, 22 January 2015).21
Accordingly, the court did not challenge the constitution of sports
rules but rather questioned the implied sports morality. Firstly, because
the ghts took place (partially) in public so that uninvolved people
could have been injured. Secondly, because they were ghting on
concrete grounds so that the physical integrity of participants was
neglected. And thirdly, because of the team brawl character and
withdrawals of participants, unsportsmanlike disparities often
occurred. In conclusion, while it may be easy to reject hooligan ghts
as a conventional sport, it is dif cult to prove that it is not a legitimate
combat sport either.
Regarding hooligan ghts, it is of particular interest the lawyers did
not claim that it was a martial art. As such, hooligan ghts should be
actually even less tied to conventional sporting rules. This would, at
least, correspond to the assessments of the study participants (see
chapter 2) as well as to some authors who consider the lack of rules to
be a characteristic of martial arts in contrast to combat sports (see
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chapter 1). From the perspective of self-defence systems, the question
has to be asked if only one rule applies to martial arts: “There are no
rules!”
Here, we have to remember again Huizinga (1949, 90), who de ned ‘
play-quality’ as sine qua non of ghting (see chapter 1). On the one
hand, he de nes the limits of ‘play-quality’ through the protection of
unequal combatants. “This condition changes as soon as war is waged
outside the sphere of equals [...]. The agonistic element only becomes
operative when the war-making parties regard themselves and each
other as antagonists […].” Apparently, this logic was also followed by
the judicial decision which questioned the safety of civilians not
involved in the hooligan brawls.
On the other hand, Huizinga (1949, 90) regards the ‘play-quality’ of
ghting as being threatened if the equality of opportunity enshrined in
modern fair play is sabotaged or if the ght is not aimed at playful
competition, “Several forms of combat at once suggest themselves as
being non-agonistic: the surprise, the ambush, the raid, the punitive
expedition and wholesale extermination cannot be described as
agonistic forms of warfare, though they may be subservient to an
agonistic war. Moreover, the political objectives of war also lie outside
the immediate sphere of contest: conquest, subjection or domination
of another people.”
However, scenarios such as ambushes, which imply an imbalance in
momentum, are common in self-defence systems. Are these no regular
ght systems? Here, the decisive aspect is the subjective perception of
which system of rules is currently valid. A person who is attacked will
hardly assume that this is the start of a typical sports game with
involuntary participation. On the contrary, the person will automatically
enter the level of irregularity that the attacker has already set with his
behaviour. In the mutual irregularity, from the perspective of sports
philosophy, a fair equality would be created again. As an example, even
if an attacked person overreacts in reaction to a prank, the behaviour
would be justi ed, as the person only tried to compensate for the
initial surprise disadvantage.
In this respect, the training of self-defence situations is also
fundamentally bound to the morality of sports rules, even if it is not

Existence of spiritual constructs, symbols or artefacts
Finally, a characteristic that does not come up in the empirical study
must be highlighted because it is mentioned very often in (academic)
eld literature, especially when talking about the classi cation of ght
systems. Also, it can be assumed that it had some importance for the
study participants: spirituality.
In this book, for the sake of simplicity, spirituality is de ned to
describe all kinds of normative, ethical, transcendental, religious and
philosophical constructs. Spirituality in ght systems is one of the most
complex and fascinating topics of Martial Arts Studies, so it will be
considerably abbreviated here.
The connection to spiritual elements is primarily emphasised by
ght systems that regard themselves as (martial) arts and desperately
try to separate themselves from (modern combat) sports. Often, it is
argued that Western ght systems are lacking the spirituality of Far
Eastern ght systems or that it is unusual in the Western paradigm to
combine spirituality and combat (Hintelmann 2005).
Besides, due to the extraordinarily exotic movement aesthetics and
unfamiliar armament, it was particularly due to the supposed
spirituality that martial arts boomed in the West in the 20th century.
More than any other medium, lm was particularly suitable for
illustrating the spirituality and aesthetics of ght systems in a visually
astonishing manner.
Many martial arts movies and series have romanticised the
intertwinement of ght systems and moral concepts based on religion
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directly subjected to them. The decisive point is that it must not be
learned or trained how the attacker can get even more ef cient and
overwhelming. This would shift the balance even further to the
disadvantage of the surprisingly attacked person.
Nevertheless, the actual morality of sports rules can hardly be
determined scienti cally with regard to the above-mentioned aspects.
Therefore, this characteristic is not suitable for further academic
theorisation, either.

or philosophy (Kung Fu, Enter the Dragon, Game of Death, Crouching Tiger
& Hidden Dragon, Only the Strong, Karate Kid, American Shaolin, to name
only a few).
Although many ght systems – especially with Asian heritage –
emphasise their moral implications in modern times, it is still disputed
to which extent, though, as various authors have stated, “motivated by
romanticism, esotericism, Orientalism, and/or nationalism, many
scholars seem to have exaggerated or misinterpreted warrior codes
and spiritual and mythical ideas in connection with Asian martial arts”
(Moenig & Kim 2018, 1548).
Also, the authenticity of spiritual modules in martial arts practices is
questionable. It is possible that the Japanese samurai class utilised the
arti cialisation and moralisation of their former relatively pragmatic
warfare as justi cation for their existence in times of peace.
Alternatively, it was a countermovement to an unprecedented loss of
samurai moral principles in the infamous sengoku period that was
characterised by treason. In summary, the extent of the spiritual
restauration in Edo period Japan ght systems is dubious.
Especially Western practitioners of Eastern ght systems tend to
overemphasise their spiritual meanings (Hintelmann 2005) by ignoring
the fact that Eastern ght systems are usually a mixture of different
religious and philosophical traditions, usually Zen, Shintō, Taoism, and
Confucianism (Maliszewski 1996; Karamitsos & Binhack 1997).
According to Huizinga (1949, 34), the Japanese spiritual code bushidō
was remarkably playful, when he states, “The extraordinary earnestness
and profound gravity of the Japanese ideal of life is masked by the
fashionable ction that everything is only play. Like the chevalerie of
the Christian Middle Ages, Japanese bushidō took shape almost entirely
in the play-sphere and was enacted in play-forms.”
A well-known example is the discussion about the importance of
Zen Buddhism in kyūdō, starting with the already mentioned ‘Zen in the
Art of Archery’, written by the German Eugen Herrigel in 1948. Another
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Chōjun Miyagi, founder of gōjūryū karatedō, stated in 1934, “According to
oral deliveries, the course of instruction of old times lied mainly on the art
of self-defense. Only through the motto ‘in case of the Chinese Hand, there
is no rst move’ [karate ni sente nashi] did a cultivating content also become
apparent. Nevertheless, in reality it is to be observed that this area regarding
mental devotion was always neglected.” (Chōjun Miyagi, in: Bittmann 2005,
88)
22
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example is karatedō, which is attached to Buddhism, while its direct
predecessor okinawate probably lacked major spiritual implications.22
The interchangeability of spiritual concepts is particularly visible
when ght systems are connected to spiritual practices which are not
linked in any way to their cultural and social origins, like in Christian
karatedō (karateforchrist.com), Christian taekwondo (gousaspirit.com) or
Christian mma (christian ghters.org).
Furthermore, especially ancient, autochthonous ght systems which
tend to have a strong connection to dance and ritual (see chapter 1)
usually display spirituality (only) in ceremonial ways. The most obvious
examples are kalaripayattu, muay thai and sumō. Types of display are
rituals like the dohyōiri (sumō); iconic objects like the mongkhon (muay
thai boran), the puttara (kalaripayattu; Zarrilli 1998), the four cardinal
direction tassels, and the yokozuna rope (both sumō); gestures like the
mudrā (kalaripayattu; Goroncy 2014) and shamanistic purity laws like
salt throwing and banning females from the ring (both sumō; Möller
1994).
Spirituality is not only found within ght systems, but also in the
practitioners themselves. Consequently, when it is claimed that speci c
ght systems have a spiritual impetus, this does not mean that the
practitioner is aware of and/or cares about it and vice versa.
Motive studies on ght systems revealed that although sometimes
ght systems and spirituality motives of practitioners correlate (see
chapter 1; see also Meyer 2012; Kuhn & Macht, 2014; Liebl & Happ
2015; Heil, Körner & Staller 2017; Meyer & Bittmann 2018), spiritually
in uenced motives only take a small part in the motive spectrum.
Several aggression studies failed to prove signi cant in uence of the

stereotypically ‘peaceful’ warrior as a spiritual model to delinquent
youth (Theeboom et al. 2008).
After all, some ght systems avoid spiritual connotations purposely
and, to a certain extent, reject them as unnecessary. These include
especially ght systems that characterise themselves as self-defence,
such as wing chun, systema, sanshou or krav panim el panim (kapap).
In conclusion, the spiritual meanings of ght systems which are
dif cult to assess subjectively and objectively, cannot be a de ning
characteristic that is suitable for a scienti c de nition.
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In chapter 1, the problem of de ning key terms in Martial Arts
Studies was described and dif culties were explored. Chapter 2
concluded with the formulation of a preliminary model to explain
which characteristics participants recognised in an empirical study to
identify martial arts, combat sports, Kampfkunst and Kampfsport. In
chapter 3, these characteristics were checked for their factual integrity
and suitability as scienti c operators (table 40).
Table 40. Possible application of characteristics for scienti c purposes

Characteristic
historical tradition
utilisation of visually distinguished ght techniques
existence of spiritual constructs, symbols or artefacts
sportive competition (sports rules)
unarmed or traditional cold armament
sport-competitive (i.e. unserious) combat between humans, where the
ghting character must be constitutive of the activity

Suitability for
scienti c purposes
Discarded
Discarded
Discarded
Discarded
Inaccurate so far
(Not examined yet)

In this chapter, the results are summarised and systematised. For this
purpose, characteristics which were skipped in chapter 3 will be
analysed. The goal is to create a scienti c de nition model that covers
the eld theoretically and supports academic analyses.
The results of the English part of the study showed that participants
understood combat sports as a subcategory of martial arts. This was
evident not only from the descriptive statistics, but also from the latent
characteristics for identi cation.
Applying the key characteristic ‘sport-competitive contact combat’,
participants excluded plenty of activities from combat sports which
have been rated as martial arts, like pro wrestling, ballistic activities,
weapon dances, and generally every activity which was not classi ed ‘
sportive’ or not classi ed ‘contact’ combat (see chapter 2). In this way,
the results support the de nition of Cynarski and Skowron (2014, 52;
see chapter 1). Regarding martial arts, participants excluded activities
which were not combat-centred or did not contain interhuman combat.
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CHAPTER 4: THEORISATION OF THE SIX-ATTRIBUTE MODEL

From this perspective, it does not seem to be necessary to use the
umbrella terms ‘MACS’ (‘Martial Arts and Combat Sports’), ‘CSMA’ (‘
Combat Sports and Martial Arts’) or other terms brought up in chapter
1 as candidates for eld terms.
‘Martial arts’ already serves as a collective term, featuring ‘combat
sports’ as sub-quantity. This means that in the course of this book, the
broad technicus termicus ‘ ght system’ will be abandoned in favour of ‘
martial arts’, with the exception that ‘combat sports’ is also used in
special circumstances.
Regarding the German phrasing, indications were found that
Kampfkunst and Kampfsport are used complementary to a certain
degree, but a clear demarcation line between the two terms is lacking.
As a result, both terms have to remain key eld terms in German
language.
Description of the six-attribute model
It was illustrated that the four characteristics discussed in chapter 3
are hardly usable for a scienti c de nition and taxonomy because of
their doubtful integrity.
They have a much stronger cumulative effect in the way that they
provide the viewer with several phenomenological clues as to how to
classify an activity as martial arts. These features are not appropiate
for an evidence-based de nition theory which can be used for
academic purposes as outlined in chapter 1.
Moreover, when the empirical study was set up, it was assumed that
some latent factors exist based on which people rating whether an
activity was a martial art. Even though the study indicated strong
evidence for this, the discussion in chapter 3 had to be based on
phenomenological analyses. It must be kept in mind that there might
be invisible, abstract characteristics which are fundamental in addition
to the phenomenologically-based, visible factors.
Theorising these attributes is intended to revise the outcomes of the
factor analysis.
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It must be clari ed that the latent variables, incorporated in
attributes III-VI, are not directly derived from the study results. These
are rather based on hermeneutical conclusions. Nevertheless, the
results of the descriptive analysis and exploratory factor analysis are
used to verify the attributes and their characteristics.
The gure 36 shows that the model is split into two columns after
the rst two attributes. The attributes describe the characteristics of a
ght system or performance activity which are necessary to de ne it as
a martial art.
Attribute III is a prerequisite for attribute IV, while attribute V is a
prerequisite for attribute VI. The attributes I and II represent
fundamental characteristics. All attributes will be described and
discussed in this chapter in detail.

Figure 36. The six-attribute model
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The following six-attribute model is an attempt to structure the
visible and latent attributes as a core of a de nition theory. It combines
the study data with hermeneutic expertise and deductive theory. The
goal is to provide an evidence-based model for identifying, describing
and categorising martial arts as part of academic analyses and
evaluations.

I. EMBODIED HUMAN COMBAT
The following axioms about Embodied Human Combat are
postulated:
Human combat
Martial arts include interhuman ghts, and therefore, exclude ghts
against animals (such as octopus wrestling, man-baiting; BrookeHitching 2015) and between animals (cock ghting, hestavíg).
Nevertheless, martial arts do exist in which mount animals are
involved. In these cases, animals are an instrument for locomotion and
neither used as a weapon nor a target (like jousting, boxing on
horseback).23
Even though several masters may have adapted ght techniques
from animal ghting observations or even from actually ghting
animals (see chapter 3), martial arts are created through training and
transmission by and between humans (see attributes III and V). For
instance, cock ghting, bull ghting and bear ghting are, consequently,
not classi ed as martial arts according to this model.
Also, all types of hunting (e.g. in the form of safaris or sports like
bow- shing) or self-defence routines against wild animals are thus
excluded. Data that supports this view is shown in table 41.
Clearly, ghts between unmanned and manned robots are excluded
as well (like the quite popular robot-sumo).
Table 41. Classi cations of animal activities

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
man vs. bear (show)
bull ghting (serious)

martial art
33.33%
16.67%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
10.00%
42.86%
22.77%
16.83%
27.91%
11.00%

A counter-example is donkey-boxing, which allowed the animals
themselves to be attacked. As Brooke-Hitching (2015, 83) reports: “The
creatures were punched, kicked, bitten, wrenched in every direction and
wrestled to the ground […]".
23
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Also, the combat must be embodied. Combat is an enactive process
that is holistically encompassed and composed with the ghter’s body.
Referring to Spatz (2015, 40-48) we have to distinguish martial arts
practice which is a concrete instance of materialised activity “bounded
in time and space,” and martial arts technique which is “an area of
practical and technical knowledge […], a veritable ocean that underlies
all practices.” Accordingly, here, embodied performance is based on
Spatz’ concept of practice. The body operating as a mandatory device
creates an immediacy which might be perceived in dialogical combat
as martial intimacy. This is not the case when direct bodily action and
interaction is bypassed with digital tools. Yet Goto-Jones (2016a,
2016b) argues that speci c types of digital games should be classi ed
as martial arts.
However, this cannot apply to classic controller- or keyboard-based
ghting games (such as Street Fighter, Mortal Kombat, Super Smash Bros.,
Tekken), as Goto-Jones (2019, 50) points out, “Indeed, such a claim
would be manifestly ridiculous in various ways. Perfecting the iconic
shōryūken (rising dragon st) with Ken or Ry does not enable you to
perform it in real life when someone takes a swing at you in the park;
winning the Street Fighter tournament in the annual Evolution
Championships does not mean that you could ght your way out of the
proverbial wet paper bag in the real world.”
A different type of games are virtual-reality ghting games, in which
ght techniques have to be actually executed with the whole body.
Albeit virtual reality gaming is still in its infancy, rudimentary virtual
ghting games concepts already exist, like fencing (Beat Saber), boxing
(Creed VR, The Thrill of the Fight, Soundboxing), kung fu (Kungfucious,
Dragon Fist: VR Kung Fu) and sword ghting (Gorn).
A majority of participants has not classi ed the two instances of
these kind of video games in the study as ght systems (Creed VR and
Beat Saber, see table 42). The reason might be that despite the
execution of techniques is embodied for real, an embodied opponent
or some kind of corporeal ght dialogue is missing.
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Embodied performance

Table 42. Classi cations of virtual activities

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as: martial art
virtual reality boxing (play) (Creed VR)
25.58%
virtual reality fencing (play) (Beat Saber)
4.65%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
8.00%
34.88%
31.68%
6.86%
6.98%
12.75%

However, the question here is whether this type of games is some
kind of interactive kata or interactive training. A well-known, similar
example is Luke Skywalker’s lightsaber training against a training
remote droid aboard the Millennium Falcon.
Even an observer who does not see the virtual representations
cannot distinguish virtual boxing training from a common ‘real’ boxing
drill. This example can be expanded to any other martial art which is
based on single performance.
Accordingly, virtual reality ghting games are indeed embodied
performance, although contemporary technology is still far away from
the potential that a virtual reality as The Matrix offers.24 With that
clari ed, the rapid development of virtual reality gaming may
eventually result in more immersive and thus, more body-enactive
games which will likely enhance contemporary perceptions of sports
(and martial arts) performance (Meyer 2022a).
II. UNARMED OR COLD ARMAMENT
By examining the characteristic ‘utilisation of traditional cold
weapons’ (traditional blunt, blade and arrow weapons), chapter 3 has
shown that it remains controversial to de ne tools and everyday
objects used in combat as weapons.
In addition, the historical tradition of weapons is sometimes
questionable. Technically, it is inconsistent to de ne shuriken and
knives as throwing weapons, but not board darts. Therefore, the
characteristic ‘traditional’ must be rejected for the description of
weapons. The embodied performance noted in attribute 1 suggests
excluding weapons which are utilised in non-embodied combat or
weapons which do not rely on body strength. Accordingly, almost the
It must be noted that the classi cation of virtual activities as martial arts
is only legitimate if the following attributes are met, too.
24
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entire arsenal of modern armies, from ri es and mortars, drones and
tanks, to mines and booby traps would have to be excluded.
However, an exception is given in case that conceptually hot
weapons (explosives) are used as mere cold weapons, like in Japanese
bayonet ghting (jūkendō, jūkenjutsu), which employs ght techniques
borrowed from spear ghting.
In conclusion, in martial arts, only cold weapons are used, i.e. blunt,
blade and arrow weapons (like crossbows), unless they are equipped
with engines, pressure vessels (like modern hunting bows and
paintball guns), microprocessors etc. Lightsabers are an exceptional
case, to which we will come back later.
Table 43. Classi cations of weapon activities

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
hema (competition)
fencing (competition)
nunchaku kobudō (competition)
kusarigama kobudō (show)
sunakake-bo kobudō (practice)
Egypt stick ghting (show)
iaidō (practice)
kyūdō (practice)
extreme martial arts (show)
bartitsu (show)
suijutsu (practice)
modern archery (competition)
Russian sword dance (show)
light saber combat (show)
haka war dance (show)
haidong dance (show)
Jackie Chan ladder ght (movie)
ninjutsu (movie)
axe throwing (practice)
pistol shooting (competition)

martial art
95.24%
88.37%
90.24%
97.67%
97.67%
95.24%
95.35%
93.02%
78.57%
90.24%
83.72%
82.93%
83.72%
48.84%
60.47%
76.74%
64.29%
74.42%
53.49%
53.49%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
58.82%
100.00%
92.00%
51.52%
100.00%
94.00%
44.55%
95.12%
91.09%
94.06%
13.95%
21.57%
92.86%
18.60%
16.67%
88.00%
30.95%
13.86%
88.89%
6.98%
8.91%
75.49%
27.91%
25.49%
74.26%
18.60%
36.00%
65.00%
7.14%
9.00%
62.75%
16.28%
17.65%
36.27%
48.78%
53.92%
64.00%
11.63%
9.90%
50.98%
44.19%
32.35%
63.73%
4.65%
7.84%
51.49%
11.90%
9.00%
55.45%
4.76%
9.90%
47.06%
2.33%
6.93%
21.78%
34.88%
41.58%
12.75%
60.47%
32.35%

Thus, for example, lassos, ropes (e.g. in hojōjutsu), hammers, sticks
(e.g. in arnis/escrima), and brass knuckles (like tekkō) are classi ed as
cold weapons, too. Cold ballistic weapons are also included, such as
shuriken, knives, axes, darts, arrows, etc., using bows or blowguns
(Gensler 2013).
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The results of the descriptive study generally follow this argument,
as a small majority has not classi ed pistol shooting as a ght system
(table 43). Speaking of shooting sports, it is interesting that Olympic
pistol shooting had a strong military connotation in the rst decades.
The shooters were often uniformed soldiers, military weapons were
used, and the shooting ranges resembled the trenches of the First
World War.
The attribute of embodied performance can be extended to the
principle that even if the ght is fought over a distance with cold
weapons, the opponent must at least be clearly visible. Accordingly,
long-range weapons with exceptional range do not belong to the
martial arts.
Technically, this attribute has an excluding function especially for
hot weapons, as it is impossible to demarcate cold (military) weapons
from makeshift weapons, tools, furniture, sport equipment, and other
objects, etc., as stated in chapter 3.
Nevertheless, the utilisation of hot weapons in a martial arts
scenario is an interesting thought experiment. It occurs regularly in the
so-called gun fu, which was developed in Hong Kong cinema by John
Woo. The Matrix trilogy and the John Wick trilogy have popularised this
style in American mainstream cinema.
In gun fu, rearms (mostly pistols) are integrated into the
characteristic dancing aesthetics and rhythm of traditional kung fu
lms. Exceptional use of rearms (such as dual wielding, outrageous
clip reloading artistry, Mexican standoffs) and a short ghting distance
are distinctive features, in order to disarm the opponent with grappling
techniques or to disrupt his ring. Gun fu ignores the logic of moving to
a distance that is ideal for rearms. This would render counter-attacks
with melee techniques useless. In this respect, in gun fu the difference
regarding the utilisation and effectivity of hot and cold weapons is
little.
The presented demarcation between hot and cold weapons as well
as military and civil weapons obviously lacks suf cient evidence when
it is applied to martial arts. Indeed, it can be criticised that the
argument is presented in a more ideological manner than appropriate
for an academic de nition. However, following Huizinga, I would argue

Commentary on the rst two attributes
The rst attribute takes up the basic features of the characteristic
“sport-competitive (i.e. unserious) combat between humans, where the
ghting character must be constitutive of the activity” (this will be
clari ed in attribute IV), while the second speci es which sorts of
weapons or tools harmonise with this stipulation.
As seen in chapter 1, it is dif cult to de ne the limits for activities at
the periphery of martial arts concerning where martial arts begin and
end and what de nes the actual process of combat as a movement
practice.
Accordingly, the rst two attributes make statements about the
fundamental essence of martial arts. As simple as their inner logic may
be, they will certainly give rise to academic debate, as many activities
will be excluded by drawing apparently arbitrary boundaries. However,
the results of the descriptive study encourage these restrictions.
III. DOCTRINE OF A MASTER REALITY (PARADIGMATIC
APPLICATION SCENARIO)
The concept of the master reality was postulated by Paul Bowman in
2014. He assumes that each martial art is designed for a de ned
holotypical ght setting or ght situation in which it is considered
useful.
The genesis of the master reality takes two basic dimensions into
account. On the one hand, the subjective theory “how combat works,
and how to master it” (Bowman 2014, 14). On the other hand, the
assumed circumstances under which the ght takes place.
These include (based on Bowman 2014, 14) armament, the
environment (natural/urban, ring/octagon, illuminated/dark, etc.),
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that even if war has ever been called an art, modern warfare has
distanced itself from the cultural, basic ingredients of martial arts:
ritual, dance, music, and drama.
At this point, it is worth reviewing the discussion from chapter 1 on
if ‘martial arts’ refers to modern arts or just “the skilful execution of a
dif cult action” like Wetzler (2015, 25) did.

clothing and armour, ghting distance, type of ght (armed, striking,
grappling or mixed), physical constitution of the ghters (sex, height,
weight, body type), ghting objective (self-defence, kill, knockout,
competition victory) and initiation of the ght (assault, war, police
operation, civil argument, sportive, ritualised).25
Due to their subjectivity, realities of combat are “fundamentally
experimental and always therefore radically perspectival” (Bowman
2014, 14). Variances between martial arts are a result of different
master realities and/or different coping strategies of master realities.
Thus, master realities are always subjective, selective and simpli ed.
The concept of a master reality is linked to Max Weber’s
»Zweckrationalität« which Guttmann (2007, 27) translates as “instrumental rationality”. He further states that “abstractness and
standardisation are two forms of this rationality”. In martial arts, these
two forms branch out into several mechanisms as described in the
following.
Complexity reduction
The de nition of the master reality is followed by a purposive
selection of ght techniques, technologies (weapons, armour) and
strategies for coping with the master reality. A clear focus on the
master reality reduces the complexity of the martial art.
Accordingly, the complexity reduction condenses, characterises and
codi es the martial art, comparable to forging a statue out of a block
of concrete. Reduction and codi cation are necessary to develop
standards on how to teach the martial art (see attribute V), but
complexity reduction also affects the master reality itself in order to
condense a system (Miller 2008). Lorge (2012, 4) states, “There is no
such thing as a single art or ‘style’ that contains every possible martial
skill.”

25 “[T]he

reality of combat is always produced in the encounter between two
or more combatants in a speci c physical and cultural context.” (Bowman
2015, 123)
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Asymptotic realism and reality drive
The master reality constantly forces the system to realign its ght
paradigm and accordingly also its training routines in congruence to
the master reality. Bowman (2014, 1) calls this implicit requirement the
‘reality drive’. The reality drive is reactionary and rejects codi cation,
arti cialisation.26 It is expressed especially in both the system and its
training which have to align to the master reality as asymptotically as
possible (‘asymptotic reality’, Bowman 2014, 2).
The more dangerous and more frequent the real situations are
which the master reality is supposed to take into account, the higher
the pressure and expectations on the reality drive to facilitate the best
possible preparation for mastering it. This naturally applies in
particular to groups that have to professionally deal with various
potentially lethal combat scenarios, such as police of cers, bouncers
and criminals. For these groups, it is essential to get as close as
possible to the actual combat conditions during training. In this way,
self-defence is not a type or version of martial arts, but a speci c
serious kind of master reality.
Staller, Zaiser and Körner (2017, 73) point out, “Deliberate testing of
learned self-defence skills in the eld is ethically impermissible,
whereas the testing in ideal conditions leads to the erroneous
assumption that generated (technical and tactical) solutions work in
the eld. Therefore, the simulation of reality has to include conditions
that are prevalent in violent encounters, such as surprise attacks,
aggressiveness, and high amounts of pressure. […] At the same time
the scenario designer has to ensure the safety of the participants by
omitting the real-world features that bear the risk of injuring
participants. […] Both situations can be described as realistic in
reference to one aspect (Situation a: dynamic, surprising attack;
Situation b: use of real weapon) but unrealistic in reference to another
(Situation a: use of mock weapon; Situation b: slow, unsurprising
26 “[The

reality drive] is arguably central to many – if not all – martial arts. It
is certainly central to a whole movement of modern ‘reality martial arts’ – a
movement characterised heavily by the explicit rejection of ideas like ‘
tradition’ and ‘style’.” (Bowman 2014, 1)
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attack). It seems that in most cases practitioners refer to the physical
resemblance of the training setting as resembling reality or not.”
Accordingly, not every master reality can be transferred directly to
appropriate training because the ght techniques and weapons are too
dangerous and/or the master reality is too dangerous to copy (like in
self-defence). Therefore, the training of hazardous master realities is
either unsafe or unrealistic.
In four different ways, martial arts try to maintain a safe training
environment:
1. prohibition of speci c crippling or lethal techniques and “the
exclusion of target areas or the reduction in speed and applied
force” (Staller, Zaiser & Körner 2017, 74), like in jūdō, wing chun,
karatedō or mma.
2. ritualisation and stylisation of attack and defence movements,
like in iaidō, wushu, taekwondo.
3. utilisation of safety gear and training weapons, like the shinai in
kendō (Gainty 2013, 20), gloves in boxing, or pillow sacs (in the
Pillow Fight Championship).
4. reduction of task complexity.
This concept was invented by Staller, Zaiser and Körner (2017,
74-75). It applies in particular to scenario-based training, “[The
complexity reduction] aims at lowering the load of the
perceptual-cognitive processes of the performer. By reducing
surprises, ambiguity, and available options, the probability of
mistakes in the decision-making component in self-defence
performance decreases, leaving the performer more attentional
resources for the associated motor processes.”
These measures affect the ‘reality drive’ in the way that they open up
a ‘reality gap’ (Bowman 2014, 3).27

27 “[A]nd

the apparent impossibility of realising Bruce Lee’s dream of a world
in which there would be no martial arts styles – suggests that the reality
gap (the distance between training becoming a style and the perceived
demands of real combat) is never decisively bridged.” (Bowman 2014, 3)
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Mechanisms for overcoming reality gaps
If practitioners criticise that the reality gap is too big, they can react
individually by quitting training or by switching to another club or ght
system (Bowman 2014, 3).28
Using Singapore as an example, Farrer (2017, 42) reports, “Geylang is
the best place in Singapore to observe police raids, triad gangsters, and
street ghts. […] Because real ghts so frequently end up on the oor,
Brazilian jiu-jitsu and mma practitioners as well as street ghters
typically reject traditional Chinese martial arts as useless for selfdefence. Regarding kung fu with contempt, a professional American
mma trainer/ ghter I met in Singapore told me that traditional martial
arts (TMA) are ‘rubbish’.”
To avoid losing public interest, changes may take place within the
entire martial art, which in extreme cases lead to spin-offs or reinventions (Bowman 2015, 131)29. These mechanisms almost always
result in an adaptation, modi cation or reformulation of the original
master reality.
1. (re-)traditionalisation: The corresponding master reality is
streamlined to decelerate the reality drive. This provides room for
aestheticisation, ritualisation and spiritualisation of the martial
28 “But

what always bubbles away beneath, around and within – and what
always threatens to erupt within and subvert – any given martial art at any
time are challenging discourses, structured by the evocation of an art’s
unsatisfactory position in relation to ‘reality’. The potential worry, suspicion
or challenge is always that this or that style is, in Bruce Lee’s words, nothing
more than a ‘fancy mess’ of ‘organised despair’ […]. When this idea gains the
upper hand, it can cause practitioners to quit training, switch teachers or
clubs, change styles or break away to invent their own new (or ‘authentic’)
approach. All of this might be recast philosophically as a set of problems
caused by the unknowability and unpredictability of the event of real
combat.” (Bowman 2014, 3)
29 “There are paradigm shifts and revolutions. There are mutations and
transformations; there are translators and traitors. There is also the growing
perception that all styles and systems are hybrids and bastards, each
typically claiming a pure lineage, a completeness, a plenitude and unitarity
that is actually only pure in that it is purely ideological.” (Bowman 2015, 131)
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art. Side effects of the deceleration are dogmatisation and
traditionalisation. A good example are the koryū bujutsu.
2. revision: The martial art, i.e. its repertoire of techniques, training
methods and strategic paradigms, is reviewed – and if necessary
revised – to bridge the reality gap. The prioritisation is shifted to
meet the asymptotic realism again. This effect can be seen, for
example, in the evolution from jūjutsu over jūdō (Bowman 2021,
169) to bjj and mma.30 Therefore, revision may also include
(possibly temporary) de-sporti cation, “a reduction of rules and
restrictions in pursuit of greater authenticity” and keeping
competition rules exible (van Bottenburg & Heilbron 2006, 269),
liberating or obliterating the normative framework (see attribute
V), if necessary.
3. sampling: Elements from other martial arts are integrated into
the own system or a systemic fusion combines the original
system with foreign elements. Of course, this requires compatible
master realities. An example is the integration of ground ghting
techniques into several wing chun practices.
4. modernisation: The introduction of restrictive rules and safety
gear in uences the system fundamentally. The result is either a
more sportive orientation or a complete sporti cation (Elias
1986a). The original ‘realistic’ approach is overwritten. This way,
modern fencing has developed out of medieval fencing.
Modernisation can also result from simple technological progress
(Heinemann 2007, 169), or it can be enforced through public
outrage about horri c injuries or deaths (as in boxing, mma).
Sometimes, sampling and modernisation interact, like in jūdō
(Kiku 2007, 43).

In 1274 the samurai were defeated by the Mongolian invaders. After the
attack, there was a systematic revision. The formal notions of honorable
combat were loosened and combat training was more intensively oriented
towards the Mongolian warfare. During the second Mongol invasion in 1281,
the samurai withstood the attacks for seven weeks. (Stein 1996, 107)
30
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In summary, two basic reactions are triggered by a reality gap: a
conservative and a progressive one (Fredersdorf 1986, 32)31. Many
times, both reactions lead to a separation from the original martial art
and the subsequent invention of a new system.
A new martial art either understands itself as a child of the main
system (progressive), as an independent successor (progressive) or as
an authentic restoration of a currently diluted, heretical system
(conservative). Commercial interests also play a decisive role in this
process.
Table 44. Master reality and change mechanisms

Master Reality
Orientation

proactive

(Re-)Action

formulation of
basic ght
utilisation
concepts

(Re-)Traditionalisation
conservativesimplifying

Revision

Sampling

progressivereactionary

progressiveadaptive

Modernisation

progressiveliberal
reinvention
through
complexity
re ective
redesign by
introduction of
reduction and
revision through
adapting
systemstylisation to
asymptotic
elements from changing sport
facilitate
approach of different martial elements like
teaching and
master reality
arts
safety gear and
sharing
training
weapons

If conservative traditionalisation is dominant, comparative ghts
rarely take place because they might reveal the obvious reality gap. A
layer of ‘invented tradition’ and colourful mysti cation protects the
system’s ght value integrity from being challenged.

31 “Gründer

und/oder bedeutende Vertreter prägen Inhalte und Ziele.
Mitglieder nehmen deren Konzeption an oder lehnen diese ab. Die
tradierten Werte werden in der folgenden Mitgliedergenerationen gep egt
oder modi ziert. Durch allgemeine gesellschaftliche Entwicklung, die das
Sporttreiben entweder expandieren, zum Beispiel durch den Export ins
Ausland, oder stagnieren lässt, zum Beispiel durch Verbot, nden politische,
soziale und wirtschaftliche Faktoren ihren Niederschlag in der Art und Weise
der täglichen Sportpraxis.”
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In many countries, however, comparative ghts between schools of
different martial arts have a long history, sometimes even between
practitioners of different martial arts themselves, which is an
indication of the progressive approach to reality gaps.
The exotic appeal of Eastern martial arts in the West and its
innovative amalgamation of aesthetic performance and spirituality
successfully de ected progressive tendencies in general. Conservative
traditionalism promises the epiphany of understanding secrets of a
martial art (which is interchangeable to overcoming the reality gap) by
mastering it through training and decoding the lore, “but traditionalist
approaches hold that the wisdom is encoded within the traditional
forms, kata and training exercises (such as step sparring, technique
sparring, push hands, sticking hands, or even in standing qigong,
meditation, and so on)” (Bowman 2014, 17).
Many traditional martial arts offer a series of intellectual riddles
(like zanshin, wu-wei and Zen-like equalisation of life and death in
Japanese martial arts). Curiously, the quest for spiritual enlightenment
is perceived as a way to overcome every conceivable master reality. In
these cases, the master reality of the actual martial art falls behind.
Books such as Yamamoto’s ‘Hagakure’ (2002a; 2002b) and Miyamoto’s ‘
Book of Five Rings’ (2001) are the best known examples which are also
read by managers and other groups worldwide.
This phenomenon can be found on the opposite progressive side as
well. The attempt to break free from overly precise master realities and
obliterating master-reality-based training.
Preston (1991, 15-16) illustrates, “Master Yagyū tells us that the most
terrible opponent he once encountered was a convict sentenced to
death. This man would have been killed in any case, regardless of the
outcome of the duel. Thus nothing more connected the man with life,
and he was free from all fear and anxiety. This enabled him to ght
more terribly and dangerously than many samurai. Yet this man was
completely inexperienced in the art of sword ght!”32
Interestingly, the three most in uential Japanese style founders,
whose martial arts are considered rather traditional nowadays, had a
32

Translation by author.
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remarkably hybrid education. Gichin Funakoshi was teached karatedō
by Asato and Itosu; Jigoro Kanō learned tenjin-shinyō-ryū and kitō-ryū;
Morihei Ueshiba became versed in yagyu-ryū and daito-ryū (Ueshiba
2015).
As Bowman (2014, 16) points out, Bruce Lee was one of the most
in uential advocates of learning by validation. He experimented
constantly with all three progressive mechanisms – revision, sampling
and modernisation – “to establish what works best and most ef ciently,
based on systematic research and individual experience”.
Contemporaries critised Bruce Lee for not having in-depth knowledge
of other martial arts apart from wing chun styles. Nevertheless,
accusations that Bruce Lee had too little knowledge to develop wing
chun progressively are unfounded, as he calibrated his wing chun to a
master reality that deviated from traditional styles (Bowman 2011,
78-79).
Regarding Bruce Lee, Jennings (2019, 65) remarks that progressive
mechanisms apply equally to technical as well as to philosophical
frameworks, “Creativity comes in the guise of new or revised forms,
additional training methods, revised terminology and mechanisms, or
even a new philosophical framework. Jeet kune do expresses this
through its extensive supplementary training, mixed repertoire of
techniques and hybrid Taoist and pragmatic philosophy. In other words,
Lee acted pragmatically, thus, the philosophical (and social scienti c)
tradition of pragmatism seems an appropriate framework with which
to understand his engagement with, and disengagement from, martial
arts tradition.”
It is strongly assumed that Bruce Lee would have welcomed an
experimental arena like the (early) UFC. Even before, many martial
artists took a combinatorial approach and trained several systems or
designed new (hybrid) ones. The UFC was revolutionary because it was
not born out of a mono-systemic tournament, but rather offered an
extremely liberal rule set that was not designed to protect and
legitimise any particular martial art. Although eventually the UFC
became more sports-orientated and regulated, especially in its later
development under pressure from political forces, it provoked many
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martial arts to deal with its extremely compatible, liberal master
reality.
The UFC triggered a veri cation ‘vortex’ (see below). Martial arts
which preferred traditionalisation made peace with their reality gap, or
they progressively evolved to meet the demands of an audience that is
aware of the octagon. However, progressive martial arts which had
established asymptotic realism as the core of their branding were at
stake when they struggled to compete in the octagon. To protect
themselves from critics, they refurbished their master reality by
focusing (even more) on survival in self-defence master realities. The
liberal mma rules were criticised as too discriminating for their hyperrealistic martial art in order to work well.
For example, in a forum on the Keysi ghting method it was noted,
“The biggest difference between KFM and mma is that KFM is a selfdefence practice without any regards to rules and sports, whereas mma
is a sport. Not a self-defence system. KFM uses pretty much everything
illegal in mma, and at least conceptually it includes all the techniques
of mma, too”33.
The EWTO also adapted this perspective, “The forbidden techniques
in sport ghting are always the most effective, which is why they are
forbidden! Especially these attacks and the defence against them must
be practised if you want to learn to defend yourself in the real world!
[...] The sports rules disarm us […]” (Of cial EWTO website)34.
Mirroring modern changes to the master reality through overlapping
processes of sporti cation, civilisation, or simply because the original
master reality in all its brutality was no longer justi able, a kind of decivilisation often took place in ancient martial arts. Development
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-difference-between-Keysi-and-MMAand-which-is-better [20-11-2020]
34 “Die verbotenen Techniken im Sportkampf sind immer die
wirkungsvollsten, deshalb sind sie ja verboten! Genau diese Angriffe selbst
und das Verhalten dagegen müssten deshalb unbedingt geübt werden, wenn
man sich draußen in der realen Welt verteidigen lernen will! […] Die SportKampfregeln entwaffnen uns […].” Translation by author. https://
wingtsunwelt.com/content/warum-nimmt-die-ewto-nicht-wettkämpfen-teil
[20-11-2020]
33
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processes in military technology and strategy led to the original,
primordial martial art losing its military purpose in the adaption race.
“Philostratos mentions that the ghting technique of the pancration
stood the Greek citizen-armies in good stead in the battle of Marathon
when it developed into a general melee, and also at Thermopylae
where the Spartans fought with their bare hands when their swords
and spears had been broken. In the time of Imperial Rome in which he
wrote, wars were no longer fought by citizen armies. They were fought
by professional soldiers, by the Roman legions. The distance between
military technique and the conduct of war on the one hand, and the
traditional agonistic technique of the game-contests on the other
hand, had become greater. […] Philostratos was probably very near the
mark when he wrote that, in former days, people had regarded the
game-contests as an exercise for war and war as an exercise for these
contests” (Elias 1986a, 138).
In conclusion, in the six-attribute model, martial arts have an
explicitly or implicitly formulated master reality. The permanent
interaction and confrontation with master realities is the drive for
martial arts evolution. If the pressure to integrate the master reality
into training as closely as possible (‘asymptotic realism’) is too high (‘
reality gap’), martial arts react with conservative or progressive
restructuring processes.
IV. FIGHT CULTURE IDENTITY
By taking the rst attribute, ‘embodied human combat’, as a basis for
a de nition of martial arts and extending it with the second and third
attribute, this results in the axiom that martial arts are oriented
towards a master reality which is consistently designed for unarmed or
cold-armed combat between humans.
In martial arts, the ght is not a side characteristic or a
supplementary element of the system, but the ultimate core to which
all techniques, training methods and strategies are connected. In short,
a ght culture identity is fundamentally different from a cultural
identity dominated by game, dance, rite or drama.
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Hegemony of the ght culture identity
Looking at combat sports, the hegemony of a ght culture identity is
visibly manifested in rulebooks for competitions, tournaments and
examinations.
For instance, the Karate Federation of North Rhine-Westphalia
states, “Kata is neither a dance nor a theatre performance. [...] It has to
be a realistic representation of a ght which has to demonstrate
concentration, power and the potential effectiveness of the
techniques.”35
This is different when ght techniques are indeed an integral part of
an activity or sport, but interhuman combat does not dominate as a
fundamental concept. Examples are tackles in American football, slide
tackles in football (see Eric Cantona, Vinnie Jones or Roy Keane) or tai
chi movements in tai chi bailong.
Fighting was the rule rather than the exception in medieval English
folk football, too (Elias & Dunning 1986, 181). It was banished later in
the course of what Elias called “civilisation”; Elias 1986, 21; 46).
Dunning (1986, 244)36 suspects that the ghting culture split from
football has become perpetuated in modern football hooliganism.
In medieval Wales, the ball game knappan, played with over 2,000
participants at times, was a wild Royal Rumble. The utilisation of cold
weapons and horses was as common as the pummeling of spectators
and team members (Dunning 1986, 228-229).
In Celtic hurling, which is still played today mainly in Ireland, the ball
game idea overlapped that much with ghting that both were included
in the scoring. “Hurling, in fact, contained elements of a ball-game on
the one hand, and of unarmed mock- or display-combat on the other. In
35 “Kata

ist weder ein Tanz noch eine Theatervorführung. […] Sie muss
realistisch Kampf darstellen und Konzentration, Kraft sowie mögliche
Wirksamkeit der Techniken zeigen.” Translation by author. https://karate.nrw/
kleine-regelkunde-teil-i-allgemeines-kata/ [20-11-2020]
36 “Indeed, it is probably correct to say that football hooliganism is a
present-day counterpart to the folk antecedents of modern football, though
superimposed on and intermingled in a complex manner with the more
differentiated and ‘civilized’ Association game.”
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such a folk game it was quite evidently accepted by all participants
and spectators as a normal element of the game and as part of the fun
that people engaged in some kind of physical ghting with each other.
However, even hand-to-hand ghting in societies of the ‘medieval’ type
followed some sort of regulating tradition which provided both a
mutual attunement of the movements of the combatants and some
limitation on the injuries they in icted on each other. […] One of the
factors taken into account in determining the winner of a game, as
Carew describes it, was the number of ‘falles’ in icted on the other
side; and ‘to give a falle’, to put an opponent on his back and make him
touch the ground with a shoulder on one side and with a heel on the
other was in fact one of the main aims in hurling. Skill and success in
this respect enhanced the reputation of a village team. One can
imagine how the teams and the communities which they represented
must have afterwards discussed who got the better of the other in this
respect, and that they sometimes had an extra row about it” (Elias &
Dunning 1986, 189).
Another interesting game which resembles the extinct mob football
played in Britain (Brooke-Hitching 2015, 149-152) is the Florentine
game Calcio Storico. This 500-year-old tradition is always played
between four teams representing the four city districts. The teams,
each consisting of 27 men, have to carry, shoot or throw the ball into
the opposing goal net, which covers the entire width of the 40 m x 80
m sand court. Here, the special feature is that barehanded ghts are
expressly permitted. They precede almost all goal attempts in order to
make room for the ball carriers. Strikes and kicks as well as wrestling
techniques are allowed. However, due to often serious injuries, sucker
punches and kicks to the head are banned. Furthermore, only one-onone ghts are allowed. In fact, Calcio Storico is a mixture of rugby and
martial arts. Anyway, since the amount of scored goals determine
victory and loss and not the number of ghts won, Calcio Storico lacks a
hegemonic ght culture identity.
Modern Jugger, based on The Salute of the Jugger (1989), is a
comparable group combat game decided by classic ball play: both of
the ve-member teams inherit so-called ‘enforcers’ who are equipped
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with padded weapons (one player wields a long chain with a soft ball
like a ail) to tag opposing players.
In the aforementioned cases, the hegemony of the game culture
over the ght culture is obvious: scoring (ball) goals, ball points or
touchdowns is the ultimate aim. Also, very strict regulations concerning
the application of (technical) ght techniques and penalties for
injuring opponents are indicators for a game-cultural hegemony.
This was different in another group combat game in the Italian
Middle Ages. The Gioco del Ponte (game of the bridge), held on the
central bridge of the city of Pisa annually, pitted a team from North
Pisa against South Pisa. The goal was to throw all opponents off the
bridge. This iteration of Gioco del Ponte had the appearance of some
kind of group sumō. Here, the ght culture was dominant. When King
Henry III of France witnessed the spectacle in 1574, he commented,
according to Brooke-Hitching (2015, 108), “Too small to be a real war,
and too cruel to be a game.” Today’s Gioco del Ponte has been
signi cantly toned down: the only team’s goal is to push a cart deep
into the opponent’s half of the bridge.
Rare hybrid sports are those in which a game culture and a ght
culture coexist as equal. An example is chess boxing, where players
alternate between rounds of blitz chess and boxing until victory occurs
according to chess or boxing rules.
Unsurprisingly, only a minority of participants has classi ed
American football, tai chi bailong and football as ght systems.
Table 45. Classi cations of game-cultural activities and capoeira

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
capoeira angola (play)
American football tackle
tai chi bailong (play)
football foul

martial art
100.00%
2.44%
6.98%
4.65%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
89.11%
34.88%
41.58%
2.00%
30.23%
18.63%
10.89%
0.00%
8.82%
3.00%
11.63%
5.00%

In contrast, for example seemingly playful, relaxed activities like
capoeira angola have been classi ed as ght systems because the ght
culture identity is dominant.
As Mason (2016, 85) reports very vividly from his own experience,
“Possibly the most crowd-pleasing part of the game I played during
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Symbolic elimination of the opponent’s ghting ability
The ght culture identity is recognisable in the way that the
symbolic elimination of the opponent must be the determined combat
goal.
For Binhack (1998, 147), ghting (in the sense of martial arts) ends
with the neutralisation of the threat emanating from the opponent,
“However, even the most extreme inherent destructive tendency of the
ght is basically ‘only’ directed at the suppression of the respective
opponent’s ghting ability. If the opponent is no longer able to ght or
defend himself, all ghting is ended. Everything that happens further
on is no longer ghting. Even in war, according to Clausewitz, the
actual aim of ghting is not to kill the opponent, but to render him
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the Festa de Iemanjá was when my partner unexpectedly changed pace
and performed a stylised movement called a chamada. He raised his
hands gesturing that he wanted me to come close and make contact. I
cart-wheeled without taking my eyes off him and slowly made my way
towards his open hands. I stood up and placed the palm of my right
hand on his and my left hand on his elbow so that I could stop a
potential strike. We walked back and forth checking each other’s
balance and looking for a moment’s weakness where we could make a
surprise attack.”
It must be noted that a hegemonic ght culture identity can still be
preserved if the martial art is an autonomous element of a
superordinate subculture. This includes, for instance, shrine sumō as a
religious cult or Mongolian wrestling and Irish shin kicking as social
traditions. Congolese catch fétiche is another very interesting example,
as it combines pro wrestling with ashy voodoo practices, rituals and
storylines in such a unique way that it has become a national sport.
Another unique example is muay thai in Thai prisons, which allows
inmates to shave years off their prison sentences by defeating foreign
challengers (so-called Prison Fight).

defenceless.“37 In summary, a ght culture identity speci es the
demand that the opponent is no longer able to attack, i.e. his ghting
ability is disrupted – symbolically or factually38.
The extraordinary focus on symbolic elimination in a ght culture
identity marks the connecting point of martial arts with their
normative framework (see below) and speci c spiritual beliefs, like the
non-attachment to life and death in Zen Buddhism or the fundamental
death-life duality in Taoism.
Two basic operating modes for symbolic eliminations exist in martial
arts.
In the mode of a direct contact confrontation as part of a sportive
contact competition, the symbolic elimination is carried out by scoring
hits, for which the rulebook guides the judges how to estimate the
damage effect in comparison to a ‘real’ ght. In kendō and fencing, only
hits are counted that would have been effective under real conditions.
The estimation derives from the mechanisms of live blades (katana,
rapier, sabre) as well as from the armour used in reality.
37 “Im

Grunde jedoch ist selbst die extremste inhärente Vernichtungstendenz
des Kampfes ‘nur’ auf die Unterbindung der jeweils gegnerischen
Kampffähigkeit gerichtet. Kann der Gegner nicht mehr kämpfen, kann er sich
nicht mehr verteidigen, ist damit zugleich jegliches Kampfgeschehen
beendet. Alles, was weiter geschieht, ist nicht mehr Kampf. Selbst im Krieg
ist nach Clausewitz die eigentliche Zielrichtung des Kämpfens nicht das
Töten des Gegners, sondern dessen Wehrlosmachung.” Translation by author.
38 Accordingly to Dunning’s (1986, 226) forms of human violence: “(1)
Whether the violence is actual or symbolic, that is whether it takes the form
of a direct physical assault or simply involves verbal and/ or nonverbal
gestures. (2) Whether the violence takes a ‘play’ or ‘mock’ form, or whether it
is ‘serious’ or ‘real’. […] (3) Whether or not a weapon or weapons are used. (4)
Where weapons are used, whether or not the assailants come directly into
contact. […] (8) Whether the violence takes a ‘rational’ or ‘affective’ form, that
is whether it is rationally chosen as a means for securing the achievement of
a given goal, or engaged in as an emotionally satisfying and pleasurable ‘end
in itself’. Another way of conceptualizing this difference would be to
distinguish between violence in its ‘instrumental’ and ‘expressive’ forms.
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In several Japanese martial arts such as kendō, jūdō and karatedō, the
intention to cause damage must be clearly apparent (e.g. by
performing kime or kiai). The distinction between half (wazāri) and full
(ippon) points is also based on the assumed damage. In a classical
ippon victory, the opponent is considered to be symbolically eliminated
with a single successful attack. Thus, strength, speed and precision are
quality criteria for the supposed technical success. Of course, the
technical rules are linked to safety considerations so that certain
combinations of attacking techniques and hitting areas may be
prohibited (e.g. hand attacks to the head in taekwondo and kyokushin
karatedō).
In addition to scoring rather abstract hit point damage, the rulebook
may also allow actual damage. Examples are boxing, kickboxing and
mma. Here, the factual (knockout) or imminent (technical knockout,
submission) elimination of a ghter overrules the more abstract
scoring table. In these cases, the elimination is only marginally
symbolic if at all.
The second mode of symbolic elimination is apparent when no
embodied human opponent is present. This mode is divided into three
subgroups:
1. Ballistic activities such as kyūdō, yabusame, bow and arrow golf,
modern archery and axe throwing depict symbolic elimination by
precisely hitting a marked (dummy) target.
2. In choreographies with imaginary opponents, the highest degree
of symbolic elimination is notable as a kind of mimetic
interaction. Like in ghts against real opponents, the
aforementioned quality criteria strength, speed and precision are
decisive for the assumed damage effect as well as the
demonstration of ghting spirit (as shown with regard to karatedō
kata). Thus, overcoming the opponent takes place in the
performer’s mind as well as in the audience’s imagination. This
includes classical forms like kata, taolu, poomse, etc., as well as
technique drills (e.g. boxing combinations).
Fighting spirit and the imaginary process of eliminating
opponents (which must also be transparent to the audience) are
the main characteristics to distinguish choreographies from
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dances and tness routines. According to this logic, dance
activities like Russian sword dance, haidong dance and
breakdance are not classi ed as martial arts. Also, tae bo is
excluded because neither ghting spirit nor reactions to the
actions of imaginary opponents are visible. The results of the
descriptive study, however, deviate from this point of view, as the
following table 46 shows. This may have occurred because it has
not always been transparent for the participants by watching the
activity videos if the performer reacts to an opponent he/she has
in mind.
In virtual activities (like Creed VR), the opponents are visible only
for the performer and are acting independently. For observers of
the performance they usually do not exist (except when the
performers’ view is transmitted to a screen).
Table 46. Classi cations of dance-cultural activities

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
Russian sword dance (show)
haidong dance (show)
breakdance (show)
tae bo (practice)

martial art
83.72%
76.74%
4.65 %
30.23%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
64.00%
11.63%
9.90%
51.49%
11.90%
9.00%
18.81%
2.33%
8.91%
9.90%
9.30%
22.77%

3. For choreographies with opponents played by partners, the same
requirements as above are applied. In general, the partner is
precisely trained into the choreography and moves according to
detailed instructions, like in classical partner exercises, bunkai
forms (e.g. in karatedō), and also as in basic self-defence routines.
In exceptional cases, only a rough plan is preset, and the
individual choreographic elements are selected spontaneously
and intuitively, like in pro wrestling or in historical re-enactment.
According to Binhack (1998), it is not correct to speak of a martial art
when the elimination of the opponent’s ghting ability results in
death.39 Nevertheless, many traditional martial arts undoubtedly have
the goal to kill the opponent.
39

See the discussion concerning military warfare in the second attribute.
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For now, if survival duels such as taryū jiai, roman gladiator games
and military close combat are considered part of the martial arts
catalogue, remains subject to debate.
Genesis of the ght culture identity
The genesis of a ght culture identity will be illustrated in the
following by the example of hockey. While hockey ghts are rare in
European ice hockey leagues, they occur regularly in the NorthAmerican NHL.
Specialised ice hockey ghters (so-called ‘enforcers’ or ‘goons’) have a
detailed master reality ( ghting one-on-one, barehanded, wearing
skates) and adapt their strategies to it.40 Many enforcers are engaged
in boxing clubs and train like martial artists.
The rules of hockey ghts are de ned by the ‘code’ (Bernstein 2006;
Proteau 2011). Also, the ght goals are transparent (knockout and/or
intimidation/reprimand of the opposing players).
Table 47. Classi cations of hockey ghts

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
hockey ght (competition)

martial art
27.91%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
8.82%
60.46%
60.78%

Although, ice hockey ghts are embedded in the superior concept of
playing hockey, they are penalised as violent disturbances of the actual
game, at least formally. Accordingly, ice hockey ghts lack an
hegemonic ght culture identity.
On 27 August 2005, an interesting event took place in Prince George,
Canada. The ‘Battle of the Hockey Enforcers’ was set as a tournament of
active and retired ice hockey enforcers. In this event, the ghts were
staged under adapted ‘Marquess of Queensberry Rules’ commonly used
in boxing and other competitive martial arts. The ghters were pitted
one-on-one, decisions were made on the basis of (technical) knockouts
or scoring and there were round limitations. Entrance themes were
For instance, because many enforcers tended to take off their jerseys
before a ght to prevent opponents from grabbing them, modern jerseys are
glued to the body with adhesive stripes.
40
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used as well as mma gloves for protection. There were neither goals,
nor sticks or pucks. The hockey rink was downsized to a small
rectangular frame.
In short: It was staged like a boxing ght on ice. Only the ice itself
and the player’s hockey gear reminded of the ghter’s professional
backgrounds. The master reality did not differ much from a regular
hockey game, except for the mma gloves (hockey players must ght
barehanded) and round limits. The superior game concept was dropped
and the symbolic elimination of the opponent on the basis of the
Queensbury Rules became the ultimate goal. An autonomous,
hegemonic ght culture identity was born (Meyer 2022b).
So was the ‘Battle of the Hockey Enforcers’ the only public
presentation of the martial art ‘ice boxing’ ever held? To answer this
question, the right side of the model, containing the attributes V and VI,
must be taken into account.
V. SYSTEMATISATION THROUGH TRIAL AND TRANSMISSION
The punching hockey player, the drunken bar ghter, the ladderswinging Jackie Chan – they all have a very accurate image of their
master reality. During and after ghting, they adjust the master reality
due to new insights, inventions, experiences and situational variables.
In this sense, master realities are blueprints for a spontaneous
problem-solving strategy.
It would be, however, premature to speak of martial arts in these
cases. It is the systematisation as a complete conceptualisation of the
master reality that eshes out the martial art. Here, systematisation
means the experimental, structured, re ective selection and
arrangement of ght techniques, strategies, and paradigms that are
characterised by the highest ef ciency, exibility, simplicity, and
accessibility in the corresponding master reality.
The combat laboratory
Essentially, every martial art in its infancy draws from an “in nitely
complex (fractal)” reservoir of ghting techniques that is only limited
by “what is materially possible for bodies to do” (Spatz 2015, 61).
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However, the experimental freedom is usually codi ed and contains
certain habitual and creative guidelines. Sometimes, these are declared
spiritually sacred. In order to contrast the inhumanity of the martial
character (see symbolic elimination) as the focus of kinetic
experiments, the practitioners follow – mostly codi ed – rules of a
formal respect network. Martial arts expertise and experience
standardises this hierarchy. In this way, the respect network structures
the constant interchange of interpersonal violence. This is not only
true for the classical dōjō, but likely also for any kind of location-bound
association of martial artists for the purpose of experimenting and
learning.
The level of experimental freedom granted in the combat laboratory
depends on to what extent the martial art is the continuation, spin-off
or reinvention of an existing martial art (see attribute III) and how
strict it is linked to its historical origins. Citing Singleton (2010) and
Sjoman (1996), Spatz (2015, 78) explains that besides this rather
syncretistic approach there is also an “epistemic process that involves
active searching and discovery” which liberates experimental creativity.
A great example for experimental freedom is the famous scene in
The Matrix, where Neo and Morpheus test their martial arts skills
playfully in a virtual dōjō, mixing different existing systems. The actual
level of freedom becomes apparent when, at Morpheus’ request, Neo
breaks the physical laws and starts to execute superhuman
movements. In doing so, he utilises techniques that would be
inef cient in a master reality with authentic physics.
Less cinematic, but comparably amazing is the kōbukan dōjō of
Morihei Ueshiba, which became known as dōjō of hell (jigoku dōjō) due
to its extremely challenging, hard training (Funck 1996, 17). Karzau
(1999, 170-171) vividly describes the experimental atmosphere that
characterised the kōbukan at the time, “Since Ueshiba was in a period
of study and self-experimentation with his martial art at that time,
every training session in the kōbukan could become an adventure. The
master constantly developed new movement forms and used his
students as test subjects to try out this or that. His teaching style had
no systematic structure, but was a re ection of the respective stage of
his research and experimentation. It was quite common for a technique
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Translation by author.
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that had been practiced one day to be completely discarded the
next.”41
In a similar way, Jigorō Kanō successfully re ned his ambitious jūdō
by arranging practice ghts with his strongest students to defeat his
kitō-ryū jūjutsu master Iikubo. “[…] Iikubo, being superior in skill, threw
me often. One day, however, […] I managed to throw him for the very
rst time. Although Iikubo tried quite desperately to throw me, he was
unable to do so for the duration of our practice session, whereas my
techniques on him were repeatedly successful. […] Because some of my
students had become quite skillful, I practiced with them often and
experimented with a number of throwing techniques, thus, eventually
gaining the necessary knowledge that enabled me to unsettle Iikubo’s
balance and to succeed in throwing him” (Jigorō Kanō, in: Watson 2014,
35-37).
The combat laboratory is a place of developing and testing a martial
art. Here, its systematisation takes shape. As symbolic forms (Minarik
2014, 59), martial arts eventually develop a technical grammar based
on a pool of different attack and defence movements as guideline for a
speci c martial lyric. Since ghting is not only a dialogical but also an
embodied activity (see attribute I), at least two people are necessary
for re ective testing. Of course, playing around with martial arts
techniques on your own occurs, sometimes using test objects (such as
sandbags, trees, stones). Many folk tales tell stories about hermits
inventing martial arts in seclusion. Nevertheless, in reality, these
practices must be understood as rudimentary methods that may serve
as a basis and inspiration for later elaboration.
Regarding karatedō, Nakajima (2018, 69) points out that even in
strongly formalised martial arts modules like kata, it is possible to
integrate kinetic experiments. In karatedō, a typical kata is executed by
one person while assistants play the attackers. Usually, the attack
techniques are prede ned to align with the kata performance. However,
it is also possible for both the performer and the assistants to
reinterpret their techniques spontaneously or as a result of an in-depth
analysis by creating and trying out alternative modes of action (ōyō

bunkai). The utilisation of weapons in originally unarmed kata is
possible, too. The assistants can also be allowed to execute counterattacks. New layers of technique applications are created through
bunkai kata experiments. The general knowledge about the kata
functionality is deepened, and the comprehension of basic karatedō
principles grows.
The example of karatedō illustrates very well that the combat
laboratory is an institution that also plays a major role in the
aforementioned mechanisms of (re-)traditionalisation, revision,
sampling and modernisation. This is the place where alternative
master realities, ghting rules and equipment are tested. In this way,
miscellaneous modern iterations of traditional karatedō have been
created, such as American full contact karate, pro ght karate, gloved
karate, or bōgu kumite.
Transmission
The story of Ueshiba’s hell dōjō illustrates that systematic
experimentation is always a dialogical process. In virtually every
fantastic martial arts myth, a teacher-student relationship can be
found, no matter whether the teacher is a deity, a demon or a talking
animal.
For Lorge (2012, 4), solely the element of teaching is constitutive for
a martial art, “What makes something a martial art rather than an
action done by someone who is naturally good at ghting is that the
techniques are taught. Without the transmission of these skills through
teaching, they do not constitute an ‘art’ in the sense of being a body of
information or techniques that aim to reproduce certain knowledge or
effects.”
Wetzler (2015, 24) legitimately criticised this aspect, pointing out
that transmission is possible even without teaching, “‘transmission’ and
‘teaching’ are by themselves terms whose scope has to be discussed. If,
for instance, visual learning counts as transmission, that would classify
the ghting movements copied by school kids from computer games
also as martial art skills.”
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Genesis of principles
Experimental testing initially leads to a creative Big Bang of the
ght technique inventory, which is gradually becoming economical and
thus smaller. Techniques are sorted out, simpli ed, polished and
aggregated (see complexity reduction). The process is accompanied by
the invention of tactical and motoric principles.
Frequently, principles of spirituality and morality; spirituality and
formality; or of movement aesthetics are added. This depends on the
level of progressiveness or traditionality of the respective martial art’s
development in relation to its master reality.
Examples for fundamental principles are numerous, like ichigeki
hissatsu42 in karatedō (hypothesis: there is no opportunity for a second
strike), the malícia in capoeira (see above), the wedge shape in wing
chun (hypothesis: the alignment of the techniques on the central line
makes it possible to absorb the opponent’s attacks), the Pensador
Also known as ikken hissatsu.
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Transmission of martial arts includes “bodily, visual and verbal
components” (Schindler 2011). Therefore, transmission is basically also
possible without an actual teacher, e.g. with movies, video games,
books or scrolls. In medieval Germany, martial arts were handed down
and taught in noble circles via »Fechtbücher« ( ghtbooks) written by
fencing masters like Talhofer and Liechtenauer, some of which are
illustrated pictorially and feature rhymed texts for didactic purposes
(Burkart 2014).
Spencer (2014) is sceptical about the current trend of indirect, nonphysical transmission by stating, “The current era of cheap video and
social media has also revolutionised the way that techniques are
shared, tested and debated.”
In other words: physical trial in a combat laboratory is always a form
of transmission, but unlike the trial, transmission is not limited to this
form of mediation.
The transmission process causes three effects, which can occur
separately or together. They are explained in the following.
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posture in KFM (hypothesis: a natural defence position allows short,
quick movements), the yin-yang-oscillation in tai chi (hypothesis: a
balance of contraction and expansion techniques is mandatory) and
the strike points in kendō (hypothesis: the enemy maybe wears samurai
armour).
Wetzler (2013, 86-87) points out that many martial arts follow
geometric schemes to serve ef ciency and aesthetics. As mentioned in
chapter 1, this principle is applied in dancing, too. As long as the reality
drive permits, geometric standardisation and simpli cation as well as
baroque aestheticisation are possible. The endeavour to generate a
rather aesthetic martial art is not only due to its relationship to the
motoric, ecstatic and ritualistic nature of dance. Aesthetics can
legitimise violence because it can display it as docile, appealing and
synthetic. Minarik (2014, 114) argues that the rules of kyorugi (full
contact competition) in taekwondo are speci cally designed in favour
of a theatrical effect of the body to serve audience entertainment.
Besides, aesthetics also visualise the normative framework (see below)
by elevating the aggression and violence fundamental to martial arts
to the sphere of art. This quest reaches its climax in the martial arts
lm (Hunt 2003; Morris, Li & Chan 2005, Meyers 2001).
In his study of aesthetics in mma, Brett (2017) points out that
aesthetics also play an important role in competitive, highly
commercial combat sports. Creative, awless martial arts techniques
are not only eye-pleasing. Aestheticisation also changes the subjective
perception of violence: “There is a clear distinction between ‘brutality’
and more ‘artful’ violence, which carry different affective experiences. A
ght between Rory MacDonald and Robby Lawler was seen […] so
bloody that ‘pro- ghters were saying »that’s too much for me«’ […], but
[the ght] was praised unanimously by mma media. Because it was
seeing as a high-level ‘technical brawl’ that demonstrated both
toughness and technique rather than just ‘brutality’ it was highly
regarded. When violence is the product of highly skilled, highly
technical and tactical ghting, violence can sometimes add to the
enjoyment of a contest” (Brett 2017, 10).
The aestheticisation of a martial art thus has a very pragmatic
function for its genesis and proliferation, which contributes to the

simple attraction of spectators and practitioners, to motoric
vulgarisation and/or ornamentation as part of the systematisation
process, and nally to the legitimisation of violence (as an expression
of the normative framework).
In the later development, changes to the martial art will only be
made in accordance to these principles, and the experimental freedom
will be limited due to complexity reduction.
Normative framework
Chapter 3 has already shown that spiritual elements are not suited
for a scienti c martial arts de nition. In most cases, spiritual elements
in martial arts are only a cosmetic accessory. Usually, they are
simpli ed, mixed, damaged in intercultural transmission and repaired
with indigenous values.
Nevertheless, martial arts sometimes serve as a means of expression
in ritual contexts. Farrer (2015, 40) calls this process “occulturation”, i.e.
the addition of the occult to esoteric practices.
If normative elements were able to adhere to martial arts only in
the form of religious or occult practices, this would probably be due to
the old mixture of combat and cult described in chapter 1.
Besides spiritual and pseudo-religious in uences, strong social and
political in uences are powerful, as well (Meyer 2020a). Sumō is a good
example for the interaction of spirituality and nationalism, i.e. the
seizure of martial arts for nationalistic education (Farrer &
Whalenbridge 2011). The kurobune scandals regarding the USAmerican yokozuna aspirants Takamiyama 1972 (Kuhauluha 1973),
Konishiki 1991 (Guttmann & Thompson 2001) and Akebono 1993
illustrate this (Meyer 2020b) as well as the communist in uence on
traditional Chinese martial arts (Judkins 2019a), Japan’s ‘jūdō
humiliation’ by Anton Geesink 1964 (Niehaus 2019) or the kanji change
in writing ‘karatedō’ (Schönberger 1992).
Moderate nationalism as patriotism is still a normative component
of many martial arts today, including taekwondo (Korea), muay thai
boran (Thailand) or bjj (Brazil) (Svinth 2001). Also, the recent creations
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of national mma systems (like kūdō) which blend domestic striking and
grappling systems, have a strong nationalistic, at least patriotic avour.
For example, Alter (2002, 92) describes how Indian wrestlers are
revered as a model for the recovery of the Volkskörper, “More than a
simple form of recreation, Indian wrestling is a disciplined way of life
which structures an ideology of moral and somatic national reform.
Every man is called upon to develop his strength to the end of building
a moral and strong nation. Unlike other forms of athletics which t
into the rubric of state ideologies – Marxist, Fascist, democraticsocialist, or imperialist – wrestling is its own ideology with its own
vision of a new moral order. […] Every man becomes a wrestler as the
nation itself becomes an akharda.”
The naturality with which normative guidelines in uence martial
arts is not only a result of their social-cultural mixture. The benchmark
for the normative framework of every martial art is its tense
relationship to aggression and violence as part of the symbolic or
factual elimination, which represents the core of its ght culture
identity. This problem has already come up in the discussion about
morality in sports rules (chapter 3).
The normative framework is actually veri able (by interrogating
participants about the morality of their martial arts engagement) and
constitutive for martial arts. It shapes the psychological and moral
justi cation for dissolving cognitive dissonances which emerge by
in icting symbolic or actual harm to other people. Without a normative
framework, a coherent mindset for ghting cannot evolve. The
effectiveness of the martial art would be at risk.
Nakajima (2018, 64) explains, “Sogawa argues that the reason
martial artists in the Tokugawa period utilised ideas from Buddhism
and Taoism was because they needed to construct a theoretical system
– one designed to psychologically prepare them to kill their enemies –
that could be used in training.”
A normative framework also exists in combat sports. However, here it
is based primarily on the sport-competitive standards of fair play, the
voluntary participation, the domestication of violence and monitoring
judges. Even in police force actions, a normative framework can be
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The normative framework can also be part of the police training itself. For
example, Japanese police of cers very often practice kendō and/or jūdō,
sometimes aikidō or other martial arts.
43
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assumed which is linked to the function of being representatives and
protectors of the social order.43
Moreover, the normative framework is an important module of the
martial art’s transmission. The integration and cultivation of normative
guidelines is a main task during the development of its centralistic
transmission and teachings. This is often connected to an overly strong
xation on founders and masters, sometimes resembling worshipping,
which personalises the normative framework.
In most cases, the founders (and their morality) are part of the
martial art’s creation myth. As illustrated in chapter 3, the formulation
of a creation myth is veiled by ‘invented tradition’ effects in many cases
(Wetzler 2013). Judkins (2019a) comments, “Belief in an art’s
extraordinary origins gives the individual an opportunity to project a
personal identity onto known (or at least suspected) mythic structures,
extending his agency beyond the self and into a realm above the
mundane.”
Therefore, the creation of a myth has several functions. It connects
the martial arts scholars with a normative fairy tale and puts them in a
life situation that is similar or equally challenging to that of the mythic
founder themselves. Judkins (2019a) argues that the fairy tale (the
myth) connects the scholar with a higher realm of truths.
The normative framework, which usually plays an important part in
the founder’s story, transforms into the current teachings and is
enlivened by symbols, artefacts, and rules of conduct. Much more than
the actual original myth, the part of the narrative that illustrates the
morality of the founder is translated into the contemporary practice of
the martial art.
Thus, for the individual scholar, the normative framework serves not
only as a reference to the founding gure, but also as an element of
camaraderie with all other teachers and students of the martial art.
Niehaus (2018, 57) states that the effectiveness and quality of the
martial art and the authority of the school, as perceived by its scholars,

grows proportionally to the (alleged) weakness of the founder (as
passed on in its origin story, see chapter 3), “This narrative of the weak
becoming strong is typical of martial arts biographies and – via the
example of a founder or prominent members – serves to underline the
authority of a school and its teachings. It also functions as a promise to
potential disciples.”
This insight does not apply to traditional martial arts alone. Even in
the comparatively young krav maga, the metaphor of the ght of the
weak against the strong and of the right against the wrong was built
into the very core of the martial art’s brand.
The example of krav maga also shows, however, that the normative
framework of this attribute differs from the spirituality described in
chapter 3. The latter is rather bound to formal religion and usually
borrows from coexisting autonomous religious practices.
The normative framework mentioned here is clearly more speci c,
pragmatic and not necessarily interested in transcendental worldviews.
Nevertheless, it can, same as in krav maga, develop a half religious,
half socio-political agenda.
Systemic autonomy and institutionalisation
As mentioned above, systematisation includes not only the selection
and adaption of ght techniques, but also the verbalisation of ght
principles and, to various extents, written normative manifests.
Accordingly, systematisation is accompanied by a very strong
characterisation process in order to distinguish the martial art from
related and/or competing systems (Lorge 2012)44.
Likewise, a master gure who gave a revolutionary impulse to the
new-born system is often mentioned. The drive for independence and

44 “Because

almost all martial arts in China and outside share a mostly
identical palette of individual strikes, stances, and other techniques, what
distinguishes one style from another is which techniques are not used, how
techniques are combined, what forms [designated patterns of techniques]
one performs, and the emphasis given to certain techniques over others.”
(Lorge 2012, 207)
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uniqueness eventually leads to a paradigmatic solidi cation of the
martial art.
Usually, from that point onwards, only small degrees of free
development are tolerated. As in other cultural elds, such as political
parties, sciences and religions, a xed class of legitimators forms who
mould the system and defend it against heretics (Berger & Luckmann
2007, 102; 115; 124).
Sakaue (2018, 21) argues that the introduction of belt ranks in
martial arts is also a method to avoid heresies and schisms. He refers
to the Japanese so-called shu-ha-ri (守破離) system which divides the
development of the student into three stages, “The rst stage (shu) is
to follow the teacher’s instructions, perform the movements accurately,
and learn it without error; the second stage (ha) is to break the
restraint and expand your own method through creativity and learning
other schools’ methods; and the third stage (ri) is to go even further,
whether (or both) into realms of inventiveness or the achievement of a
state of ‘mu’ (‘empty mind’ or ‘nothingness’).” In Bittmann’s (2005, 29)
description of shu-ha-ri, he entitles the three stages as “preserve, break
through and detach”.
For instance, Sakaue (2018, 21)45 points out that because in kendō,
the ranking system is linked to the national curriculum, a trend
towards homogenisation started in the 1930s. Not only within one
style, but also across kendō styles, this effect created a systemic
monoculture, because from now on, students were no longer released
into creative freedom.
Sakaue (2018, 20-21) further states, “[T]he most important part –
breaking away from school and teacher – has been removed from shuha-ri. As a result, kendō since modern times has practically advocated
upholding the teacher’s (i.e. the butokukai’s) teachings as absolutes that
students must follow with perfect delity. This means that, despite
explicit statements to the contrary, practitioners of kendō are forced to
stay at the rst stage and cannot even move to the second stage, let
alone the third stage – especially not to create their own version of
45 “The

greatest reason for this homogenisation is the spread of the title
(shōgō) and rank (dan) system.”
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kendō. […] The teaching of shu-ha-ri could have served as a basis for
resisting this trend [of increasing standardisation and the suppression
of individual expression, MM] and maintaining greater autonomy and
variety, but this pedagogical approach was modi ed and, in the
process, lost its power to resist such trends.”
Regarding Japan, the tolerance towards experiments and subsequent
development by students was probably also higher in former times
because the legitimators (i.e. usually the martial arts masters
themselves) divided their master students into two basic classes, which
represented the two change mechanisms mentioned in attribute III.
The inner students (uchideshi 内弟子) were particularly closely
bound to the system by personal master teachings and were, therefore,
more inclined to conservative traditionalisation. The outer students
(sotodeshi 外弟子) were instructed with less deductive methods, had
less access to secret knowledge (Wolters 1992, 119; Matschke & Velte
2005, 30) and, as a result, rather tolerated or actively pursued
progressive developments such as the described revision, sampling
and modernisation mechanisms.
Niehaus (2003, 227) suspects that this tolerance is primarily based
on political considerations of the Tokugawa shogunate. The social and
geographic fragmentation of martial arts driven by sotodeshi prevented
single martial arts institutions from developing a network of
subordinate schools that would have been capable of military
uprisings.
Nevertheless, time itself also endangers the integrity of martial arts
because the mechanisms of progressive evolution are constantly
asserting pressure to develop (see attribute II), sometimes due to
ambitious individuals. The antidote is the codi cation of knowledge
(e.g. through franchise magazines, books and videos) and personal
transmission (e.g. through sotodeshi, master examinations).
These measures serve to protect the immutability and ‘purity’ of the
martial art. Not only the codi cation, but also the complexity reduction
of the ght technique repertoire streamlines and standardises the
transmission process and training contents. They are a signi cant
indication for advanced systematisation.
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https://jiujitsutimes.com/car-jitsu-gains-popularity-with-jiu-jitsutournaments-inside-cars/ [14-05-2022]
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The peak of transmission control is the formal institutionalisation of
the martial art (Bowman 2014), i.e. creating a hegemonic
administration (an umbrella organisation or a franchise system like in
EWTO wing chun) to supervise systematic aspects like training
principles and curriculum; ideology and transmission guidelines; as
well as administrative aspects like distribution, teaching locations,
rules, examinations and competitions. This step is mandatory for
further globalisation (Heinemann 2007, 306). A recent example for this
development is car jitsu which founder Vic Mikheev describes as
“competitive grappling in vehicles”.46
Regarding the institutionalisation of boxing, Elias (1986b, 21)
explains, “Older forms of boxing, a popular way of settling con icts
between males, were not entirely without standardized rules. But the
use of bare sts was often supplemented by the use of legs as a
weapon. Though not totally unruled, the popular standard of unarmed
ghting involving the sts was rather elastic. Like many other bodily
contests, ghting with bare knuckles assumed the characteristics of a
sport in England where it was rst subjected to a tighter set of rules
which, inter alia, totally eliminated the use of legs as a weapon. The
growth of sensitivity showed itself in the introduction of gloves and, as
time went on, in the padding of gloves and the introduction of various
classes of boxers which ensured greater equality of chances. In fact, it
was only in connection with the development of a more differentiated and in some ways tighter set of rules and the greater protection
of the contestants against serious injury which followed from it, that a
popular form of ghting assumed the characteristics of a ‘sport’. These
characteristics of boxing as a sport help to explain why the English
form of boxing was adopted as a standard form in many other
countries, often replacing, as it did in France, traditional indigenous
forms of boxing.”
Here, we see that the process of civilisation – as referred to by Elias
– expressed itself in English boxing in the way of what was introduced
before as ‘modernisation’: with a revision of the master reality.

VI. AUTOIMMUNITY
The nal stage of systematisation is when the martial art reaches
autoimmunity. Autoimmunity illustrates that elaborated martial arts
usually have a complementary structure. Every attack technique that is
part of the martial art is outbalanced by at least one defence
technique – usually a block, a counterattack, a dodge or a de ectionattack combination.
In theory, a ght between two absolutely equally talented masters of
the same martial art must end in a draw.47 Martial arts movies like
wuxia convert this assumption into real images by performing
beautiful cascades of attacks and blocks.
Why is autoimmunity necessary?
Imagine a martial art which teaches an attack technique without
providing an appropriate defence technique. As the attack would be
overpowered in training and competition, eventually the whole
technique inventory would be reduced to this single technique – like
Indiana Jones casually nishing off the sword-spinning bandit in
Raiders of the Lost Ark.
Even martial arts which do not engage in contact combat
understand that training without having complementary techniques
lacks technical balance. In conclusion, martial arts develop a
complementary structure to generate a theoretical immunity against
their own techniques.
As every attack must be defendable in theory, the martial art’s
systematisation is completed when all gaps in the technical
systematics are lled. Therefore, during training and competition duels,
autoimmunity can be recognised in the exibility, variability and
balance of attack and defence techniques. Without the existence of a
theoretical autoimmunity, the rules of competitive contact combat
would be dysfunctional. A duel tradition is consequently often
bene cial to the genesis of autoimmunity.
As mentioned above, a martial art invention starts with an explosive,
very experimental growth of techniques. This is followed by a period of
47

Assuming they share equally bodily, situational and technical conditions.
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selection, simpli cation and economisation of techniques, i.e. a
complexity reduction. In the third phase, missing techniques are
supplemented to establish autoimmunity.
In turn, this process may impair the simplicity of the martial art by
creating unnecessary redundancies. Bowman (2014) describes this
using the example of KFM, “[T]here were more and more blog posts,
comments, discussions, stories and opinions circulating on the internet
among practitioners and former practitioners of KFM who reputedly
came to feel disgruntled with the development of the KFM syllabus. At
rst, so these stories went, KFM had been radically practical and
entirely pragmatic. But as time went on, showy frills and frilliness, in
the form of more spectacular or less plausible techniques, sequences,
tactics and strategies, were added to the system.” This shows that
redundancies can also result from over-arti cialisation. Also, other
martial arts like wing chun have reached a comparably high degree of
self-centred autoimmunity.
MacYoung (2001, 141) claims that experienced street ghters are
superior to style ghters because every martial art has gaps in the
curriculum that can be exploited. If a style relies too much on its
autoimmunity, it can be vulnerable to extracurricular techniques and
weapons.
The importance of autoimmunity is particularly evident in the
genesis of mma. It is well-known that mma was pushed forward when
the UFC created a rulebook which provided a platform based on a
comparatively liberal master reality (see chapter 3) – a no-holds-barred
ght (NHB).
After the rst UFC event, martial artists had to learn from their
unexpected new experiences. “Commentator Jim Brown summarised
the night’s event in a one-liner, re ecting the surprise most viewers
had felt in realising that their preconceived notions about martial arts
were sadly mistaken: ‘What we have learned here is that ghting is not
what we thought it was’” (Bolelli 2014).
As Barrowman (2019) shows, in the aftermath of UFC 1, ghters
frenetically tried to ll the respective technical gaps in their striking
and grappling arsenal, “The UFC was the catalyst that ignited a
paradigm shift in the martial arts.”

When the importance of grappling techniques was eventually
recognised in the community, counterstrategies were tested and
implemented soon after. Since there was no superior martial art to
adapt from, it was up to each ghter to experiment with ght
techniques to reach autoimmunity for the master reality de ned by the
UFC rules. These extreme efforts were rewarded with impressive
technical improvements in UFC 2 (Barrowman 2019). The technical
professionalisation of the UFC had begun.
Not only by means of systematic trial and transmission, but
especially during the search for autoimmunity, a new martial art was
generated from the UFC basis. From 1996 onwards, three years after
UFC 1, this art has been called mma to prevent legal issues
(Barrowman 2019).
The name clearly indicates that it is not a martial art that has been
created out of the blue, but rather a melting pot of worldwide martial
arts and ght techniques which were moulded into one liberal style. In
contrast to genuine martial arts, that is why mma has maintained its
experimental character (even if it has now been signi cantly
diminished).
The technical repertoire has not been de nitely codi ed yet and will
supposedly fail to do so. Barrowman (2019) states that mma acts like
a ‘vortex’ which absorbs and integrates any technique from any other
martial art that the liberal rulebook (and thus its master reality) allows.
The ‘vortex’ prevents a strong complexity reduction, which is typical for
less liberal martial arts.
The example of mma illustrates that the autoimmunity depends of
course very much on the actual ghting rules, which have been and
still are constantly developing in the UFC. However, the interaction of
rules and the pursuit of autoimmunity as well as the consequences of
their failure is known at least since the legendary clash between
Muhammad Ali and Antonio Inoki. The different opinions of whether it
should be a consensual show ght or a real sports ght led to
irritations.
“Ali was expecting a choreographed exhibition; Inoki was looking for
a ght” (Miracle 2016, 65). The completely different specialisations of
the participants (Ali: striking / Inoki: grappling) complicated the ght,
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as well. The organisers tried to deal with this double incompatibility by
constantly adapting the rules.
As Miracle (2016, 69) describes, “Ali speculated: ‘I’m betting I can hit
him before he can grab me. With my dancing and moving, I can’t see
him getting close enough to hit me without me hitting him. This man
is a wrestler. He’s not used to taking hard shots to the head’ […]. The
rule prohibiting Inoki from performing any standard wrestling
takedowns seems to have been thought up with the goal of displaying
Ali’s skill while making Inoki appear inept. […] Prior to the ght, a
public display of the participants’ skill took place in which Inoki and
several other professional wrestlers demonstrated various types of
kicks. It was clear that Inoki intended to neutralize his opponent’s
advantage by targeting the only remaining exploitable area: leg strikes.
Ali, upon seeing the tactic’s undoubted effectiveness, became outraged
and called for further rules to be put in place which prohibited ‘kicks
from a standing position’ […].”
Ali’s naivety regarding his absolute lack of immunity to his
opponent’s ght techniques nally led to a complete disaster. Miracle
cites Hauser (1991, 337), who complains that the match was
“insufferably boring. For fteen rounds, Inoki crab-walked around the
ring, horizontal to the canvas, kicking at Ali’s legs. That was the ght.
Ali threw six punches.”
However, technical autoimmunity is not only a challenge in
comparative ghts of such contrary systems as wrestling and boxing,
but also when different iterations of the same system meet.
Jigorō Kanō developed his kōdōkan jūdō from the tenjin-shinyō-ryū
and kitō-ryū styles of jūjutsu and enriched it with further techniques
(among others from Western wrestling books, Möller 1996, 50).
In order to take a stand against the ‘outdated’ koryū jūjutsu, he
organised much noticed comparative tournaments between the
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48 “Kano

did not develop ‘new techniques’, but took over, re-arranged or
modi ed the existing techniques of different styles. The modi cations he
made were not only intended to increase the effectiveness of the
techniques, but also to enhance their suitability for physical education. The
superiority of kōdōkan jūdō in the ghts described above was rather based
on the individual abilities of a few central personalities of the founding
period: the ‘Four Guardians of the kōdōkan’.” / “Kano entwickelte keine ‘neuen
Techniken’, sondern übernahm, re-arrangierte bzw. modi zierte die
vorhandenen Techniken ve schiedener Stile. Die von ihm vorgenommenen
Modi kationen sollten dabei nicht allein der Steigerung der Effektivität der
Techniken dienen, sondern ihre Tauglichkeit für die Leibeserziehung
erhöhen. Die Überlegenheit des kōdōkan jūdō bei den oben geschilderten
Kämpfen beruhte vielmehr auf den individ ellen Fähigkeiten weniger
zentraler Persönlichkeiten der Gründungszeit: den ‘Vier Himmelskönigen des
kōdōkan’.” Translation by author.
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kōdōkan and the yōshin-ryū jūjutsu. Although Niehaus (2019, 81)48
contradicts, most authors argue that it was the superior throwing
technique that brought the kōdōkan the victory.
It was this sophisticated technique inventory that caused a
sensation in Brazil when the kōdōkan student Mitsuyo Maeda, as an
envoy of Kanō, defeated countless representatives of the indigenous
martial arts (Clarke 2011, 157-161). Maeda in turn taught the Gracie
family who developed the Brazilian jiu-jitsu (bjj) from jūdō. Bjj
subsequently prevailed over the Japanese immigrants’ kōdōkan jūdō by
technically evolving in order to eliminate the autoimmunity of jūdō.
“Since the initial bouts in 1930 between Carlos Gracie and Geo
Omori in São Paulo, what became clear was the Japanese martial
artists’ technical superiority in standing techniques (Nage-Waza). Yet
their very specialization in standing techniques led the Japanese
ghters to gradually neglect ground combat (Ne-Waza). The Gracies
then lled the technical gap by focusing their jiu-jitsu practice almost
exclusively on ground combat. Ultimately, while keeping the
techniques in their original form, they worked out a ground combat
style based on a defensive strategy” (Cairus 2020, 30).
Much like in the Ali-Inoki-bout, the ghting rules were regularly
manipulated by the Gracies in order to get an advantage. Cairus (2020,

33) describes, “The Gracies’ adamant refusal to abide by kōdōkan rules
[…] is key to understanding how they survived the early confrontations
with Japanese martial artists while creating a local jiu-jitsu style. […]
kōdōkan jūdō rules […] proclaimed as victorious the one able to apply a
clean (‘perfect’) throw. […] If the Gracies accepted Japanese rules, they
would stand no chance of victory against skilled Japanese throwers.”
Regarding autoimmunity, slapping contests are also an interesting
example. Allegedly invented by Russian bodybuilders, slapping
contests have been spread for some years now, mainly via social media.
Two men49 are positioned opposite each other at a small table and
take turns slapping each other on the cheek. The slaps must not be
blocked or evaded. It is forbidden to hit the neck, eyes, nose or ears.
The hitting area is monitored by covering the spanker’s palms with
chalk. The duel usually ends by knockout or surrender.
Common slapping contests share the characteristics of combat
sports. Referees and doctors are involved, a xed round system is
enabled and the winner prize is split in case a clear winner is nondeterminable. The rst to slap is decided by coin toss. Comparable to
the early mma, weight classes and mandatory protective equipment are
lacking, even though many ghters wear mouth gear and ear
protection voluntarily. So far, slapping is an amateur sport. One of the
early slapping stars is Vasili Kamotsky, weighing more than 170
kilograms, who regularly knocks out his opponents.
Slapping is a worldwide cultural phenomenon. It ranges from
domestic violence to vicious pranks like happy slapping. Bouncers also
use slaps very often because it is considered less violent than a punch.
The psychological and physical damage that a powerful slap can cause
is immense. Hearing disorders, ruptured eardrums, eye injuries and
concussions are among the more serious consequences.
The fascination of slapping contests is based on the condition that
virtually any amateur without any previous martial arts training or
experience can participate. Moreover, most spectators can probably
understand very well from their own experience what a slap in the
face feels like.
It seems like women are not allowed to compete.
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APPLYING THE MODEL: LIGHTSABER COMBAT
In this chapter, the six-attribute model has been presented in detail.
Now, it seems appropriate to test the functionality and integrity of the
model using an example.
Here, I have chosen lightsaber combat (LSC), as this approach has
many advantages. LSC is an extremely young activity, it is very well
documented, and it has not originated from a national tradition or
culture – instead it has grown out of a pop-cultural ction.
Table 48. Classi cations of lightsaber combat

Classi cation (agree or fully agree) as:
lightsaber combat (show)

martial art
48.84%

Kampfkunst combat sport Kampfsport
50.98%
44.18%
60.78%

Also, in all four concept analyses in chapter 2, lightsaber combat was
in the centre of the classi cation scales (see table 48). Apparently, the
participants have been relatively insecure about how to classify it.
Judkins (2016b; 2019b) has closely monitored the genesis of LSC,
also asking whether LSC has matured into a martial art and how this
development was driven forward.
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In slapping contests, only one ght technique is permitted: the athanded face slap. Counter-attacks, evasive movements and blocking
techniques are disregarded, although they could easily be invented.
Since the ghters alternate after each punch, the lack of autoimmunity
does not result in one-sided superiority. As in other contact martial
arts, powerful striking and resilience qualities are pivotal, even if the
ghting mode is overall less dynamic in comparison.
This distinguishes slapping contests from pure perseverance
challenges such as the passive abdominal muscle training in fullcontact drills or the ‘punch to the stomach’ bouts of magician Harry
Houdini.
However, it also means that in slapping contests, the technical and
strategical freedom and creativity for the ghters is extremely limited.
As a result, the development of autoimmunity is purposely suppressed.

The following theoretical application illustrates the veri cation
process and internal connection of the six attributes. In doing so,
Judkins’ observations on LSC will frequently be referred to.
LSC meets attribute I as it features embodied human combat.
Although lightsabers are not cold weapons in the Star Wars universe,
in our reality, they are actually used like an (extraordinary) multi-blade
weapon in interhuman combat. In any case, blocking is only allowed
with the blade, not with other body parts, although this would be
theoretically possible when attacked with replica lightsabers. The fact
that a lightsaber, unlike a live blade, is dangerous even without a
cutting movement is neglected in this way, too. Thus, attribute II
applies here, too.
One of the extraordinary elements of LSC is that its master reality
(attribute III) is hyper-real (Judkins 2016b)50. Consequently, it is not
based on actual considerations and confrontations with a situation
which has happened or might happen in the real world. Since no ‘real’
lightsabers exist on earth, the ctionality of LSC – and thus its
arti ciality – is an adamant knowledge amongst LSC practitioners.
It should be noted that the master reality of LSC was de ned in
1977 with the release of Star Wars – A New Hope and was elaborated in
the following lms of the original trilogy (1980, 1983), the prequel
trilogy (1999, 2002, 2005), the sequel trilogy (2015, 2017, 2019), as well
as in numerous cinematic and literary spin-offs.
“One strongly suspects that the rst fan-based ‘lightsaber duel’ was
probably performed with broom sticks the day after Lucas’ original
vision was revealed to the public in 1977” (Judkins 2016b). In the
cinematic original, LSC undoubtedly serves to eliminate opponents
symbolically (e.g. Luke Skywalker vs. Darth Vader), sometimes factually
(Darth Vader vs. Obi Wan Kenobi). The ght culture identity (attribute

50 “In

that sense we are dealing with a ‘hyper-real martial art’. By this we
mean that it is an invented tradition that everyone acknowledges is based
on a ctional text rather than a more or less accurate transmission of some
historical practice.” (Judkins 2016b)
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51 “Soon

third-party vendors entered this market space, offering simple
training sabers with in-hilt LED modules and hollow polycarbonate blades.
These sabers still had aluminum hilts, though they tended to be more
ergonomically designed and better balanced that [sic] the original lm
props. And while some of these sabers were marketed to collectors, other
(nearly indestructible) weapons were developed speci cally for staged
choreography and martial arts applications.” (Judkins 2019b)
52 “Greg Ember, who has carefully tracked the creation of groups within this
community, hypothesizes that the rst schools or performance troops may
actually have formed in either Russia or the Philippines. Lightsaber combat
remains extremely popular in Russia and across Southeast Asia. However, the
rst group to generate sustained media attention was NY Jedi, which began
to offer classes in New York City after marching in the Greenwich Village
Halloween Parade in 2005.” (Judkins 2019b)
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IV) is thus clearly recognisable, despite or because of enrichment with
Jedi/Sith spirituality.
At the beginning of the 2000s, two events happened which
signi cantly contributed to the development of LSC. The rst was “the
creation (and marketing) of high quality replica and stunt lightsabers”
(Judkins 2016b), which were lightweight and robust enough to perform
contact fencing movements.51
This development set the basis for attribute V, the systematisation
through trial and transmission. According to Greg Ember, Russian and
Filipino groups were the rst to experiment with modern lightsabers,
but they were surpassed by the later founded and very popular NY Jedi
(Judkins 2019)52. Also, NY Jedi started with spontaneous experiments in
a combat laboratory, in this case, a rooftop, “Inspired by some short fanlms in which lightsabers had been digitally recreated, ‘Flynn’, a
founding member of the group NY Jedi, bought two Master Replicas
lightsabers, took them to the roof of his New York City apartment
building at night, and began to duel with a friend” (Judkins 2016b).
Since LSC is completely detached from conventional cult, dance,
drama, and combat, the entire system is a carte blanche for free
experiments by the community, apart from the rudimentary cinematic
technical and philosophical guidelines.

The experimental testing has not only shown a deep interest in the
Star Wars franchise, but it has also delivered an “intellectual and
technical puzzle” (Judkins 2019). “One of the things that I like about
working with [the LSC community] is that they are taking what is
essentially a silly weapon and learning how to bring it to life. The skills
that they learn, the questions they ask and the work they put into
learning the lightsaber is what makes it a valid martial training tool”
(Stephen Fick, in: Judkins 2019).
A key question at the beginning of the development was how to
shape the master reality. Quite unusually, one of the four development
mechanisms of master realities (see above) did not work for LSC. A
revision was not conceivable because the cinematic master reality
could not be achieved asymptotically (even if the practitioners wanted
to), due to the futuristic technology and magic in the original lore.
Traditionalisation was limited because the cinematic LSC was not
systematised and had not reached autoimmunity – it was not
elaborated at all. Accordingly, traditionalists remained cosplayers.
Some of them, “such as the 501st Legion and Jedi Council, have a no
combat/choreography policy” (Judkins 2016b). Other parts of the
community continued to experiment progressively.
One fraction focused on choreography and aesthetics, including the
groups “NY Jedi, The Capital City Jedi Knights or Fightsaber (in South East
Asia), whose main activities are the staging of elaborate public
spectacles through choreographed duels and storytelling” (Judkins
2016b). Another fraction, containing groups like Ludosport, Terra Prime
Lightsaber Academy or The Force Academy took a different direction and
pursued a competitive, playful ghting approach.
Both fractions, especially the ght-oriented one, have developed
their master reality progressively through combinatorial tests. They
adapted ght techniques from similar martial arts to replenish the
porous LSC technique inventory.53 The Terra Prime Light Armory, for
53 “Again, it

was only a matter of time before actual martial artists started to
ask what combination of real-world ghting techniques could best replicate
the alluring reality that was starting to emerge around the idea of lightsaber
combat.” (Judkins 2019b)
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example, founded in 2012, adapted “a variety of Chinese (and to a
lesser extent European) ghting styles” (Judkins 2019b).
Although modern lightsaber replicas do not have the cinematic
effect of being able to melt through any solid material, they are
actually dangerous in sportive competitive contact combat due to their
robust construction. Like other martial arts communities, LSC groups
reacted by modernising the master reality. Depending on the LSC
association, individual rules for contact competition were established
(e.g. point system, referees, rounds) and safety gear was introduced.
Judkins (2019b) lists the following examples:
‣ The Italian Ludosport allows light contact. The protective
equipment consists of light gloves and (occasionally) eye
protection.
‣ The French Sport Saber League allows medium contact. Fencing
masks and heavy gloves are used here.
‣ The American Saber Legion allows full contact and full-force
striking. This makes heavy safety gear necessary, which are
adopted from hockey, motorcycling and hema.54
It will be interesting to see whether these LSC substyles will coexist
or if, in the long run, an internationally uni ed rulebook and ghting
gear will prevail.
Despite the technical borrowings from various martial arts, the
independent ght culture identity of LSC can be recognised in its
distinguished technique aesthetics as a result of the weapon’s unique
functionality. The codi cation of rules and regulations, especially
regarding protective gear, further reinforces the LSC identity.
The complementary master realities – the aesthetic-choreographic
show as well as the sport-competitive contact combat – are
fundamental to the bipolar LSC ght culture identity.

54 “In

North America, this date saw the formal emergence of the Saber Legion,
a heavy dueling league featuring full contact, full force striking. Participants
in these contests wear heavy hockey, motorcycle or hema armor, much of
which has been selected and decorated to invoke a speci c persona.”
(Judkins 2019b)
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55 “A

longtime practitioner and instructor of the Chinese martial arts, he
developed a basic lightsaber training form corresponding to ‘Shii-cho’. This
has gone on to become perhaps the most widely distributed training tool
within the lightsaber community. It is commonly practiced by both
theatrically- and martially-oriented groups and both seem to nd it quite
useful.” (Judkins 2016b)
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The second event that signi cantly contributed to the genesis of LSC
was the start of a systematisation process by David Reynolds. In 2002,
he published his work Fightsaber: Jedi Lightsaber Combat in a fan
magazine which described the basic seven forms of LSC, as taught in
the Jedi temple of the Star Wars cinematic universe. In doing so, he
contributed his knowledge about Asian martial arts.
“Each numbered form was given a short description outlining its
philosophy as well as its strengths and weaknesses. Later publications
augmented these with exotic sounding names (such as Shii-cho for the
rst form) and associated them with mythic creatures from the Star
Wars universe in ways that intentionally mimicked the use of animal
imagery in the Asian martial arts” (Judkins 2016b). The seven forms and
the fundamental technical and strategic principles de ned by Reynolds
are still the basis of transmission for both basic concepts of the LSC
(Judkins 2016b)55.
From the very beginning, establishing a spiritually in uenced
normative framework has also been part of the systematisation. This
may be very surprising at rst, since the Star Wars myth is pure modern
ction, and therefore, far away from being a religion or ritual practice.
Moreover, one of the two factions (the Sith) that cultivated
lightsaber combat in the Star Wars universe can only be described as
an evil sect of authoritarian egoists. Nevertheless, the Sith are an
integral part of the LSC culture and, with Dun Möch, they have an
equivalent of the seven Jedi forms. According to Sith ethics, this also
includes psychological warfare.
The attraction of the Star Wars myth lies, as many authors have
stated, in the archetypical bipolarity of good and evil, the pan-religious
basis, as well as in the universally valid and easily accessible
spirituality. Interestingly, Judkins (2016b) notes that despite the

obvious profanity of Star Wars, “it is clear that many students are
approaching lightsaber combat as a key organising symbol in their
lives.”
As de ned in the six-attribute model, a normative framework in
martial arts is very likely but not mandatory. Especially for a young,
arti cial martial art, its existence is unexpected.
Judkins (2019b) speculates that it is especially due to the cultural
and political neutrality of the superior Star Wars universe (which is
debatable), that the cinematic cult has been integrated into LSC. This
development also illustrates a certain degree of self-re ection
regarding the bipolarity of Jedi and Sith morality in the LSC cosmos.
Only one part of the LSC community embodies heroes in a moral
sense (Jedi). The other part deliberately represents amorality (Sith),
which serves to maintain the paradigmatic universal balance of good
and evil. Due to this tongue-in-cheek moral irony, LSC is nearly immune
to religious and political extremism and mysticism.
The recent integration of the LSC into the French National Fencing
Federation marks another very signi cant step in the LSC
institutionalisation process. This indicates that the technical
autoimmunity (attribute VI) in the LSC already exists or is nearly
achieved.
A further indication of autoimmunity are the seven forms mentioned
above, which are to be understood less as kata-like forms, but rather as
substyles of LSC. In the Star Wars myth, the seven forms are designed
for different combat situations and temperaments.
This is re ected in the technical development advanced by the
community. Each of the seven forms has unique techniques and
principles. As practitioners of the different forms meet in sportcompetitive combat, all of them are put under pressure to maintain
immunity against the others (which makes LSC somewhat has in
common with mma). Variants of the typical lightsaber weapon are
double-bladed lightsabers, lightsaber pikes and lightwhips, which
further differentiate LSC and sometimes have their own forms, in
accordance with attribute II.
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In this section, the academic value of the six-attribute model has
been demonstrated with the example of lightsaber combat. Applying
the model, evidence for the existence of all six attributes has been
proved. Therefore, according to the theory of the six-attribute model,
LSC has to be classi ed as a martial art.
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In this book, the problems of understanding and de ning key terms
in Martial Arts Studies were discussed. With the support of an
empirical study and subsequent descriptive and factor analyses, it was
examined whether and which criteria non-professionals, practitioners
and scholars in the eld of martial arts use to de ne key terms.
Methodological weaknesses were also referred to, including a low
sample size (especially for the English survey), the limited number of
video variables, the subjective choice of video presentations and the
subjective interpretation of latent factors.
The theoretical examination of the latent factors led to the
formulation of a model for de ning and identifying martial arts in the
vast pool of performances, movement systems and activities
worldwide. The purpose of developing the model was to replace
former ecclectic terminologies with an empirical survey as well as a
hermeneutical analysis to extract the essence of how martial arts are
conceived.
This model contains six attributes which can be examined by
phenomenological observation and an evidence-based analysis.
These attributes are:
1. embodied human combat with the subproperties ‘human combat’
and ‘embodied performance’
2. unarmed or cold armament
3. doctrine of a master reality with the submechanisms ‘complexity
reduction’ and ‘reality drive’
4. ght culture identity with the subproperties ‘ ght culture
hegemony’ and ‘symbolic elimination’
5. systematisation with the submechanisms ‘trial in combat
laboratory’, ‘systemic transmission’ and the (not mandatory, but
likely) subproperties ‘ ght principles’, ‘normative framework’ and ‘
institutional autonomy’
6. autoimmunity
In the nal section of this book, the six attributes were exemplarily
applied to lightsaber combat (LSC).
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

It must be clari ed that the six-attribute model is by no means
unimpeachable in its application mechanisms. Until further discussion,
it has to prove its functionality as a martial arts litmus test. It remains
disputable whether an activity should be classi ed as a martial art or
not, especially if there seems to be a lack of one or several attributes.
However, it could be argued that the more attributes can be found
for an activity through application of the model, the more likely it is
that the activity should be classi ed as a martial art. This is especially
helpful for the categorisation and academic study of the hybrids of
combat, dance, drama, and cult, which were mentioned in the course of
this book.
Overall, the model may serve as a cornerstone of the propaedeutics
of Martial Arts Studies.
Future research will show whether the presented model will meet
the high demands for which it has been designed, by testing the model
regarding its theoretical correctness and evaluating its scienti c
usability. Also, it would be interesting to expand the survey to other
martial arts cultures, countries and languages to further improve and
expand the model.
Nevertheless, martial arts is a uid and multi-faceted phenomenon
that encompasses an immeasurable kaleidoscope of worldwide
systems, styles and institutions. Besides the established hemisphere of
typical sports activities, a separate martial arts hemisphere must be
recognised in the academic world.
Hence, a fundamental exibility must be allowed to any model that
addresses the basic question of this book: What is martial arts?
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